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where my light is seen
dim, where my voice is heard
small, even to the uuermostbotmds
of the earth. Their work will exceed
yours and in this I will be well
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different,
yet alike

Rather than fight the record breaking
cold temperatures experienced by Tul
sans this winter, Rita Schoonover, Brit
Devillier, Larry Moon, Jeff Rash, and
Elaine Berk were content to remain in
side the fishbowl pursuing trivia.

he best years of your life

Chapel was held in the Mabee Center on Tues
According to every days and Thursdays instead of in Christ Chapel
friend, neighbor, and rela on Wednesdays and Fridays. Increased enroll
tive, those years are the ment provided some of the undergraduate stu
dents an opportunity to live in Grad Housing.
ones spent in college,
years spent broadening our horizons with four There were numerous changes among adminis
semesters of humanities, wing retreats, the all trative personnel. Changes are not always easy
to accept, but they are certainly part of every
school run, and SAGA-bogganing.
1984 began the twentieth year for the college living, growing institution.
Some things, however, never change. And in
experience at Oral Roberts University, and up
perclassmen returned to a number of changes. its twenty-year existence Oral Roberts Univer-
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the week off on the right foot,
Heather McEachren, a sophomore Ger

Starting
man

minor, spends a Monday evening
library polishing her vocabulary.

in the

sity has remained committed to its founding
educating the whole man
purpose
body,
mind, spirit. Being a student at Oral Roberts
University encompasses far more than the
rigors of the typical college student.
And being is what it is all about. Beings from
fifty different states, twenty-seven different
countries, different races, different back
We cannot even
grounds, different religions
-

-

...

assume

But

as

that we all came for the same reason.
we look at the following pages, it is

Wherever we go we've got company.
Jeaneen Kunick pauses for a moment in
front of the golden mirrors of the Prayer
Tower.
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Oral Roberts University is a part of a
unique healing ministry in which stu
dents play an important role. Junior,

Mike Postelthwait, with the prayer and
support of fellow students stands up
from his wheelchair.

Ken Osiwala of Stronghold enjoys a
weekend retreat at Eureka Springs. Re
treats provide students with an oppor
tunity to escape school pressures and
enjoy God's creation.

with heart,
with soul

The healing crusade is an opportunity
for students to be used as instruments of
God's healing. Laying on hands and
offering fervent prayers, Tammi Plagge
meyer and John Finnesey take part in
the 1984 Healing Crusade held in the
Mabee Center on October 23-25.

certain that

we

common

we

-

do indeed have one thing in
are students of Oral Roberts

all about.
From the Mabee Center to Christ Chapel and
back again, we have benefitted from the
teachings of some of the best charismatic,
evangelical leaders in the world today. Know
ing in our minds, and believing in our hearts that
God is a good God, that God is our source, that
we can plant a seed and
expect a miracle, we
face the world. Believing
that is what it is all

University.
From jogging to scuba diving, from weight
lifting to rockclimbing, we have earned those
aerobic points. From Biochemistry to Her
meneutics, from Quantitative Analysis to Art
History, we have earned those GPA's. From
Open Bible to Southern Hills Methodist, from
First Presbyterian to Higher D, we have about.
that is what it is
learned to worship. Being
Under
...
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guidance and instruction

of
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The Love Run would not have been
complete without the support of Cheer
ful Charlie and KCFO. For weeks be
fore the race KCFO broadcast running
tips to help their listeners get in shape
for the run.

fessional and Holy Spirit-filled faculty and
staff, we have worked diligently to obtain the
most from our academic endeavors. Taking
notes, cramming for exams, and typing papers
we strive to become well-adjusted profes
sionals prepared to march boldly into hospitals,
churches, classrooms, business firms, court
from Hollywood to Broadway, Wall
rooms
Street to D.C., Europe, Asia, Africa
...

...

...
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STUDENTS ACHIEVING

that is what it is all about.
But we take with us more than our intellect,
and more than our education. We take with us
the love of Jesus Christ. We have been raised
�p to hear God's voice, to take his light where it
IS seen dim, his voice where it is heard small
even to the utter-most bounds of the earth
That is what it is all about
exceeding.
Theresa Ohler

Achieving
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...

...

...
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In

spite of

the

cloudy skies and

pavement, persevering students
plete the three-mile trek around
pus. The Love Run

was

wet

com
cam

required of

ORU students, but others chose to
the WK.

run

today and
tomorrow

Reactions to Love Run '85 vary from
determination to exhaustion to jubi
� lance reflected in the faces of these sur
JS vivors.
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students upon arrival at big univer
find themselves often times socially
Isolated and unaccepted by returning up
perclassmen. For outgoing people that
doesn't present a problem. People of this
sort will break an arm till one becomes their
friend. For average and shy people this new
social life takes a long time before assimila
tion is, if ever, complete. A revolutionary
system at ORU was begun in order to break
down these social walls and
initiate friendships from the
first day.
I had the extreme privi
lege of being assigned to
one of the all around best
wings on campus, AmHer
ratz. Upon first arrival I
.

Many

�ltles

was

completely accepted

without even swallowing a
gold fish. I was shocked but
thrilled by the purpose and
unity displayed by this
bunch of guys who called
themselves "Ratzers,"
scum of the earth. I later
learned that this was indeed
the

case on

wings

all

over

campus.

,

Then, as all wings do, as
the returning students final
ly make it back, we eagerly await the first
meeting with our sister wing. These people
are destined to become year-long friends,
some for life, and maybe even some for hus
bands or wives.
The activities throughout the year leave
lasting memories of roller skating parties,
hay rides, retreats, yogurt and burger runs.
The list is endless. The most important
effect is the development of social and spiri
tual bonds. After I tried to explain this sys
tem to a friend back home he asked,
"What's so great about wings?" To which I
replied, "The friendships and memories
made are eternal."
The friendships made on brother/sister
wings are ones that we never forget. A
brother or sister wing becomes your family.
You eat meals with these people, actually
live with them on your wing, sharing memo
ries, heartaches, even the bathroom. These
are the people that see you when you look
your worst and still remain your friends. At
the end of the year we feel as though a part of
us is gone with the people that we lived with
for the past nine months.

(cont.
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Brian Goranson
utes

Ago"

to

as

Prince Charming sings "Ten Min
Tara Tharp.

Cinderella,

o

E

�
�

It's

"Impossible" sings

c5 going

Goosebumps, spine-tingling chills, hairs
raised on the back of one's neck, unbidden
tears that tickle the corners of one's eyes
and make one blink, and applause
These are a few of the reactions that one
might have experienced while sitting in
Howard Auditorium during the ORU Drama
Department's season. From fairy tales to
situation comedy, everyone's favorite gold
en bubble was the site for a year of laugh
ter, tears and curtain calls.
In October, children of all ages thrilled to
"Cinderella", the popular story of a poor
girl who becomes a princess with a little
magical intervention. The Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical starred Tara Tharp in
...

Cinderella to her fairy Godas they talk of Cinderella

mother, Noreen Klinger,
to

the ball.

the lead role with Brian Goranson romanc
ing her as Prince Charming. Noreen Klinger
weaved a magic spell as the Fairy God
mother while Darrell Szenasi and Linda
Leigh Hager added a royal presence as the
prince's parents. Glenda H. Fisher, Mi
chelle Meeks and Shannon Kendall rounded
out the featured cast as the Stepmother and
her two comically wicked daughters.
"Cinderella" proved to be a success, pro
viding a touch of fantasy and magic to a
school year that began on a serious, intense
note. ORU students embraced the play,
attending in some of the largest audiences an
ORU production has ever attracted.

(cont.
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Steve Schneider and Lisa Kramer
and waves of the Florida coast.

enjoy

the sunshine

"8
<>:

Ronnie Rodriguez and his brother Robert spend Spring
'§ Break traveling West to view the Grand Canyon before
� continuing on to California.
"

Jenise and Jennifer Jones are two of the many students
that traveled to Colorado as part of the HPE ski class
for Spring,

Break-time is a much anticipated event by
ORU students. Breaks allow students to get
caught up on much needed sleep, get assign
ments completed, or just have a good time
away from the pressures of school.
During Fall Break, some students go on
missions. Teams go out to various cities in
the country, sharing, singing, and praying
for others. Sophomore Mary Walls went to
Colorado for one break. Her wing went to
churches in that area doing a drama skit. "It
was really neat that other wings gave us
money to go," said Mary. The times spent
on these mission outreaches is tiring, but
students are strengthened by the changes
they observe in others.
Christmas Break is perhaps the most cov
eted break in the school year. This year
students had three weeks off, instead of the
usual two. The extra time was a blessing for
many students, giving them more of a rest
between semesters plus being able to spend
more time with their families and friends.
The long awaited Spring Break saw many
students heading off to the Florida coastline
to soak in some sunshine after the cold win
ter. Spring Break seemed to be the time
when students planned a mid-semester trip
to places like Colorado, Arizona, or the ski

14
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resorts. Some students spent the whole
break hiking and camping in the Grand Can
yon, while others went Scuba diving in the
Florida Keys. The majority didn't worry too
much about aerobic points while they layout
in the sun, getting over the winter doldrums.
Break-time seemed essential to the sanity
of college students. Without it, it seemed
that we would come to the end of our ropes
in dealing with the pressures of school.
Break time gave us time to minister to our
families, see an old friend, visit our ORU
friends, or just relax and take time for our
selves. Break time was a time of ministry for
many students. The music department sent
out groups of students to minister to people
in music. Many students ministered to peo
ple on the way home or back to school. It
was good for ORU students to get off cam
pus, and apply the things taught in chapel,
church, and Vespers. Breaks were a time for
us to heed the calling set before us.
The times we shared with friends and
loved ones were precious to us. Often there
were so many things going on in our life that
breaks gave us the time to reach out to
others. Breaks also gave us time to put
things into perspective regarding school
work, classroom tension, and relationships.

The

yachting life is the life for Lisa
Stout, Todd Norman, Mike Schmitzer

"Off the ftoad

again

Kramer Mitch
and Jan 'neane.

"

Why is it that ev:elfytime yow g0 om
break your car bl'ealks delwn'? ]s it eoinei
dence Of is it God'? Last faU I had no
problems goiNg home, but then I lew.
This Spring Bfeak, everything that could
have happened did. 'three days before we
plenned to leave, the power steering wemt
we tcOOk it in ana got it
out. No problem
fixed. Now we thought we were ready te
leav.e. However. God h:ad otheli :plams fOIi
us. As we drove oiito bit the £1110 aRa sum
of florida, we tiiscovered the pow.er
steering was leakiag agaifl. Alilotlher 20
-

...
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MAKING A
CLEAN BREAK
The time before break is one that fills the
air with anticipation. As we plan trips or visit
with friends, it gives us something to think
about besides schoolwork. Breaks give us
time to get away from it all, and prop our feet
up at home and just relax.
After break is a time when we recount the
many events that happen in a week. The
testimonies given in chapel after break tell
us all the ministry, healing, and sharing that
went out with ORU students. God has
worked mightly in us, and break time is one in
which we can give to others what we have
learned here at ORU.
Whatever one does on break usually we
are still anxious to get back to school even
though we sometimes don't want to admit it.
We want to tell our friends of the exciting
things that we did on break, and hear of their
breaks also. The familiar question "What
did you do on break?" seems to ring from
the halls.
Probably the best description of the way
ORU students feel about Spring Break and
other breaks was best put by Richard
Roberts in chapel when he said, "Thank
God for Spring Break!"
-

Libby Lewis

A happy hello is expressed, as these two greet each
other with open arms after the week of Fall Break.

16
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Some students

wing
was

went to minister on Fall Break. This
Colorado and put on a mini-drama that
taken from Toymaker & Son
went to

While most of the ORU students left the campus,

some

stayed studying, catching up on sleep, or playing video
games in the Depot to while away the hours.
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These students

studies,

as

anxiously await a break from
they sit at security in search for

their ride.
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Craig Sloane, Chuck Steets, John Egstad and Greg
Kremple have a little fun in the mud. Rainy retreats are
familiar phenomena to ORU wings that schedule a
weekend for

•

a

little rest, relaxation and camaraderie.

i.�.the· Fal1JilJ/
\-

•

continued from p.12
A brother/sister wing is never quite the
same year after year, even if the majority of
people are the same ones that lived on the
wing the previous year. It is the combinatiori
of personalities that make up a wing. Each
person brings his unique traits and that's
what gives each wing its own personality.
Although the "firsts" of the brother-sister
wing experience are memorable, it is the
sustained maintenance of relationships that
provides the meaning behind the ideal of
brother-sister wings. As friends are made on
both sides of the wing table, the lives of all
involved are enriched. Through the tough
times that inevitably arise as school pres
sures mount and as the little picky details of
each person become glaring defects, these
trials cement the friendships that could have
remained mere acquaintenances. One of the
most remembered and cherished aspects of
college life at ORU will be the friendships of
brothers or sisters from across the wing
table.
Dan Kalm
-

Todd Lewis was just one of the many that enjoyed
themselves at the LECC Safari Party complete with
shades and Hawaiian dress.
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Lake Evelyn Country Club was never at a loss for
excitement when it came to social events such as the
Safari Party they held the week before finals.
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contined from p.12

GOOSEBUMPS
A

GOLDEN

IN
BUBBLE
topped off by the cooperative Tulsa weather
it indeed rained throughout the run ohbe

as

with the moveable sets and lavish costumes
giving the play the proper "story-book"

appeal.
The Drama Department's mid-February
performance was "The Rainmaker". John
Stewart played Bill Starbuck, a fast-talking

whose charm was irresistable.
Starbuck renews life and hope in an entire
family; a father, played by Ben Hyde, a
daughter, Lizzie, played by Diane Myers,
and Jimmy, played by Robert Taylor, whose
con-man

20
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bolstered confidence results in his comical
romance with Snookie. The realist, an older
brother named Noah, played by Mark
McClendon, wants his family to realize that
life isn't a storybook with everyone living
happily ever after. But when the Sheriff,
played by Kevin McGee, and File, played by
John Echols, come to arrest Starbuck, even
Noah protects him. As Starbuck exits, it
begins to rain.
The show was a great success and was

© Oral Roberts University

show.
For those of us who grew up watching
"The Odd Couple" with Jack Klugman and
Tony Randall as Oscar Madison and Felix
Unger, it came as a welcome surprise to see
the original version performed by our own
ORU actors Kevin McGhee and Darrell Sze
nasi. This production was performed in-the
round and was all-around good entertae»
ment.
-

Todd Norman and
Theresa Ohler

John Stewart as "Starbuck" applies his makeup before
the final performance of The Rainmaker.

Kristi Southard takes a moment to touch up the makeup
of Mark McClendon while he takes a final glance at his
§ lines as "Noah" in the mid-February performance of
� The Rainmaker.
ee

Brad Brewer, Mark Lewandowski and Kevin McGhee
a scene from The Odd Couple which was per
formed last spring in the round.

perform

© Oral Roberts University
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During the past 12 months the world has
experienced great change. New leaders,
new wars and new concerns have developed
while old wars and old concerns have re
mained consistent. The rebellions in Grena
da and EI Salvador captured a good portion
of headlines. The birth of Prince Harry, son
of Prince Charles and Princess Diana of Brit
ain and the death of Chernenko, premier of
Soviet Russia and the resultant naming of his
replacement, Gorbachev, all made the front
page at some point in 1984-85.

Perhaps the most important and most
heart-rending story of the year was that of
Ethiopia. The African country that experi
enced widespread famine spurred newsmen
into action. Vivid, graphic pictures of skele
tal children with swollen,' malnourished bel
lies haunted the pages of news magazines
and the screens of televisions for weeks. The
image of masses of people all too weak to
swat a buzzing fly will remain forever in the
memory of the world.
Events in the US seemed to refine and
spark a growing spirit of national pride. The
Olympic flame, brought to Los Angeles by

22
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Olympic Games in August, fanned that
spark into a blaze. An unprecedented sweep
of the medals elicited cheers and rating
points from armchairs all over the nation.
Swimming, gymnastics and track and field
all saw Americans winning events that were
previously claimed by other nations. The
Games were slightly tarnished by the ab
sence of Soviet-bloc countries due to a polit
ical boycott of the Games. However, sports
analysts agree that this Games' US team was
the

the strongest fielded since the modern
Games were founded. Standouts included
Carl Lewis, who many compared to the
legendary Jesse Owens, Rowdy Gaines and
Steve Lundquist, who led the men's swim
team in lap after victorious lap, the US
men's gymnastics team, Peter Vidmar, Bart
Conners, Mitch Gaylord, Tim Daggett,
Scott Johnson who all cried as they received
the gold medal for Best All-Around men's
team triggering tears in the eyes of a proud
public. Mary Lou Retton became the "darl
ing" of the Olympic Games as she flipped,
jumped and spun her way to the gold for Best
All-Around female gymnast as well as a

© Oral Roberts University

lucrative personal appearance contract.
Both her medals and the men's team's
achievement were the first time Americans
had won the gold in any gymnastics event.
After the Olympic summer ended, Amer
icans carried a torch with a different flame as
the presidential election-time grew near.
Ronald Reagan and George Bush sought
their second consecutive term against Wal
ter "Fritz" Mondale and his running-mate
Geraldine Ferraro, the first female vice
presidential candidate. The election fea
tured many campaign positions, with one of
the most controversial turning out to be the
issue of abortion. The Republicans, or at
least Reagan, supported the end of legalized
abortion while the Democrats advocated
"Pro-Choice". Through a series of televised
debates and extensive media coverage,
President Reagan again succeeded as the
"Great Communicator" and won his re
election. Reagan seems to embody the
American spirit, promising a reaffirmation
of the principles and pride that makes Amer
ica strong.
That pride and the independent spirit that

© Oral Roberts University

phy's "Beverly Hills Cop", "Ghostbus
ters" with Bill Murray, Dan Ackroyd and
Harold Ramis, "Starman" with Jeff
Bridges, "Irreconcilable Differences" and
"Dune"
Hollywood also went back home down on
the farm this season. Three "farm" movies
were released this year. "Places in the
Heart", which won Sally Field an Oscar for
Best Actress, "The River" with Sissy
Spacek and Mel Gibson, and "Country"
starring Jessica Lange, all featured ordinary
people fighting the various natural and hu
man obstacles facing American farmers.
These films embody the spirit that is associ
ated with America. They include a return to
past morals and glorify the spirit of those
courageous enough to face overwhelming
odds. These films reveal the intense pride
and independence that Americans like to see
in themselves.
Television experienced some change, but
the lavish families of "Dallas", "Dynasty",
"Knot's Landing" and "Falcon's Crest"
continued to rule the airwaves. Successful
new entrants into the prime-time ratings
sweepstakes included "The Bill Cosby
Show" a hilarious family comedy that cap
tured America's heart without offending
anyone, and "Miami Vice" a police drama
with an MTV look. The 1984-85 season also
saw the domination of the lackluster, boring

President Ronald Reagan repeats the oath of office of
the President as his wife Nancy holds the Bible during
the ceremony under the Rotunda of the Capitol in
Washington Monday. Chief Justice Warren Burger is at

right.

.

fostered it echoed throughout the many
facets of American society. A revitalized
economy nurtured the positive, optimistic
upswing in the tide of American feeling.
Some economists predict a reversal of the
continued bolstering of the American eco
nomy, but numbers and statistics continue
to indicate a more vital economy in the US.
The world of entertainment also experi
enced change and revitalization. Hollywood

produced several films that indicate a return
to at least somewhat more wholesome enter

tainment. Films such as "Splash",
"Romancing the Stone", and "Mask" all
continued a trend in returning to movie for
mulas that made audiences laugh and cry
decades ago without sacrificing the realism
and integrity that the ensuing years have
brought. Critical successes included the
Oscar-sweeping "Amadeus", about the
rivalry between composers Mozart and
Saliere, "A Passage to India" and "Wit
ness" featuring Harrison Ford in a thriller
set against an Amish background. Other
popular blockbusters included Eddie Mur24
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mini-series. "Evergreen", "Space" and
"A.D." all attracted audiences, hut �m.0
glory and memory of "Roots" and "Masa
da" remained firmly entrenched in the past.
The music industry continued to reflect
the impact of videos. Instant stars S\JlcfuJ as
Prince and Madonna captured their follow
ings largely through the influence of MTV.
The year featured the big comebacks of su
perstars Tina Turner and Bruce Springsteen
WIth songs such as "What's Love Got to Do
With It?" and "Born in the USA". Super
group Chicago also experienced a comeback
with their 17th album, which included the
songs "You're My Inspiration", "Stay the
Night" and "You're a Hard Habit to
Break"
In general, the music industry experi
enced a resurrection of the sentimental love
song, triggered by the success of Lionel
Ritchie's "Hello" and the new populaeity of
Chicago. Several singers and bands who had
previously thrived on other musical forms
released love songs. "} Can't Fight This
Feeling", by REO Speedwagon, "I Want
To Know Where Love Is" by Foreigner are
two of the more popular of these love songs
.

.

,

Tuming eat in Feeovd numbers that kept the Riverbend
polls <'lpen to the very last minute. OR.U students saeh
as

s0Jllfiom0I1e, Chuck eullison, aMi@uSly took part iA

tnew Wtsti

..

presldentia1'
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Democratic presidential candidate Walter Mondale
made history when he chose a woman, Geraldine Fer
raro as his vice-presidential running mate. Mondale and
Ferraro were nominated on the Democratic ticket at the
party convention in San Francisco in July.
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from unexpected quarters.
By far the most attention-getting event of
the year in music revolved around the year's
biggest news story. The famine in Ethiopia
hit some chords that reverberated through
out the world, particularly crescendoing in
the music industry. Musicians in Britain first
recorded a song from which proceeds would
go to emergency relief in Ethiopia. Singers
in the United States next took up the call.
Led by Quincy Jones, Lionel Richie, and
Michael Jackson, USA For Africa recorded
their song, "WeAre the World" in one night
following the American Music City Awards.
The biggest names in show business proved
that they had heart as well as talent. Kenny
Rogers, Diana Ross, Tina Turner, Bruce

Springsteen, Ray Charles, Cindy Lauper,
Dionne Warwick and 38 superstars gathered
to aid the struggling people of Ethiopia. Fans
and new listeners across the country de

veloped new respect as they provided a good
example of sacrificial giving.
The pervading spirit of pride extended into
the sports as well as into the recording studio
and the cinema. Intense loyalties developed
as America again showed support for the
Chicago Cubs, the perennial losers of base
ball, as they made their bid for the pennant.
They lost, but the fact that they went as far
as they did satisfied America's fascination
with the underdog. The Detroit Tigers,
another intensely supported team eventual
ly won the World Series.
Football saw a decrease in television audi
The glut of televised football games
caused many to watch alternative program
ming. College games remained the most
watched, with sensation Doug Flutie ofBos
ton College garnering new fans for football.
Throughout the country, pride in America
was sparked by the Olympic flame and the
presidential campaign. However, there
were internal difficulties. The massacre of
innocent people at a MacDonald's in New
Mexico caught the attention of the American
public. Bernard Goetz, the vigilante killer of
youths in New York caused a furor over the
rights of citizens against potential muggers.
Continued concern about the possibility of
nuclear war brought about new thoughts ab
out the strength of the USSR. President
Reagan's "Star Wars" provided an alter
nate defense plan, although many dis
approved of this measure as much as they
distrusted nuclear threats.
The past year included many changes, as
every year does. The significance of these
events remains to be seen, as only the
altered outlook of the future can see the
meaning behind news stories. This year will
surely be seen as a year of revitalized
dreams, refurbished national spirit and
ences.

pride.
-
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The United States Marines arrived in Beirut in 1982.
Lebanon was torn by civil war and foreign invasion. In
1984 when the Marines left, more than 260 Marines
were dead, Lebanon was still at war with most of its
territory occupied by foreign troops and its government
tottering. The price of President Reagan's commitment
was too high and the Marines left Beirut.

Todd Norman

© Oral Roberts University

The Statue of Liberty celebrated her 98th birthday in
1984 and she began to show her age. The statue was
worn from constant pummeling by wind, salt air and
acid rain, and the iron ribbing supporting the copper
covering was badly corroded. A two-year restoration
began in July 1984. It included a new gold-plated teroh,
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T-town, Tulsa, the oil capital of the world.

Some of

have grown to love this town
over the years. When I first decided to come
to ORU, I wondered why couldn't they have
built Oral Roberts University in California,
Hawaii, or Florida instead of Tulsa, Oklaho
ma? But Tulsa has a lot to offer. The River
parks is a great place for students to get
away from it all. On warm Spring days hun
dreds of people are there playing frisbee,
riding bikes of all sorts, laying out in the sun,
or running. The Arkansas River adds a
spe
cial touch of scenery, as you gaze out at the
hazy blue water. The Riverparks is a nice
place to go for a Saturday afternoon as a
brother/sister wing function.
Downtown Tulsa is a clean, nice place to
window-shop, or to eat lunch outside in the
picnic areas. Tulsa has many theatres, with
cultural events such as the Tulsa Performing
Arts Center, and the Tulsa Ballet Theater.
What would a Friday night be like in January
without going ice skating in the Williams
Center Forum? The Williams Center is filled
with shops with the ice skating ring in the
middle of the mall. The late-night-skate on
Friday nights was a popular brother/sister
wing function this year.
Bell's Amusement Park, located on 21st
street, is a great place to go ride rides and
goof off with your friends. A new attraction
in Tulsa this year was the Water Park that
opened last Spring. When the temperature
was hot in August, many wings went to the
park as their first brother/sister wing get
us

attracted to this campus

giving students the
opportunity to give tours through the new
facility.
And perhaps as a result of the influence of
ORU, Tulsa is known for its many churches.
Churches in Tulsa seem to grow by leaps and
bounds with many having to hold two ser
vices on Sunday morning because of all the
people. Victory Christian Center, Higher
Dimensions, Grace, Open Bible Christian
Center, are all well attended by ORU stu
dents. The many fine churches that Tulsa
has gives students the opportunity to find a
church that meets their individual needs
while at the same time gives students the
opportunity to become a working part of the
church body. Tulsa churches are an impor
tant part of the community extending a help-

together.
Tulsa has two main museums, the Phil
brook and Gilcrease. Both are well known
for bringing various exhibits to the Tulsa
area. The Gilcrease is expecially known for
its collection of Western artwork.
The number-one-tourist attraction in
Oklahoma is right under ORU students'
feet. Oral Roberts University and the City of
Faith attract more visitors in this state than
anything else. Often students see visitors in
the prayer

gardens snapping pictures as they
rushing to class. Many visitors come to
see the Richard Roberts Show, which re
cently won an award for excellence in
Christian Broadcasting. When the new
Healing Center is built, more visitors will be
are

The Pedestrian Bridge at the Riverparks is a favorite
jogging place for Tulsans. At night it provides a roman
tic stroll for couples.
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ful hand to the spiritual needs of the city.
Tulsa is a home away from home for many
students, and for some it does become home
after graduation. The beautiful parks, the
cultural events, the friendly people, and the
growing economy make Tulsa a popular place
to be. As students take an active part in
community affairs through church, CSC,
and work we can make a difference in this
city. President Roberts himself has done a
lot for this town. Through the building of the
university and the hospital he has brought a
lot of economical growth to the city.
Through the students he has brought a group
of concerned citizens to the community
whose own work has accomplished life
changing results in many of Tulsa's citizens.
Libby Lewis
-

From the Pedestrian Bridge, Tulsa graces the Oklaho
ma sky. The relection of the
city is seen in Zinc Lake.
On a sunny February day, Tulsans enjoy eating outside
at the Main Mall just south of Bartlett Square.
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'Tis the Season
One of the many unique features of ORU
is the diverse student body. From New York
to California, from Idaho to Florida, they
converge on Tulsa, Oklahoma. And while
the majority manages to adjust to the smell
of oil and the twang of "ya'll," there is one
thing that few of the migrant students ever
the weather.
completely adjust to
The Californians think that summer is the
greatest. That is, until they step out of their
convertibles and into the steambath of Tul
sa's humidity. By mid-October they've
given up their search for the beach, but their
hopes are dashed again when they realize
that snow and skiing are not synonomous in
Oklahoma. Of course the Floridians don't
mind, like most of their Southern comrades
they have only seen snow on television and
-

they enthusiastically begin

to catch

snow

flakes on their tongues. It is the Michigan
ders who tap them on the shoulders and
patiently explain that the snowflakes are to
be caught before they hit the ground.
Native Tulsans boast of the four seasons
and this year students experienced all four of
these seasons in one week. It was the week
after Spring Break and apparently all those
fortunate students who headed for the
beaches managed to transport some of that
sunshine back here to Tulsa for the rest of us

palefaces. That was Monday. Tuesday there
April shower in March which lasted
for three days. Thursday's high was 88° and
was an

flesh hill would've been a close match for
Malibu Beach. But just as Robin Johnston
packed away her last wool sweater, the
temperature dropped to 55° and the ORU
whole people were forced to run 3 miles in
snow shoes!
But rain or shine there is one element we
can always count on
the wind.
Theresa Ohler
-

-

Even

the rain is pouring down, Julie Lucas
smile as she walks through the puddles.

though

manages

a

Brad Lyle
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Kent Stafford and Chuck Swartz dare each other to
strike first. Tulsa experienced a couple of big snow
storms this year giving students a chance to release
some tensions in snowball fights.

"

As the first warm days of spring appeared, many stu
dents took the opportunity to catch some rays while

� studying.
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Eating is a favorite pastime for many OR U
students. From dining out at Charlie Mitch
ell's to sharing popcorn with a roommate
while studying for Humanities, eating seems
to be the one thing that students do best.
ORU students know where to get the best
food in town, too. Charlie Mitchell's is
known for great nachos and dinners. The
Inter-urban is known for its huge basket of
french fries and bottomless glass of iced tea.
Mazzio's and Pizza Hut are still the favorite
places for pizza lovers, and This Can't Be
Yogurt is popular with dieters and non
dieters alike. What would Monday nights be
like without the ORU special at Hamburger
Haven? Flakey Jake's and the Metro Diner
are two new restaurants added to ORU stu
dents' list of favorite eating places on Friday
nights. ORU students know that Tulsa is
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rich in restaurants for the wealthy and the
more budget conscious.

Eating

on

campus

The Depot is

can

be

enjoyable,

too.

of the most frequented
places on campus. Whether taking a break
from studies, or getting together with class
mates and cramming, students crowd the
Depot on weeknights. The Depot offers
many specials during the week, and their
pizza is popular.
Saga has to be the place to socialize for
many students. Dinner time with brother/
sister wings is a time to relax from the pres
sures ofthe day, and talk to friends. Saga has
many special nights. Wednesday Saga offers
homemade bread. Friday nights are ice
cream nights, and then students also have'
the steak and shrimp night monthly. For
most students, Saga dining offers many
one
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memories. Who can forget the time that
everyone at the table stood up, and sang
Happy Birthday to you while you sat there
or the napkin fights with your
table and the table next to you?
Probably the most memorable times that [
have had in Saga have been when my wing
worked in the dishroom. The food fights and
water fights made the dirty job more fun. It
made me appreciate those people who had to
do the job everyday when I discovered how
much work was involved.
All-nighters are a good excuse to eat. Peo
ple who stay up and study until the wee
hours of the morning often are seen with

embarrassed,

Charlie Mitchell's is a favorite eating place for many
students. The restaurant offers great nachos and din
ners aU at an affordable
price for students.

Early Warning is dressed for the wing jersey night in
Saga. Saga offers many "special nights" for students
giving them a break from the daily routine.
The

Depot is still a favorite among students. Whether
eating pizza with friends or studying with them, the
Depot is a great place to go.
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munchies galore surrounding them. Empty
Coke cans, various candy bar wrappings,
empty pizza boxes aU surround the type
writer where someone successfully typed
his term paper and also successfully ate
about 2,000 calories. Studying with a friend
or roommate is also a good excuse to
pop
popcorn or run to get a hamburger or yogurti.

The best times spent eating are the ones
that are spent with friends. Going out after
church on Sunday or just going up to Saga
with a bunch of friends can be some of the
most enjoyable times. Eating is a social
activity. How many times have you sat in
Saga for two hours talking with friends?
Wherever students eat, "pigging out" is en
joyable as long as it's with friends.
Suzie Thomas enjoys a meal in SAGA. In spite of all the
jokes, SAGA does try to provide nutritious meals fef
students.

Pizza! These students plan to
after a hard week of studies.
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dig in

and

really pig-out

Enjoying a night out on the town, these students plan an
evening of eating, a favorite pastime for many.
on 81st and Harvard, is a nice place
date on Friday night to get away from the
pressures of school.

Charlie Mitchell's
to take

a

�

"

is
c
-"

.. ����� ..
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sometimes one of the big
gest adjustments for freshmen. Living in the
dorm with hundreds of college age peers can
Dorm Life

-

get pretty crazy sometimes, but the times
spent in the dorm can be some of the most
memorable in a college career.
To freshmen the whole campus seems a
bit overwhelming. It can be exciting, yet
scary too. Most people don't know anyone
when they come on campus. Meeting a
roommate for the first time is awkward, but
soon former strangers become fast friends
with each other and their fellow wing-mates.
Getting used to living in the dorm takes
some adjustment. Many freshmen's concept
of dorm life is taken from movies such as
Animal House and Spring Break. Freshmen
learn that dorm life is all that and more.
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Friends on your wing can make birthdays
fun and embarassing. Waking up in the wee
hours of the morning as your wing mates
croak out an off-tune "Happy Birthday to
You", while they try to pull you from the
warm sheets to throw you in the shower, or
worse yet drag you down to Lake Evelyn to
try to throw you in. Some are kidnapped and
taken to McDonalds in their pajamas, but
whatever is done it's hard to stay mad at
people who are just trying to make you feel

special.
Other than birthdays, it

there is
always an excuse to have a party. At the end
of a big exam, when someone is getting mar
ried, when someone is graduating, no matter
what is going on, it doesn't take much to talk
someone into getting yogurt or a pizza with
seems
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you. The people in your dorm get to be like
your family. You see them when they're I!l!P>

they're down. The friends made
wing are often lasting friends.

and when
on

your

No matter what dorm you live in, each

provides a certain diversity that makes it
home. Wing wars are popular in EMR, and
the "Attic" on 12th floor Edward Hughes
enjoyed playing Night Raiders. It seems that
each wing thinks up its own way to have fun
when the pressures of school starts to
mount.

A

new

many

style of living

women

was

experienced hy

seniors. Because of the in-

enjoy the comfort of their room while
studying. Tony Smith relaxes on his bed while cram
ming for a New Testament exam.
Some students

House just occurs once a month. So when that
time rolls around, students frantically try to get the
� room clean in time. Open House is a time to share
� family pictures and goodies with your brother wing.

Open

L!..

j

Clean

room

check now? These girls don't look too
as they sit calmly and chat.

(3 worried about it
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Reading Humanties
student

creased enrollment this year, many senior
women moved into graduate housing. "I
think it's a good transition from college life
to the real world," said one senior, "I still
am taking classes, but it's teaching me how
to become more independent and responsi
ble." Living in Grad Housing was a wel
come relief for many seniors, who thought
that dorm life just might be too noisy for
them their last year, but most felt that it had
its ups and downs too. Some missed having
the brother/sister wing involvement. Some
missed the times spent in SAGA lingering
over the evening meals and catching up on
the latest news from friends. Some seniors
felt a little isolated from all the other under
graduate students. Regardless, there were

to living in grad housing. One
senior noted that she seemed to get a lot
more studying done. Others enjoyed being
able to cook for themselves and prepare
their own meals.
Whatever dorm you live in, the experi
ences that you have in the dorm will be the
ones that you remember best. The water

good points

fights, wing ward, practical jokes and pizza
parties all make dorm life special, fun, and
memorable. Your wing mates become like
your brothers or sisters, always there when
you need someone to talk to or study with.
Dorm life is a vital part of college, and the
lessons we learn about living with all sorts of
people help us to grow and mature as we get
ready to go out in the business world.
,

-4

I
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seems to

be

can

sometimes

taking

fry the brain. This
precautions.

necessary

The sound of a typewriter has kept many students up at
night. Sometimes roommates will provide more human

companionship.
Monday night hall meeting is often a dreaded event, but
it can be a time of sharing and learning how wingmates
are faring.
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Across Lewis Avenue
que

can

be found

a

uni

apartment community affectionately

called "Grad Housing". Providing lodging
for people of all ages and from all walks of
life, this apartment complex brings together
people asp ring to fulfill their dreams. For
some, this is their first year there; for others,
it is one of many. In any case, this year, like
those past and those to come, is full if fun,

excitement,

and

success.

The apartment community houses not
only graduate students and their families,
but also singles, married undergraduates,
and faculty. The dive.rsified backgrounds of
the community members help to create the
diversity of this complex. Fulfilling a call in
their lives, these people have come to Tulsa
and to ORU seeking to fulfill their dreams.
Millie Lacour, Director of Community

Life, emphasizes the idea of "community."
She

busily coordinates the activities and
organizations which bring the people
together forming a closer complex. Mrs.

Lacour also heads a group of student leaders
titled "mayors." The apartment complex is
divided- into six villages with each village
being governed by a village mayor. This sys
tem of political organization has proven to
be quite successful.
One of the mayor's functions is to organ
ize social events for the members of grad
housing. Some of this year's events include
the socials, an ice-skating party, and the
third annual barbecue. At these occasions,
singles, married couples and children join
together perfecting the event, enjoying the
fun, and creating a true sense of community.
In the Community Center can be found

Cynthia Lewisjoins two friends for a fun-filled evening.
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community events such as aerobics
classes, Bible studies, prayer groups and
women's fellowship groups. Groups such as
these meet regularly to build up the com
munity physically and prayerfully.
Throughout the year, the apartment com
munity is busy bringing people together,
creating enjoyable times and building rela
tionships. A walk through the complex gives
the intense feeling of pride and camaraderie
that is so evident among the people who
made grad housing their home. It is not the
buildings that make grad housing, but it [51
the people who are not only seeking their
own dreams, but are ready to help others
an apart
meet their goals. Grad housing
ment community for those intent on fulfilling
other

-

their dreams.
-

Mandy Anderson

Taking time out from the festivities of the Annual
Barbecue, a group of friends gather together for a
quick picture.
year the apartment community sponsors a
barbecue giving the new members a chance to get to
know each other.

Every
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Proces sional
Hercules had to complete 12 tasks to
prove himself to his gods. Jesus Christ had
to endure temptation before being recog
nized as the Messiah. Throughout history
and legend, men and women of courage,
talent and determination have had to under
go trials in order to gain the measure of
accomplishment that separates them from
those who never attempted.
And so it is with the graduating Class of
1985. Four years of labor draw to a close.
The struggles, the successes, the failures,
the fun times
all have mixed together to
about
bring
learning and growth in the
strange conglomerate that each one of us
calls ourself. The hours of studying taxing
the sore neck muscles and straining blood
shot eyes, the failures, mistakes and dis
appointments that stretched souls as obsta
cles were overcome or left behind, the mo
ments of success when goals and ideals be
came reachable and eventually one's own,
the times when one could first see the pat
tern that one's life was taking and know that
...

it

was

right

...

all of these must become

memory as time passes.
As graduation approaches the frantic
senior faces challenges the like of which col
lege life never provided. The minor pres
sures of getting announcements out, arrang
ing the family visit for graduation weekend,

buying cap and gown, passing senior check
pale before the tension caused by the
questions "Where are you going to live?"
and "Got ajob yet?" All of the ceremonial
activity associated with graduation helps re
divert the senior from dwelling upon what
the answers to those dreaded questions are.
In fact, the senior is often thrown into a:
whirl. Receptions, rehearsals, banquets anQl
gifts all given in honor of the graduate-to-IDe
propel the final days of college life forward;
The last wing meeting, the last meal in
SAGA, the last "Congratulations", the last
goodbye pass by in a blur.
The Day arrives. Emotions stirred by (Be
Hooding Ceremony held by the senior's de
partment, the day's honoree feels a strange
all

The

family, friends and supporters of the graduating
Class of 1985 filled the Mabee Center to capacity on

May
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Nervous graduates-to-be make attempts at conversa
tion as they line up in the practice gymnasium, waiting
for the moment when they proceed into the auditorium
for one of the biggest moments of their lives.

Coming through the tunnel, the Graduating Class of
1985 feels the slight stir of a breeze which temporarily
animates the tassels swinging from each student's cap.
The sight of the Mabee Center, filled with family and
friends, and of the heaping pile of diplomas cause a
stirring of a different sort.
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Ceremony

constriction in the throat as the seconds tick
by. At 9:30 the senior dutifully reports to the

practice gymnasium in the Mabee Center for
the "robing". A sense of unreality grips the

senior as classmates who have been sources
of laughter, comfort and love for four years
tug nervously at tassles and straighten and
restraighten the mortarboard of their grad
uation caps, gazing at their reflections in
the mirrors and avoiding one another's eyes.
The Baccalaureate begins and the com
bined Class of 1985 marches into the Mabee
Center. Each senior will remember forever
the song played as the processional piece,
the comments he heard as he neared the
entrance to the auditorium and the breeze
that carressed each senior as he marched
confidently into the aisle.
S The Baccalaureate is over. The service was
-g touching, but no senior could concentrate
3:i
fully upon the words being said. Memories,
doubts and hopes all tumble about in the
The congratutory handclasp of the dean of each stu
dent's school made official the event that had been
anticipated for four years of academic life.
Bill Schuler gave the senior response, summarizing the
feelings of the entire Class of 1985 and communicating
those feelings to the gathered friends and family at the

Commencement exercises held

on

May

'il
::r:
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"
..c

e

o

Q
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5.

mind, tripping and sliding upon one another.
obligatory hugs, smiles and photo
graphs are happily given and taken.
At 1 :30, the senior returns to the practice
gym from a hastily eaten meal with his fami
ly. Now a seasoned professional, the senier
quickly dons his gown and robe. Suddenly,
the senior hears "All right, it's time to line
up." Moments fly and drag by and eventual
ly the senior sits awaiting the chance of a
lifetime, the chance to walk across the stage
and receive the diploma
not the actl!la�
thing, but a close-enough facsimile. Before
consciousness prevails the moment is over.
A rush of sound, light and color bombards
The

-

the senior as the walk across the stage is
made and a strange peace, even a slight [€t
down oozes upon the graduate.
The next few days contain a new adjust
ment. Memories offriends, events, and clas
ses all go with the
graduate. The struggles
and disappointments all fade away. Only the

Those few seconds when the graduate walks across the
stage to accept his diploma cover bring to an end
months of preparation, dreams and a little bit of fear.
Here, Nathan Timmerman embarks upon his stroll. The
seconds fly by quickly and the graduate
suddenly finds
himself an alumnus.

The

conferring of honorary degrees is a part of every
graduation ceremony. This year's recipients include
Gov. John Ashcroft, Tommy Joe Barnett, Paul Crouch,
Anne Gimenez, John Gimenez, Edward Hill (also the
Baccalaureate speaker), Jerry Savelle, and Karl
Strader.

"

} Among
� Roberts

.Ii

the

graduates of 1985, was a member of the
family. Richard finally earned and received his

degree.
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John

Ashcroft, Governor of Missouri, give

the Com

mencement address, providing words of encourage
ment and reality. Members of the graduating class will

always remember his
things give thanks

message based

on

the text "In all

"

...

Richard Roberts met each student as he exited the
stage. As a representative of the Roberts family,
Roberts extended the pride, blessings and congratula
tions of the founding family.
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beams upon his students, revealing
pride and high hopes that he and the rest of his
family have for each graduating senior.

President Roberts

the

Recessional
laughter and the good times are dwelled
upon. The graduate knows that some of the
best years of life are now over. However,
the sense of confidence and accomplishment
remain. The challenges faced in college have
� prepared the graduate for a full, eventful life.
s The particular mission of Oral Roberts U ni
� versity gives the graduate an added impetus
8 to go out and not only find success, but
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conquest. The fears and doubts that beset
the

graduate will

past four years

soon

be

attest to the

conquered. The
graduate's abil

persevere and face whatever chal
and obstacles are put in the path
ahead. The memories of years spent growing
and loving will provide sustenance and
pleasure for the rest of the graduate's life.
Todd Norman

ity to
lenges

-
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EVALUATING
Wow.'

...

she must he a REA L ORU
Whole Woman
...

I hurried into Chapel that day,
eager to not only hear God's Word, but to see
her. She
always sat in the row in front of me, proving to be a real distraction from the message of
whoever spoke in Chapel. She had become the
subject of many daydreams and hopeful
...

There she was!

Looking

as

perfect

as

always.

She

wore

the latest

suppositions.

fashions, yet managed to
professional and upright.

appear
I have to confess that while we
prayed the opening prayer, I concentrated not on the words
directed to God, but on stealing a momentary glance at the
object of my affection. She was
especially pretty while she prayed. She nodded at all the right places, conveying her
convictions through the intensity on her face as she
prayed.
At last the prayer ended and the
congregation sat down. My chance to see those gorgeous legs
at least from the knees down. She had
no doubt the
muscular, yet feminine calves
product of many miles and aerobics classes. The dean of one of the graduate schools made his
way to the microphone to read the morning scriptures. I leaned forward in my seat to see what
this paragon of perfection's Bible looked like. It was small and worn
no doubt from fervant
use. As she
opened it, I saw pages and pages covered with underlined verses and highlighted
passages. She must really be sincere.
As the service went on, I found myself
looking at her out of the corner of my eye more and
more. Eventually, I
downright stared at her, furtively trying to learn everything I possible
could about her. I noticed her watch (a Bulova with a
stopwatch for monitoring her laps
around the track), her matching shoes, belt and
purse (all Gucci Designer Accessories), her
well-manicured yet capable-looking hands, her perfectly
arranged hair, the way she looked
guilty as she secretly pulled out a text book to cram for a test. I craned my neck to see what
she was studying
the book had something to do with education. Of course! What whole
woman isn't an education major? Or at least
nursing or possibly accounting.
Eventually Chapel ended and joy of joys, I found myself right next to
my secret love as we dwindled out of the sanctuary. Just as I was
about to speak, she turned to her friend beside her.
"Here's your Bible, Sue
and thanks for letting me borrow
your
shoes, belt and watch. You're such a sweetie," she said.
"Oh and guess what
I changed my major to engineering. I won't be
needing this any more. Hope you enjoy education classes
more than I did," she continued as she handed her friend
her text book.
Oh well. Another dream gone up in smoke. I
guess.
nobody is what they appear to be at first sight. -�
N ow what was the name of her friend?
-

-

...

-

...

-

cf'
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Todd Norman
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THE

HOLE
The ORU Whole Man

•

•

...

•

heavy

well-groomed,
sigh
inielliqerd, spiritual leader,
.

..

a

broad shoulders

...

professor droned on about the differences between a gerund and a participle, but
I was watching, with low key interest, the guy sitting next to me. It was Thursday at
10:30, and he was rapidly filling in the appropriate squares on the aerobic cards. His
hand moved systematically across the card without thought, as though he could
probably have done it without looking. Nonchalantly I stretched my neck, and squinted
I
my eyes to see what aerobic activity kept this man in such good shape. Six
checked the back of my own aerobic cards to find out that he was a swimmer, and
made a metal note to check out the AC swimming pool more often.
By now I had no idea which part of the sentence my English prof was diagramming
so I decided to spend the last few minutes of class examining the object of my
attention. His shirt was neatly pressed, but not as though it had been dry cleaned. His
hair was regulation over-the-collar length, and he did not look as though he had spent
more time in the mirror that morning than I had. His watch was five minutes fast, and
I wondered whether he was always running late, or whether he just liked to get to
places a little bit early. His books were hap-hazardly tossed into his briefcase, and I
a business major with
figured by the titles that he was probably a business major
a
class.
How
realize
the
benefit
of
to
refreshing, I thought to
grammar
enough foresight
myself. And from the look of his Bible it appeared to be well read.
Just as I decided that this well read, time conscious, easy going business major and
swimmer was exactly my idea of the whole man, the bell rang and my dreamboat
belted toward the door. I dashed out behind him just in time to see him slip his arm
around a voluptuous blond who seemed startled by his appearance. Laughingly I heard
him begin his explanation, "You won't believe what happened to me this morning! I
got locked out of my room this morning while I was in the shower so I had to borrow
these clothes. Then as I was rushing out of SAGA I accidently picked up the wrong
The

...

...

briefcase

"

...

Slowing my pace, I breathed
impressions.

a

long, heavy sigh

...

so

much

for first

-
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Theresa Ohler
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Hughlett and Shawn Mitchell
"Art Attack."

prepare for their art

-

-

00
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"
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An artist concentrates upon

j sculpture.

perfecting

his bronnze

arf
There are paintings on the walls of Christ
Chapel's lobby again. The artist's talents are

apparent and almost unfair. Talent is

neces

sary, yes, but a lot of work goes, not

into the

niques

painting,

as

only

but into learning the tech

well.

majors take classes in painting,
printmaking, drawing, and ceramics. The
student planning a career in advertising can
choose a Commercial Art major. This in
volves classes in photography, commercial
art, marketing, and telecommunications as
All art

well as the basic art classes. Art Education
students must take education classes along
with their art. It is also possible to major in

Studio Art,

focusing on ceramics, sculpture,
printmaking. These are the students who
plan to be professional artists or perhaps
book illustrators. A special program, pecul
iar to ORU, is Broadcast Design. A com
bination of art, film, and animation, Broad
cast Design is a rapidly advancing field.
Although small, the ORU art department
produces students who are well-prepared to

or

enter

their chosen field of artistic

ex-

pression.
-

A student is

caught

Kelly

in the middle of

C. Walter

completing his

work.
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behavorial science
The tiny white rat finds himself unleashed
in a miniature labyrinth, a maze built by the
rat's white-coated keepers. The scent of
cheese hovers tantalizingly in the air, just
beyond the rat's ability to pinpoint the loca
tion of the delectable morsel. He twitches
his whiskers in consternation and eventually
chooses a pathway. He follows his instinct,
knocking heads with several walls, changing
directions, losing and then finding again that
tempting odor. Finally, he discovers the tid
bit of promised hunger-fulfillment that had
lured him through the maze.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Behavorial Science conjures up such im
ages of white-coated researchers conduct

ing experiments

on guinea pigs of all shapes
and sizes within a sterile, uncaring clinic.
But the Behavorial Science Department at
ORU is much more than that. The depart
ment, comprised of three components
psychology, sociology and social work,
combines the scientific exactness of a clini-
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cal setting with the caring concern of an organ
ization determined to aid its students in
growing to their full capacity. The goal of the
Behavorial Science Department, helping
each student find his or her identity in the
Lord, is accomplished through three major

""

notes

eXlsteI?ce ..

is the

Dr.

mainstay

Chara

of

a

college professor's

pours his years of accumulated

expertise into his lecture

to

this class.

motives and behavioral characteristics on a
consistent basis. Secondly, the idea of
observing and attempting to understand hu
man
behavior fascinates me. Lastly and
most Importantly, I have always been in
terested in helping others cope with the in
evitable problems that we as humans must
deal with." He went on to say, "The devo
tion of one's life to the service of others is a
much needed calling in a world dominated
by secular, humanistic thought. Psycholo
when balanced with bibical truth, is a
:e gy,
.OJ great foundation for any career."
...l
The social work major involves hard
areas of emphasis.
practical work. The program involves a 32�
hour workweek at the Social Work Institute
The psychology student chooses his ma
jorfor many reasons. As senior Alvin Helms for one semester. Students participating in
this program gain expertise in working with
put it, "My reasons for majoring in psychol
nature
am
I
of
First
by
people :- whether in a church setting, in
all,
ogy are threefold.
counsehng or m a recreational setting.
a very introspective person. I question my

mainstay of a college students exist-

Taking notes is

�

e�ce .. These. students of Behavorial Science put their

...l.

Giving

.

§

dictation skills

the

to the test

as

Dr. Chara lectures.

The

sociology minor emphasizes the
studyof people in group settings tied in with
studying group dynamics. Sociology is also
one of the more popular electives.
As department chairman Dr. Walker

points out, whether the student is interested

in pursuing a career in psychology or one of
the related fields, or whether he merely
wants to learn more about himself the Be
havorial Science Department offers the
opportunity for the student to learn about his
or her identity. By learning about ourselves
�e ca� grow in Christ, effecting a lifestyle
including mental and emotional wholeness.
Then we can reach out to others, helping to
make them whole. This is the goal of the
Behavioral Science Department at Oral

Roberts University.

-

Todd Norman
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A c.ourse

in. elementary accounting is required of all
business majors. Here Dr. Ray Gregg teaches his stu
dents the "sum total" of his knowledge.

business
that everyone is a business major
sort, and rightly so. The business
department is the largest on campus, encom
passing majors such as business administra
It

of

seems

some

tion, general business, accounting, manage
ment, and marketing. The program is de
signed to give students a complete under
standing of the fundamental elements of
business, preparing them to be efficient and
effective in their chosen careers.
For those who so choose, ORU offers a
special fast-track master's program in each
of the various disciplines. This enables the
student to earn a master's degree in his fifth
year of school and gives him an edge in the
job market.
Although a large department, nothing is
sacrificed in the way of quality. Students are
Many business students find it helpful
program with

some

to

required

to achieve

a

C

or

better in their

fundamental accounting courses before
actually entering the Business Department
as a major or minor.
students get
Popular because it works
-

the jobs they want and do well in them
the
OR U Business Department shows every
sign of continuing to grow, preparing stu
dents to take charge of their worlds.
Kelly C. Walter
-

-

reinforce their

computer work.
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Senior telecorn majors have a wide variety of talents
and skills which they draw upon during the course of
their Senior project production including on location
shooting with 16mm film.

communication arts
What exactly are the communication arts?
The obvious answer, the art of getting a mes
sage across to someone or ones and of re
ceiving a reply, is at once correct and decep
tive. It is correct in that communicating is an
art. Many skills are necessary to form a mes
sage, direct it to an audience, receive feed
back and interpret the effectiveness of that
message through the feedback. It is decep
tive in that the phrase con notates a one-on

conversation; therefore, a communica
might be construed as only a good talker.
The truth is that a multitude of skills, ranging
from broad application such as speaking to
extremely specialized ones such as layout or
film-editing, are involved in getting a mes
sage across to some specified audience.
The Communication Department at
ORU, under chairman Dr. Thomas Durfey,
has separated the many forms of com
one

tor

munication into three main

areas

of

em

phasis. Interpersonal Communication in
volves the theories and practices of day-to-
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day communication settings. Classes such
Argument and Persuasion, Organization
al Communication, and Business
Speaking
all provide insight into more effective
per
as

sonal communication skills. Drama involves
the art of placing message within the
medium of a stage play or screenplay.
Through participation in on-campus produc
tions and in-class workshops, students learn
the fundamentals of acting, set and stage
design, lighting and directing.
Telecommunications, the largest area of
emphasis within Communications is further
subdivided into film, radio and television
and journalism. Students gain a
grasp of
each section, but concentrate in the one area
in which they find the most interest.

Whatever their choice, communications
students gain an understanding of the
medium and the message of communication
and learn how to apply The
Message within
all of their own messages.
Todd Norman
-

Mr. Noggle, the newest member ofthe Communication
Arts faculty assists Erin Lamb with the editing of her
film.

From the looks on the faces of telecom majors Ona Bo
Wie and Joanna Shelton there is a lot more to their work
than meets the eye. Telecom majors have a unique
opportunity to utilize the talents of their classmates in
the completion of their Senior projects.

© Oral Roberts University
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Cindy Berk
outs during

and Annette Squire work diligently on cut
an education workshop held by the SEA.

education
elementary education major requires
than classes in children's literature and
arts and crafts. Future teachers are required
to partake in a series of interviews and ex
aminations before actually becoming educa
tion majors. ORU has programs preparing
students to teach in elementary and secon
dary schools, as well as to work with mental
ly retarded children and those with learning
disabilities.
For many students, the most exciting and
exhausting part of their program is their
semester as a student teacher in a local
school. This gives them the opportunity to
layout lesson plans and teach under the
supervision of an experienced teacher. Stu
dents learn to answer to "Miss Parker"
rather than "Lorri," bringing home scrib
bled crayon artwork and other gifts. Rightly
persuaded of the importance of their career
choice, these future teachers are well
prepared to deal with their students, prepar
ing them for lives of their own.
Kelly C. Walter
An

more

-
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This year the Student Education Association spon
sored a workshop for all education majors to develop
� new skills for teaching.
.s

>,
.c

�
1l
�
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Senior elementary education majors Cindy Godwin and
Amy Pechacek spend many hours in the CMC putting
together teaching aides and planning lessons.
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English majors, Peter Smith and Nancy Raden-Titus,
discuss an essay which has been submitted to the Prom
ethia for publication. The Promethia, the campus liter
ary magazine, is one of the primary channels of ex
pression for literary students.

While the majority of the student body simply endures
freshman composition 101, there are a number of stu
dents who have chosen to sharpen their reading and
a benefit in
writing skills as their major field of study
any career field.
-
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>.:: English teacher Dennis Johnson puts
j

some

extra effort

into his work.

english
How many

Probably

English majors

do you know?

not too many, as it is one of the
departments at ORU. Most stu

smallest
dents encounter the topic only for the endur
ance of the required two semesters of com

position.
Those few who have chosen to major in
this field do, however, have many opportu
nities open to them upon graduation. Some
choose to teach at the high school level,
while others find careers in writing and edit
ing. English is also an excellent preparation
for graduate study. More students go to law
school from the English department than
any other department at ORU. Another
opportunity is teaching English as a second

language (TESL), a graduate program at
ORU which provides opportunities, not
only for teaching but for evangelism all over
the world. This

summer a

students and faculty is traveling to South
west China in order to teach
and learn
at a teachers' college there. This trip is open
-

to

undergraduate

as

well

dents for credit.

as

-

graduate

stu

English is, however, far more than learn
ing to organize a paper or evaluating the
works of Flannery O'Connor. English ma
jors will tell you that their major enables
them to think clearly about society and
themselves, as well as giving them the ability
to express these ideas clearly. A good book
is not just read, it is experienced; such ex
periences can drastically alter one's ideas
about his world and the people in it, includ
ing himself. Other majors are designed to
prepare the student to make a living; English
prepares

one

for life.

-

Kelly

C. Walter

group of OR U
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Senior Kent Stafford looks on with junior Dede Witt in
Dr. Morken's Political Parties and Elections, an elec
tive course for political science minors.
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Dr.

Hubert

Morken takes attendance

into another

before

launching

discussion of the decline of the American
political party structure. While Dr. Morken may have

of the toughest reputations in the History Depart
ment, few history majors can dispute the knowledge
they have gained from taking any of Dr. Morken's

one

courses.

Senior history major Anne Airth-Kindree and junior
John Bittrick try to keep pace with their note-taking.
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hisfory

and humanities

History majors are a rare breed, and they
proud of their elite status. While the vast
majority of the student body absentminded
ly cram the vast volumes of seemingly
obscure details into their minds just mo
ments before an exam, history majors pour
over those same obscurities wondering how
they will ever choose only one of these in
teresting relics as the topic of their senior
are

paper.

Like its students, the history and humani
ties faculty is also an interesting breed. Each
faculty member has his own particular
quirks. Dr. Poteet, department chairman, is
a European history buff, and his classes
would not be complete without his numer
ous

maps

prominantly displayed during

ev-

ery lecture. Dr. Coyle, pre-law advisor, is
known as the granddad of the History De

partment as he is always at the students beck
and call, whether it be to help a sophomore
determine his class schedule, or to help a
senior decide on a law school.
Dr. Durasoff is an international relations
expert and is a favorite among students for
his candid, laid back style. Unfortunately,
Dr. Durasoff resigned his teaching position
this year. His leaving is a great loss for the
department, and ORU. Dr. Morken also
teaches political science, and is the driving
force behind the effort to establish a much
needed political science major. Morken's
classes are dreaded by many as Dr. Morken
is determined to turn undergrads into gradu-
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ate

students. But those who survive walk

away better students.

While the Humanities Department takes a
lot of abuse from everyone, it was Mr. Sta
cy, a humanites discussion leader, who was
chosen by the student body as the Faculty
Member of the Year.
The majority of history majors desire to
attend law school, and their education has
prepared them for the rigorous study ahead.
Not only do they graduate from ORU with
excellent research and writing skills, but the
faculty has also provided them with the spir
itual leadership and guidance that will sus
tain them in rougher waters.
-

Theresa Ohler
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Creative aerobics, a fun and popular way
bic points, proves to be a coed activity.

to

earn aero

health filness
Everyone at ORU is to some extent, ac
quainted with the health-fitness department.
We all participate in earning our weekly
aerobic points (and the frustration of finding
that there

well as the
excitement of preparing for the annual all
school run. Although some students regard
athletic activity as a necessary evil, others
give it all they have,joining every intramural
team that comes along, spending their spare
time at the AC, shooting baskets. Both
groups will agree that one feels better after a
workout, and that slamming a little racquet
ball against the walls is rather satisfying.
There is much more to the HPE depart
ment than aerobic cards; many students
choose majors in the department. Most
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as

often, such students plan for careers as
coaches or in community recreation. There
is also a special aerobics major, useful for

planning to go into sports medicine.
major is more than running laps and
throwing balls; classes in psychology, phys
iology and anatomy are required. There are
students
An HPE

also necessary health and first aid classes.
Those who choose to become coaches or iPE
teachers must have education classes as
well.
There is more to health fitness than aero
bic points and lap-running; it is important to
have the attitude of a winner (or at least a
the attitude of Christ.
survivor)
Kelly C. Walten
-

-

00
"
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Coach Duke gives

a

few

pointers

to one of

his

players.

Not everybody waits until the last week to prepare for
the three-mile run!
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Computer Science

students are trained to handle every
aspect of their field. Here freshman Mark Alpters
makes a fine adjustment.

have some experience with
computers before graduating from ORU,
whether it be as a video game, a room
mate's newfangled typewriter, a hindrance

Everyone will

to

registration,

or as a

major.

After four years of technical training and
untold hours in the computer room, the com
puter science student is well-prepared for
his career. Other students, choose to
broaden t�eir abilities by adding a computer
science mmor.

Every student on campus is (or soon will
be) familiar with Math and Society or Cal
culus; some students choose to go beyond
general education requirements and form a
major in mathematics. Some of these stu
dents become math teachers; others choose
to go on to graduate school. Although a
small department, Mathematical Science is
an important one, teaching its students some
of the more practical aspects of life.
Kelly C. Walter
-

§

The computer room in the Classroom Center becomes a
second home to many students like Diane Ayers who
j enthusiasticaUy types in her latest computer program.

>.:

maihemaiical science
students, like Tony Efremenko, are fortunate
enough to be able to take their work home to a computer
Some

in their

© Oral Roberts University

room.
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Debates are always a challenge, but particularly in Ger
man as members of this team
ponder their coming re
sponse.

German student Kathy Krause makes

during

70

MODERN LANGUAGE

a

a

point

for her

class debate.

team
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modern

language

The task of mastering a totally new gram
vocabulary, and thought pattern is in
deed great. Perhaps it is this challenge which
draws so many students to the modern lan
guage department at OR U. Many appreciate
the prospect of finding a totally different
means of communication and a new culture
to communicate with.
Foreign-language minors are popular and
easy to achieve. Building upon the required
two semesters of basic vocabulary and
grammar, the student continues with mor�
advanced classes m conversation, compost
tion, and literature. Students can reinforce
their studies by participating in language
oriented clubs, Bible studies, and conversa
tion tables in SAGA.
There are also opportunities to use one's
language skills through study-abroad pro
for
some for a summer's
mar,

grams
length, others
a year. Some students engage in rmrustry

through

German teacher, Christiane Hill, and student, Shelley
Trueblood, take a break during the German Club's
Walk for Berlin, held earlier this fall.

the ORU student mission depart-

ment; others travel

to

Spain

or

Germany

with ORU faculty, studying and ministering;
still others choose to study at universities in
Madrid, Paris, or West Germany.
A business-language minor has been de
veloped in order to aid the business student
who wishes to work on the international
level. This program includes basic fluency
courses, as well as courses intended to ac
quaint the student with that culture, plus
courses emphasizing business and trade ter

minology.
The modern language program at ORU is
quite far-reaching, as all BA-seeking stu
dents must take at least two semesters of
language, and many choose to pursue a
minor. The department is designed to reach
not only across campus, but across the
world and into men's hearts; language is a
most necessary part of going into every
man's world.
Kelly C. Walter
-
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Junior piano major Kristin Robbins perfects a
the quiet of the majors-only practice rooms.

piece

in

•

f11IASIC
Do you know any music majors? Maybe
you have had to ask one to turn down his
stereo because that classical music was giv
you a headache. Or maybe you've
walked through Timko-Barton one night and
found a saxophone player practicing in the
bathroom. How about the voice major who
vocalizes in the shower? Yes, music majors
are a little crazy, but you must admit that
they are dedicated to their art. Why else
would they take classes like Harmony,
Music History, and Conducting?
Can you tell the difference between
French, English, German, and American aug
mented sixth chords? A music major can.
Do you know the characteristics of Dvor
ak's music, or even how to spell his name?
Corner a second-year music major and ask
him. Next time you sing a song, try to keep a
beat pattern going, and you will begin to
respect student conductors.
Besides their 18 to 20-hour class loads,
music majors spend a lot of time in the prac
tice room. You may not relate to the in
strumentalist's marriage to his clarinet or
trombone, but the hours of practice payoff

ing

c

Vocalist

� Recital.

Andy Benson accepts applause

:;;j
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c
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�

c
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at

his Senior

in the thrill of mastering an etude or the
satisfaction in shaping a bunch of notes into
a truly musical phrase. And there are always
performances. Some musicians belong to
seven or eight groups, from Orchestra to
Jazz Band to Chamber Singers, and when a
music major finally completes his five- @fr
six-year degree plan, he gives his owa
Senior Recital.
The world of Timko-Barton is a wonderful
place to learn about God. It is not easy to
love your neighbor when you can't find am
empty practice room right before juries (per
formance exams), nor is it simple to stay on
the right side of the line between arrogance
and humble confidence when you are improv

ing musically. You can, however, develop
close friendships with music students wfu@
are also seeking and finding God; you cam

see how He loves you when your teachers
believe in you; you can feel Him turn even a
classical piece into a song of worship. Music
influences every person, so music majors
have a great opportunity to take God's light
into every man's world. That's exciting!
Kristin Robbins
-

,

I
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Jeana Woods portrayed Cio-Cio-San beside Marty
Freeman as B.F. Pinkerton in the ORU Opera Guild's
production of Puccini's Madame Butterfly.
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Natural science studies such as chemistry can be gruel
ing and the lab work that accompanies the text is te
dious, requiring a great deal of concentrated effort.

01)

§

::

On occasion the natural science labs prove to be
and students are careful to take the neces
sary precautions, including safety goggles and proper

dangerous

j laboratory etiquette.

natural sciences
Natural Science is a large department, in
cluding programs in biology, marine biolo
gy, chemistry, biomedical chemistry,
biomedical engineering, electrical engineer
ing, mechanical engineering, engineering
management, medical technology, physics,
and physical science. Some students choose

education minors and become teachers.
Most, however, are involved in some sort of

pre-professional training.

.

ORU has two-year programs prepanng
students for schools of physical therapy,
pharmacy, and dental hygiene. Predental,
premedical, and preosteopathic students
generally major in biology, biomedical chem
istry or chemistry, choosing a minor from
the same list. Such a program is difficult; not
only is the material hard, but high grades are

for admission to graduate
schools. The ORU medical school operates
a Provisional Medical Student Program,
enabling the student to take some graduate
level courses while yet an undergrad stu
dent.
Some students choose medical technolo
gy as their field of endeavor. This requires
three years of traditional university studies
and one year of clinical experience before
the student receives a degree and can take
the national Registry Exam.
Those students desiring to become
teachers must earn an interdisciplinary de
gree in either chemistry and physics or
chemistry and biology. This will enable
them to teach biology, chemistry, physical
science and physics on the high school level.

important

© Oral Roberts University

The OR U engineering department,
although small and relatively new, provides
a quality preparation for a career in the
rapidly growing field of engineering. Stu
dents can choose emphases in electrical or
mechanical engineering as well as biomedi
cal engineering.
Involvement in the department of natural
science is not limited to future doctors and
researchers; science is part of the general
education requirements. This is done in an
effort to better familiarize every student
with the physical aspect of the world around
him, enabling him to understand it all the

better.

-

Kelly

C. Walter
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Karen Joy helps fellow student
their capping ceremony.
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Anne Auten at
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Future healers await their formal
ceremony held this fall.

capping

as

nurses

during the

•

nursing
Nursing is often thought of as the most
difficult major at ORU. Acquaintances of
student nurses do not find that hard to be
lieve. Up early (6:00 is sleeping in) and to
bed late, student nurses carry difficult
course loads as well as spending a great deal
of time doing clinical work. Nursing stu
dents must maintain a 2.6 GPA in classes
including sociology, physchology, nutri
tion, anatomy and physiology, chemistry,
and biology in order to even begin taking
nursmg

courses.

When the

tighten

nursing

begin, schedules
taking more conven

courses

up. While still

tional courses, student nurses have the
opportunity to put their learning to work.

Taking Nursing Process as a sophomore, the
student is responsible for her own patients in
a local hospital, organizing care plans and
helping to carry them out.
After four years of intensive work, the
ORU nursing student is well prepared to

take the State Board Exams necessary for
becoming a Registered Nurse. With a
Bachelor of Science in Nursing, she can go

senior Theresa Tuck
practice their skills b
Theresa hangs an I. V"

oh
"

as

s

to

graduate school if she chooses. More
that, the OR U nurse is able to go into
every man's world, healing the whole man
mentally, spiritually, and physically.
Kelly C. Walter
on to

than

-

-
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Junior Michelle White reads scripture as part of herr
classroom presentation for Charismatic Theology.

theology
As a school founded by an evangelist,
ORU has a Theology Department which is
geared towards ministry, not merely philo

sophical introspection.
There are various approaches to a theolo
gy major. A Bibicalliterature concentration,
emphasizing Old Testament, New Testament
or English Bible, often carries a pre
seminary minor. This prepares a theology
major for future theological studies. The
of church ministries offers concentra
tion in evangelism and pastoral ministry, as
well as Christian education. This prepares
the student to be involved with all aspects of
church educational programs and can be
combined with programs in elementary
education or church music.
There is a new opportunity for students
area
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interested in becoming full-time missionar
ies, enabling them to live and work with a
missionary abroad while taking classes at
ORU by correspondence. This can be
arranged through ORU Summer Missions,
enabling the student to stay in the field for a
semester or a year after the summer trip is
over.

The

Theology Department

exerts

a

great

deal of influence upon the lifestyle of OR U.
All students benefit from classes such as Old
and New Testament Survey, Holy Spirit and
Charismatic Life and Ministry. Theology
major or not, it is the ORU student's respon
sibility to carry what he has learned to the
rest of the world.
Kelly C. Walter
-

Survey of the Old and New Testaments, Holy Spirit and
Charismatic Life are part of the unique general educa
tion curriculum required at ORU.
Charismatic Theology students prepare classroom pre
sentations and are critiqued by their fellow classmates.
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Even the Prayer Gardens in front of the Prayer Tower
become a popular place for study as the spring arrived.

t

a

.

comparative study

Students come in all shapes and sizes but
the real differences become apparent when
one examines their study habits. There are
four basic categories that students tend to
fall into regarding this practice common to
college students. The first category is un
known to 99 percent. Those of this meager
one percent do not have even the slightest
notion of ever studying. No one is certain
why they even came to college. After three
weeks of classes, the professor drops their
names from the roster. Their books remain
on the shelves of the bookstore; their syllabi
remain untouched. They do, however, seem
to enjoy the rest of college life. Until finals
week when they mysteriously disappear
lock, stock and barrel.
At the other extreme, encompassing
another small percentage of the student
body are the over achievers. They don't
-

study either. They come to class when they
campaigning, organizing, delegating,
administrating or anyone of a number of
activities demanding their time and talent.
Their books gather dust on their desks, but
aren't

this

one

ages not

percent of the upper echelon

only

man

to pass their courses but to do

with a 4.0. These people have no friends.
The remaining masses can be divided into
two groups; the few, the proud, the PLAN
NERS. They are easily recognized by their
24 hour, weekly, monthly, yearly schedules.
This 28 percent drive the rest of the campus
crazy by actually watching their Humanties
DAIRS, turning their aerobics points in on
time, actually preparing for the three-mile
run and turning in their papers three days
so

early.

time, always putting off until tomorrow
what should have been done yesterday.
Their typical dialogue is as follows:
"When are you doing your seven-minute
at a

speech?"
Wednesday.
"

"

"Have you started?"
"No, have you?"
"Un-unh.
The procrastinators love company and
there is always plenty of it as they crowd into
the reference rooms to check out govern
ment tapes moments before the exam. By
finals week the procrastinators are easily
recognized by their wrinkled clothing ami
bloodshot eyes. When it comes to doing
what needs to be done, the procrastinators
always have something better to do
Speaking of which, this story will be
finished LATER.
T. Ohler
"

...

The rest, the

the

the
majority
PROCRASTINATORS enjoy living one day

proud,

...

...

-
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The shelves in the Learning Resources Center take on
the look of a maze when students find themselves search
ing for that last bit of research.
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aster
a celebration of
life. Being the greatest proclamation of our
faith
that Christ is dead, Christ is risen,
and Christ will come again
and also being
the last "free" weekend before facing the
last stretch of due dates and final exams,
Easter is celebrated by students in a variety
of ways.
With the influx of high school students
arriving for the College Weekend Seminar,
many students packed a bag and hit the road
for a weekend of backpacking, or a home
cooked 'meal. The triumphant arrival of
Spring sent many students equipped with
sun tan oil and shades out to Johnston Sta
dium. Enjoying a weekend of sunshine, they
sat with books under their chairs cheering
for Titan victories over the UCLA Bruins.
...

-

-

Sunday, however, was a chilly one and
bright Easter outfits were
hidden under winter coats. In spite of cooler
temperatures, many students began their
many of those

Easter celebration at dawn. The sunrise ser
vice was held in the Prayer Gardens, and
was a blessing to all in attendance even
though the cloud coverage prevented any
one from seeing the sun actually rise. Hud
dled together on blankets, students listened
intently as Dr. Poteet spoke on suffering,
why people suffer, and ways in which
Christians can respond to it. After sharing
communion together, students dispersed,
some over to SAGA for a cup of hot choco
late, while some scurried back to their
dorms for a little shut eye.
Churches all over town offered a variety
of Easter worship services, pageants, dra
mas and musical presentations. One of the
most popular of these services, "Toyrnaker
and Son," attracted an audience of over
30,000 in its eight day performance at the
Mabee Center.
Whatever the means, the end remains the
same. Easter is a celebration that Jesus
Christ is risen. Yes, He is risen, indeed.
-

Theresa Ohler
Students gather under the Prayer Tower for
Easter morning Sunrise service.

early
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chilly,
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Dawn McClellan and Mary Spencer share a blanket to
warm at the chilly Easter sunrise service.

] keep

Lai Yung

The Beautiful Spanish doll in "Toymaker and Son"
ignores the plea of the Toymaker's Son.
The fallen toys in Toymaker and Son, deceived
devil, play in their worldly evils.
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Cathy Caraway,

and Kristi Heidt, join in prayer calling
upon the Father for the healing of a hurting brother.

II Corinthians 4: 18 we are
those things which are
seen, but rather look at that which is unseen.
For the things which are seen are temporal,
but that which is not seen is eternal. I want
this to be a foremost thought in the minds of
everyone who looks at me because what you
see is not what you get. I may appear to be in
a wheelchair, but we are now dealing with a
very temporal situation.
I had been paralyzed from the waist down
for three years when I came to Oral Roberts
University. I have to use the past tense of
"had" because on October 19, Friday, at
around 3:30 p.m., I became "unparalyzed."
I was really looking forward to the October
healing crusade and I couldn't tell you why I
was so excited about the event. I was just
determined in my entire being that some
thing was going to change somehwere and
somehow in Chris Davis.
Evelyn Roberts said something the very
first night that struck me hard. She said,
"Too many people come to a healing cru
sade to try for their healing. Why not get it
right away and then enjoy the other meetings
healed?" That was Thursday night. On Fri1t;;�;;;;;t;;;;f;;;;;:I;;l;i

told, "Look

n

not at

"
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HEALING CRUSADE

Ministering to the woman through prayer and love,
Kelly Cotter, senior Telecom major, continues in the
healing ministry as taught by President Roberts.

© Oral Roberts University

day morning it

seemed to me that everybody
and his brother were coming up to me to tell
me that God had impressed on them that this
was my day. Well, if two or three people
come up to me and tell me such and such, I
can, and probably would, pass them off. But
when tens upon tens of people come up and
say virtually the same thing, it's probably
worth listening to.
So I did. And I must say I did not feel well
at all. Kenneth Copeland said in the Friday
morning service, "When you've been sick a
long time, faith is mighty hard to come by."
Well, that fit i_n a way with me. But if I knew
I was
nothing else, 1 did know two things
going to heaven when I died, and that I
would walk again on this earth.
With this in mind, I went to the two
o'clock service with Billy Joe Daugherty
speaking. I can remember very little of what
Billy Joe preached, but I remember he used
the stories of the woman with a 12-year issue
of blood and the paralytic man whose friends
tore the shingles off of the roof to get to
Jesus. While he was expounding upon these
stories, my spirit went haywire. It felt as if
my mind, my stomach, and my spirit had
been put in a blender and somebody pushed
-

Banding together in love,
special relationship.

students and partners share

a

"

>
....)
"0

�__��
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one to another, Mark Bradway
Ministering
healing of his fellow student.

Father for the
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seeks the
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Laying hands on her eyes the
healing of her eyes.
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the mince button. When these stories finally
culminated into the idea that the kingdom of
heaven is under violence and the violent
take it by force, my mind went out to lunch. I
don't even remember getting up to the stage,
all I know was that I was going to stand and
walk. If! got up and fell, fine, I'd get back up
again. Even if I fell 15 times I was going to
get up 16 times. My soul and mind was that
determined. You know what happened? I
got up, grabbed two guys who were right by
me, and I took the first six steps I've taken in
three years! I sat down and got up a number
of times, but it was my last time up that I'll
never

forget.

President Roberts saw me and pushed his
way through the crowd and right when I was
at a complete state of exhaustion, he put his
hands on my head and shouted to me, "keep

88
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going Buddy!" Of course
strength and took off.
That

I found

new

then and this is now. Oh, I'm still
wheelchair, but I'm not paralyzed. My
legs have to be strengthened. This is where I
need your help. You might not be able to do

in

was

a

for me, that's okay. God
However I do need your prayers. I need
you to be "Mother Roberts." Oral Roberts
could have lost his healing had it not been for
her prayers and verbal encouragment.
Together, we will look at that which is not
(yet) seen, and beat this. For we have confide nee in Jesus that he never starts a good
work that he doesn't complete. A good work
was started in me on Friday, October 19th. It
will be completed!
Chris Davis

anything tangible
can.
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-

Joining Richard Roberts at the altar, the congregation
praises the Lord Jesus Christ who forgives them of their
sins
for He is a healing God.
-

the student, faculty and students seek
minister, each in his own capacity.

Surrounding
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Lindsay Roberts listens as Richard Roberts and Pastor
Billy Joe Daugherty discuss how the listeners' needs
can

90

be met

on

the set of the Richard Roberts Show.

RICHARD ROBERTS SHOW

s the Oral Roberts Ministry
grows and the partners continue to support
its growth, more and more new ministry
opportunities are being fulfilled. In Septem
ber 1984 Richard Roberts aired his first
show, and since that time the program has
grown in number of cable channels across
the nation that it airs on, and also the number

© Oral Roberts University

of viewers. The Richard Roberts Show is a
program that can "Turn it Around" fer tlre
viewer, as that is the major theme of the
program. God is the only one who can turn it
around. The show seeks to reach out and
touch people who are hurting and are in need
of a touch from God, spiritually, physically
or financially. Frequently on the show
Richard Roberts says, "This is a
program
designed to help you get your needs met."
Rosanna Sangermano, sophomore at ORU
attending the taping said, "At first I was
very skeptical about the show, but after
attending a taping, I was really moved. In

Richard Roberts, backed up by the ORU Singers and
the Studio Band, ministers to the television audience.
Studio Band members
sic.

glorify

the Lord with their

mu

OREA

the midst of a professional television set. 1
could really sense the moving of the Holy
Spirit." The Richard Roberts Show moves
quickly with specific plans. however.
Richard is always sensitive to the leading of
the Holy Spirit. He will break into the plans
as the Holy Spirit directs him to. Dawn Paol
lilo, a chaplain at ORU, stated, "I really
have great respect for this man and his work
for God. He definitely obeys the leadings of
the Spirit." Regulars on the show are
Richard and Lindsay Roberts and Pastor
Billy Joe and Sharon Daugherty. President
Oral Roberts and Evelyn Roberts also make
frequent appearances. Along with the regu
lars on the show, there are always many
special guest making appearances. Some of
the guests that have appeared on the show
are David Wilkerson, former Miss America
Cheryl Prewitt Blackwood. Bob Wieland.
Rosey Greer. Carlton Pearson. Arthur Bles

sit, Terry Law, Madeline Manning Mirns,

Ken Copeland. John Osteen. David Ingles.
to name just a
and Liz Humbard Darling
few of the special guests. The Richard
Roberts Show provides a unique opportuni
ty for many students to become involved in a
-

Judi Kunick interviewed by Dr. James Winslow and
Richard Roberts tells how the Lord helped her get back
to classes after surgery during the second week of
school.
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The studio audience, made up of ORU students, part
ners and visitors, participate in the service.
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The ORU

Singers are a
providing special music
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vital part of each prog:am
and personal testirnorues.

RICHARD ROBERTS SHOW

Christian television environment. Many
telecom majors are active in the actual production of the show. These students are employed by the ministry to work on the lighting, sound, filming, and editing of the show.
Some qualified students are playing in the
Richard Roberts Show Studio Band.
Many student musicians receiving scholarships are fulfilling their ministries by using their talents in the Studio Band. The
ORU University Singers playa large part in
the program. Singing every day on the show,
they minister through their music and testi-

© Oral Roberts University

monies.

Probably, one of the most exciting
where the students playa very active
role is in the Abundant Life Prayer Group.
Every day 35 phone lines are full as pholil€
counselors, many times students, talk to callers about how their needs can be met and to
pray with them. The Richard Roberts Show
is off to a good start. As it grows, so too, wil
the opportunities for students to work in tfu
areas

television

ministry.
-

Michelle Peterson

�

o

v;
o

u..
e

] Abundant Life Prayer Partners minister to the
;3 callers as they call for healing and salvation.

Lindsay and Richard Roberts keep a light-hearted spirit on
the set, always being aware of the moving of the Holy
Spirit.
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tI;;;;I;;;;I���lInyone who has been on a
Summer Mission team will tell you the same
it's a life changing experience. And
thing
-

in all likelihood one will never completely
understand until one experiences it for one
self. After the courage it takes to apply, the
discipline it takes to read the assigned texts
and attend the

required lectures,

and the

sheer determination it takes to raise the nec
essary finances, one would think that one
would be ready for, anything, I know I did
that is until I stepped off of that airplane
and into the crowded little airport. Suddenly
I was the foreigner. There I was, passport
clutched in my sweaty palm rapidly
approaching a man in a uniform speaking
Spanish much faster than I'd ever heard on
...

Michelle Coates with a missions team to India
with the young children in the village.

94

SUMMER MISSIONS
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plays

Squire with the ORU Korfball Team traveled
Europe for some competition and some Christian
fellowship.
Annette
to

those
heard

language lab tapes. "Setenta dias." I
myself echo the hollow reply of my

teammates oblivious to the officer's ques

tion. Struggling with our luggage (no matter
how hard we try, Americans always over
pack!) We made our way toward customs.
Fear and apprehension mounted and again I
wondered why I simply hadn't gone home to
lifeguard like the previous four summers
and then I looked up at the window. There
must have been fifty dirty faces plastered up
against the glass. Their eyes sparkled with
anticipation and there in the center they held
a sign, "ORU?" The following ten weeks
were not easy. As a team we struggled with
the language, disease and with each other.
But through it we kept on struggling
the
...

...

Living

in

an

orphanage

for ten weeks in

Quito,

Ecuador, gave Brenda Hubble a real opportunity to
become part of the family, even helping Johnny Paz
with his chores.

© Oral Roberts University
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Mark Bleckley, ministering in the Philippines with the
help of a translator, tells the children about Jesus.

times we crawled onto the straw mattresses
with blistered hands unable to shower due to
water rationing, the times we asked the Lord
to bless our trucks (camiones) when we
meant to say
we

paths (caminos),

and the times

spent digging the ditches and folding

laundry when we longed to be doing' 'real"
ministry, do not come close to diminishing
the joy of the times we spent teaching the
children a new song, or the children teaching

96

MISSIONS

to play with their wooden tops, or the
time after a picnic when one of the tired,
dirty little orphans would climb onto a lap
and fall gently asleep. Summer Missions? A
life changing experience.
Theresa Ohler
us

-

Susan Bether stops in the street to have a Bible Study
with a group of children following their team in

Mauban, Philippines.

© Oral Roberts University

Jones holds an Indian baby while ministering to
the needs of both young and old during his missions trip
to India.

Bobby
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t::i Evangelizing Europe, Tamar Divioconti and her team
1:3 give a drama presentation on the streets of Europe.

MISSIONS
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tudent after student file
their way down the sidewalk, all the way to
Mabee Center. With the increasing number
of students attendmg Oral Roberts U niversi
ty, the student body as whole grew out of
Christ Chapel. Filling one-half of the Mabee
Center up to the rafters, students gather to
be taught by many respected religious fig
ures in different principles of a practical
Christian life.
Chapel is a p,lace to grow in your own
spiritual hfe. ThIS year in chapel much con
centration was made on the students' minis
try opportunities. Following up on President
Roberts' vision, students gifted in different
a�eas sought .out their own personal minis
tnes by learnmg from spirit-filled Christians
ministering in all walks of life following
God's will.
Each service begins with a time of
worship lead by David Grothe, a former
ORU student now acting as chapel worship
leader. During the worship service, many
different blends of worship mix to praise the
Lord, as the ORU student comes from all
parts of the Christian body.
Leading the service, Richard Roberts
opens with a reading from the Bible, fol
lowed by a time of prayer. Being very open
to the moving of the Holy Spirit, Richard
Roberts often broke the format of the ser
vice to minister to the student body. Many
healings, called out by the Word of Know
ledge occured during the chapel hour. Dur
ing this time much was concentrated on
not only the vertical relationship with God,
but also the horizontal relationship between
brothers and sisters in the body of Christ.
Students, faculty, administrators and part
ners joined hands with each other and
sought after healing, in all areas, for their
brothers and sisters in Christ.
Special music is always provided by spe
cial guests and frequently by music minstry
teams. Some favorites this year were Souls
A: Fire and The Switch, both unique music
mmistry groups who spend the school year
practicing for summer tours. Another
talented singer appearing in Chapel was
ORU graduate, now Christian singer,
'

-

.

Stephanie Boosadha.
98

CHAPEL

Outgrowing Christ Chapel, the student body meets in
Mabee Center for chapel every Tuesday and Thursday
dunng the fall semester.
.

During Chapel this

year there

were

many

interestmg speakers. Speakers ranged from

Faculty and Administrators to the
very prestigious evangelists of our time
Family favorites were Dr. Jimmy Buskirk:
former Dean of Theology, Pastor Billy Joe
Daugherty, Bob Stamps, former chaplain of
ORU, and Dr. Larry Hart, graduate theolo
g� faculty. Many special guests from the
Richard Roberts Show stayed around and
VISIted the chapel service
to name a few
Arthur Blessit, the man who carries a
wooden cross around the world spoke to
the. students �ncouragiI1:g .them to pick up
their cross daily and munster to others in
ORU

-

-
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need; Cheryl Prewitt Blackwood, former
America, now Christian singer, gave
her �es�Imony of how a young girl from Mis

MISS

SISSIppI made her way in the pageant world.
Others ministering during chapel hour

Terry Law, former ORU Graduate
active evangelist behind the Iro�
Curtain, teaching students how to resist the
temptation of the devil; and Carlton Pear
s�n, former ORU.g�aduate, pastor of Higher
Dimensions, upliftmg the students with a
dynamic message.
Special guests really favored by the stu
dents were Olympic Gold medal winner
Madeline Manning Mimms, singing and
were

now an

preaching about how Jesus became and is an
Important part of her life; and Bob Wieland,
a double amputee from the Vietnam War,

visiting the Richard Roberts Show
stayed on campus and ministered to the student body
during chapel.

James Robison

Wesley joins in with
phant worship chorus.

John

the ORU

Singers in

a

trium

Brad

Lyle

Roberta Potts, Richard and Linsday Roberts, and
Evelyn Roberts, backed up by the Deans, listen atten
tively to during the service.
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Switching to separate chapels for graduate and under
graduate students, students in the School of Arts and
Sciences join David Grothe in the song service.

j
-g

CQ
Nato Van Putten, EMR RA, and Sherri Steets, CPR
RA, testify to their ministry opportunity in Colorado
during Fall Break.
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told the students about how he is walking
across America on his hands to tell people
about Jesus as he goes. Other prominent
evangelists who spoke were John Osteen,
John Wesley Fletcher, and James Robi
son. Of course, current speakers involved in
the chapel service were President Roberts
and Richard Roberts, bestowing their
knowledge and reinforcing the seed-faith

© Oral Roberts University

principle.
After changes between the fall and spring
semester, undergraduates and graduates
spearated for individual chapels on Thurs
days with undergraduates in Christ Chapel
and graduates in their own individual
schools. This was a year of growth and
change for the student body in the chapel
service, students were able to hear some of

David

Wilkerson, author of "Cross and the Switch
blade," tells the students about his opportunities wit
-"
o

nessing

on

the streets of New York.

·c
::l

�
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The Oral Roberts

during

"t"'3f�;_\:'�--""�,.;:;*

many

University Singers
chapel services.

minister in song

-'I>�

.

the greatest speakers in the world and obtain
just a bit of their philosophy on the correct
relationship with Jesus Christ and how to

find the will of God for their lives.

Wesley exercising the Gift of the Word of Know
ledge tells the student what the Lord has in store for her
John

life.
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ral Roberts University is a
spirit-filled students, faculty, and
administration who are seeking after the will
of God. Each member of the body is given
special gifts empowered by the Holy Spirit
to minister each in his own capacity. The
Christian Service Council plays a big part in
allowing students to do this. So often Christ
ians become satisfied with what they are
doing for the Lord, the Christian Service
Council gives students the opportunity to do
campus of

for the Lord and go out and minister to
people in Tulsa and the surrounding areas.
Christians have a responsibility to the
world. The Lord commands us to pray for it
and to do all that we can to reach them for
His sake. CSC Ministries has opportunities
children ministries, tutor
in many areas
ing, working with deaf children and Indian
children, and overall ministering love to
those who do not know about Jesus Christ;
jail ministries, talking to inmates and delin
quents about the redeeming power of Jesus
more

-

Christ; youth ministries; elderly ministries;
hospital-disabled ministries; and evangel

ism ministries. Each one in its own way
reaches a unique group of people and allows
the people in the ministry to exercise their
talents and work for the Lord while they are
still in school. Another branch of ministry on
the ORU campus is in music. Many talented
musicians gather at the beginning of the fall
semester to go through long, rigorous try
outs to be placed on ORU music ministry
teams. The groups practice during the

school year

on

their

own

time, and plan

tours during either Spring or
Summer Break. The groups go all over the

ministering

102

CHRISTIAN SERVICE COUNCIL

United States and some even to foreign
countries. Many talented musicians are able
in this manner to use their talents to minister
to people in churches, schools, jails and
even on the streets.
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A member of the esc
on the ramp

m�,:,e

minister.

-

Skateboarding
an

team makes

unusual opportunity

a

to

Souls A' Fire music ministry team had an exciting year
all over the United States, in chapel, and
recording their first album.

g ministering
even

:;;;
;.
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The Switch, planning a musical tour in Australia
the summer, ministers in chapel.

Praise

Singers music ministry team
Spring Break tour to four states.

prepares for its

over
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ooks stacked to the ceiling,
the clock
the typewriter
strikes 9:00 p.m. and it is Wednesday night.
Everyone needs a little time away. Every
Wednesday night in Christ Chapel the stu
dent led Vespers Service is held to give the
students a chance to get away from their
studies and concentrate on Jesus.
So often Christians get caught up in their
everyday activities. Vespers is a unique ser
vice to help solve that problem. It is more
than a service it is an experience, Students
are first lead by several talented musicians in
a worship service unique to any other on
campus. Much time is taken in seeking the
throne room of heaven.
After a time of worship and praying in the
Spirit, students are taught in many different
areas of Christian life. Growing in the wis
dom of older pastors, professors, and admin
istrators, students get new insights into con
fusing details of Christianity. Some of the
speakers in Vespers this year were Dr.
Hubert Morken, professor in the History
Department, Pastor Carlton Pearson of
papers

sitting

on

-

Higher Dimensions Evangelistic Center,
and Pastor Joel Budd, of Open Bible Christ
ian Center, just to name a few.
After a time of teaching, students prepare
for a communion service. Leading a proces
sional, wings take turns serving communion
in Vespers. One by one students line up to
receive the sacraments. After a time of per
sonal prayer, they partake of the remember
ance of the blood and the body. "This is
such a special time for me. I feel extremely
close to the Lord Jesus Christ as I remember
Joining

in the

worship

studies, students

service

-

concentrate up

about their
the Lord,

forgetting
on

Ministering in music, these dedicated musicians lead
the song service every week during the Vesper service.
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Members of sister and brother wings serve communion
ending the Vespers service after a time of worship and

teaching.

Judi Kunick

With Christ at the center, much time is spent
knees seeking the face of the Father.

on

the

how He died for me and His body was
beaten and broken," states sophomore Che
rise Laud after attending the service. Ves
pers is a very special time on the ORU cam
a place to get
pus
away from the books
and concentrate on the Lord.
-
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he Lord Jesus, on the night
he was betrayed took a piece of bread, gave
thanks to God, broke it, and said, "This is My
body, which isfor you. Do this is memory of
Me." In the same way after the supper He
took the cup and said, "This cup is God's
new covenant, sealed with My blood.
Whenever you drink it, do so in memory of
Me," states Paul in the book of Corinthians.

of communion is understood as a
of remembering His death for us; en
joying and drawing strength from our pre
sent communion with Him; and anticipating
the perfect enjoyment of His presence. Ev
ery noon in Kennedy Chapel, students
gather to take communion. This blessed ex
perience sanctified by God, gives the stu
dent a chance again daily to lay down his life
and take time to remember the body and
blood of Jesus Christ. Right in the middle of
the day, the student puts away his studies,
and focuses on the Lord Jesus Christ and

Partaking
means

Students gathering at noon listen to
before they partake of communion.
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a

brief message

His death on the cross. This is a very holy
time spent in repentance and sanctification
as the greatest sacrifice was
given when God
allowed the death of His son on the cross.
"Communion is an opportunity for me to
focus in onjust what God did by letting Jesus
die on the cross, and also celebrate my eter
nallife with the Father thanks to His sacri
fice," said sophomore Lisa Sterns after par
taking in the noon communion service in

Kennedy Chapel.

A very individual experience, students concentrate
the purpose of taking communion.

Obeying the quidelines in the Bible, students approach
the body and blood representations of Jesus' broken
body.

on
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.l1:-;I;;;;;;I���;!I orne were excited about it.
Others were fearful of it. But everyone was
certain that when Ed Goggin became the
Student Association Concert Chairman, the
campus would rock. Much to everyone's
surprise, this year's concert calendar
proved to be a well-balanced variety of
Christian contemporary music performers
to

please

everyone.

The year began with the appearance of
Sandi Patti in the Mabee Center. She graced
the stage with her vocal musical talent while
also showing herself as a proud Mommy as
she introduced her new baby.
The Christmas banquet was followed by
the startling performance of Steve Taylor.
Taylor has a unique music ministry in which
his rock sound addresses social issues of the
day. While Christ Chapel was full, the audi-

David Meece, performing on his "Count the Cost"
concert tour, entertains the students in many unique
ways after the Spring Banquet.
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Students, buying tickets
for a good seat.

at the

last minute, wait in line
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Connie Scott, a relatively new Canadian contemporary
� Christian singer, gets the audience going before the
...J

arrival of David Meece.
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somewhat divided in reaction to
ward Taylor's performance. There was no
middle ground. People either liked Steve
Taylor, or they didn't.
In addition to the concerts provided
through the Student Association, being situ
ated in Tulsa offered students vast opportu
nities to see their favorite Christian perfor
mers. Russ Taff again blessed Tulsa crowds
with his poignant lyrics and vocal talent.
Taff's performance was, as always, a minis
try as well as a concert.
Many ORU students flocked to the Old
Lady of Brady in early winter to see Michael
W. Smith and Kathy Trocolli on their
"Friends" tour. And again this February,
Petra rocked Tulsa. Petra appears yearly in
Tulsa, and their fans are never disappointed
ence was

The very talented Sandi Patti performed for the stu
dents early in September, singing, playing the piano and
even showing off her new baby.
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Randy Stonehill and his band have a unique modern
style, enjoyed by those attending the concert in Christ
Chapel in early December.
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with their intense performance.
The spring semester began with the un
usual musical performance of Randy
Stonehill, who got everyone involved in the
act as he sang, "Shut De Door." Stonehill
entertained a full house with songs from his
latest album, "Celebrate this Heartbeat" as
well as many of the old favorites.
While the year brought many big-name
Christian performers to the ORU campus
and to the surrounding area, one of the favo
rite performances was given by one of our
own groups, "The Switch" which started
three years ago in the SUB. Many students
have watched as the group has tightened
their act and perfected their sound. This
summer The Switch will be touring Australia
sharing their music and the Gospel.

....

�

The concert season ended with what Gog
called his attempt to please everyone
with a favorite, David Meece, and someone
new, Connie Scott. The sound of 20-year
old Connie Scott was as hot as the bright
pink neon she wore. And she wore the audience out as she bounced across stage. Be
fore long the enthusiastic Michigander had
everyone in Christ Chapel on his feet, shout
ing and clapping to her unique lyrics.
And as usual, David Meece had his fans in
stitches as he shared the humorous stories of
his childhood while never missing a note at
the piano. Entertaining one and all with the
favorites as well as the latest numbers from
his new album" Seven" Meece brought the
year to a close on a note to remember.
Theresa Ohler
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It was a trying year for the Titans this time
around. Coming off a 20-win season and a
trip to the NCAA's, things looked good as
they returned four senior starters. In fact,
thoughts of playing in the NCAA's at Mabee
Center ran in everyone's head.
Welcoming them into the new season was
one of the toughest schedules in the nation
that included Tulsa, LSU, North Carolina,
Arkansas and UCLA. They were not a very
friendly welcoming committee. The Titans
limped into conference play with a 3-7 rec
ord. In conference play the Titans finished
3rd behind Loyola and Butler with an 8-6
mark. Beaten twice by Loyola in the regular
season, the Ramblers continued to be our
nemesis as they defeated the Titans 89-83 to
win the conference tournament. ORU lost
out twice in the battle of basketball su
premacy in the city, as Tulsa edged us 86-82
on our floor and 71-61 at their place.
Senior center Mark Acres paced the
Titans throughout the year, and received
honorable mention All-American honors.
Mark led the team in scoring with 18.8 points
Charles Dorsey collides with
into the lane looking for two

TV

player
points.

a

as

,

he drives

..

Jeff Acres arches his shot over the St. Louis defender as
Sam Potter, Mark Wilson and brother Mark prepare for
a rebound.
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Acres battles Detroit's

Craig Wendt for

a
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game, and also led in rebounding with 9.7
a game average. Mark's season
highlight was a 30-point, IS-rebound per
formance in a 70-67 win over Xavier. Mark
was not the only Acres
making large con
a

rebounds

tributions on the playing floor. Brother Jeff
averaged 11.4 points a game and tossed in 30
against Oklahoma Baptist. Beyond the im
mediate family, senior forward Sam Potter
also played a major role. Sam hit for 14.4
points a game, and once again was known
for his deadly outside shot. The fourth of the
seniors was Charles Dorsey, who scored 14
points a game and was responsible for giving
the Titans floor leadership in the backcourt.
Joining him in the backcourt was Willie
Irons. Willie excited the crowds with daring
steals and dished out a team high 92 assists.

The Titans never reached their full poten
tial during the season, even though many
times they seemed ready to break through.
The season ended with coach Dick Acres
resigning his position. However, good news
followed as former Kansas coach Ted
Owens was named to replace him.
Mark Acres puts up a one-handed shot
Sam Potter looks on.

versus

TU

as

The Titan beach eagerly watches the action while wait
ing for their chance to play.
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1985 MEN'S
BASKETBALL TEAM

Jeff Acres
Mark Acres
Akin Akin-Otiko
Butch Berry
Bill Cummings
Charles Dorcey
Dwight Givens
Willie Irons
Brian Miles
MichaelObaseki
Sam Potter
Eric Smith
Mark Wilson

ORU's frontline of Jeff Acres, Mark Acres and Sam
Potter battle under the boards for a rebound.
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Senior guard Butch Berry searches for
Evansville trap.

Despite
tration

118

way out of

the collision, Mark Wilson keeps his
the hoop as he shoots the ball.

an

concen

on

A young friend looks

spins

a

the basketball

MEN'S

on
on

in awe as an older 'Little Titan'
his finger.

BASKETBAL�
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SCOREBOARD
ORU-OPP
91·77
82-86
71-74
70-71

65-87
82·71
71-92
57-64
61-69
86· 71
68·55
90· 75
66·62
61-71
86-92
78·66
65-69
92-97
74·64
75-79
83·73
81·61
70·67
60-62
80·70
77-86
93· 76
56·53
74·69

Opponent
OKLAHOMA BAPTIST
TULSA
LOUISIANA ST.
TexasA&M
North Carolina
TEXAS
Oklahoma State
Arkansas
UCLA

KANSAS STATE
ST. LOUIS
EVANSVILLE
OKLAHOMA CITY
Tulsa

Xavier
Butler
DETRIOT

LOYOLA
St. Louis
Evansville
BRADLEY

Oklahoma City
XA VIER
BUTLER
Detroit

Loyola
STETSON
ST. LOUIS
EVANSVILLE
*LOYOLA

83-89
*conference final
Season Record: 15-15

Akin Akin-Otiko flies
in ORU's victory.
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high against

Butler for

two
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The Titans were 43-13 and ranked in the
ten in the country when this book went
to press. These Titans had
disappointed no
one as they
played good hard baseball all
year. Included in their 43 wins, were viceo
ries over number seven ranked Witchita
State and UCLA, plua a first-place finish in a
tournament at the Minnesota Metrodome.
The Titans entered the season concemed
about their pitching. But soon found that
there was no need to worry. Junior transfer
Tim McCoy emerged as the early stopper
and finished a 10-4 record. Added to that
was McCoy's earned
runaverageof3.03 and
his team-leading 82 strike outs. Although
McCoy had a terrific season, senior righ:t
hander Mike Knox ended with the best win
loss record of 10-2. Mike led the team in
innings pitched in unnoticed efforts. His
win-loss record doesn't show it, but Knox
pitched five great innings against the Uni
versity of Oklahoma in a 10-1 loss.
Another season pitching end was Stev€
Gossett. He finished 7-2 and had an out
standing 2.07 earned run average. Junior
Kyle
�
Kaigler rebounded from a tough year
s to end up 6-1 and Adam Casillas was 3-0 and

top

_

..c

2

8
While

steps
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the
deck to

eyeing
on

pitching action,
arm

another Titan

up before his turn at bat.
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player

Giving
.il

one

his all, Titan

pitcher,

Tim

McCoy, puts

another

past the opposition.
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With

a

grip on the bat, and a mean look on his face,
batting team made for a tough offense this

firm

� the Titan
Q'season.
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1985 TITAN BASEBALL

TEAM

Jay Archambo
Mike Batesole
Rich Bordas
Steve Button
Adam Casillas
Garry Casillas
Garry Clark
Craig Colbert
Joe Dunlap
Steve Gossett

Larry Gryskevich
Steve Hecht
Larry Herrel
Keith Hoskison
Mark Johnson

c
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Third baseman, Mike Batesole, makes a play at first
after scooping a grounder hit down the baseline,

Kyle Kaigler
Mike Knox
Keith Lockhart
Tim McCoy
Page Odle
Greg Oram
Robert Rivera
Peter Schmidt
Mike Shambaugh
Bill Weingartner
Robert Zupcic

'il
:r:
'"
"
.c

�

Q

Mike Knox, pitcher, and Keith Hoskinson, catcher,
take a moment between innings to discuss a little play

ing strategy,

led ORU in saves with five. Not only did
Cassillas help solve pitching problems, he
led the way for ORU's parade of hitting. As
the designated hitter, Cassillas led the team
in hits and batted .352. Freshman Pete
Schmidt and Bob Zupcic led the team in
hitting. Zupcic hit .364 while playing in the
outfield and Schmidt hit .409 while seeing
limited play at the catcher's position.
Third baseman Mike Batesole was the big
stick. He led the team in home runs (14),
runs batted in (52), and total bases
(118).
Helping Batesole knock in the runs were
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Mike Shambaugh, Page OdIe, and Keith
Lockhart.
Shambaugh played first base and clubbed
11 home runs and batted in 47 runs. Odle had
seven runs and 40 RBIs. He also led the team
in on-base percentage. Odle's on-base per
centage was helped by his team-leading 51
walks. Lockhart with 40 RBIs led the team
in hits with 64. The beneficiary of all this big
hitting was center fielder Steve Hecht.
Hecht batted a solid .351 and crossed home
plate a team high of 53 times.
Teamed up with all the big bats on offense,

the big gloves of Craig Colbert and
Keith Hoskinson. Colbert patrolled right
field and made only two errors in 56 games.
Hoskinson, a senior catcher, played bril
liantly behind the plate after winning the
position fron Colbert, Schmidt and Mark
Johnson. Hoskinson committed only four
errors while making 252 put-outs. Also tot
ing great gloves were Zupcic, Hecht and
Odle in the outfield and Shambaugh at first
were

of the students headed home for the
ORU will have to continue playing
ball
as they are in the toughest region in
great
college baseball. Also fighting for spots in
the College World Series will be Wichita
State, Oklahoma State and Oklahoma. Go
Titans!!
(Editor's Note: The Titan's lost to Wichita
State in the regionals, and outfielder Page
Odle was named College AlI-American.)
rest

summer.

base.
With the NCAAs still ahead in the sched
ule, the Titans continued to work hard as the

© Oral Roberts University
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When the 1984-85 Victory Tour began for
the Lady Titans, M. Jackson and company
had high aspirations for what they hoped
would be a memorable season. It was a tour
that would take the Oral Roberts Lady Titan
Basketball team from Texas to California
and even to tropical Hawaii.
But as the tour got underway, the Lady
Titans found that their dream season had
turned into a nightmare.
If things weren't bad enough with their
0-10 start, the Ladies were soon told the
surprising news that sophomore guard Don
na Douglas was quitting and it wasn't long
thereafter that Sheryl Crowden followed
suit.
The only thing that seemed sure was that
there would be a long season ahead of them.
With the team down to nine players, all hope
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would have seemed lost, at least to a normal
team. This is where the Lady Titans are
different. This is where the season begins
the Victory Tour was recharted and ready to
relaunch.
Sure, there were scattered wins and fine
performances but what made these ladies
true winners was the way they persevered,
fought for a win, an upset or just respect. A
team that indeed was not every coach's
dream determinedly proved that you don't
have to win to be successful.
The Lady Titans did earn respect despite
their 9-21 finish. Margie Jackson finished the
season as the leading scorer in their confer
ence with a 20-1 average. Jackson also led
the team in free-throw percentage with .931,
sinking 27 of 29 from the line on the year.
Sophomore Julie Lucas ended her second
-

© Oral Roberts University

leading the team

in rebounds with an
a
of
8.7
average
game.
Through all this, the Lady Titans managed
to finish their conference schedule at th€
.500 mark (5-5).
With the Victory Tour behind them, tJ.he
Lady Titans hope to replace Jackson and
continue where they left off. Theil' record
may not have brought them to NCAA fi
nals, but the season showed them that Illnity
and determination can bring success hli tliley
just follow their dreams.
season

BeBe Brewer

moves

into

as

Margie Jackson

Kim

Ogden a� the top

position

puts up the shot.

Margie Jackson passes the ball to
of the key.
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Margie Jackson looks on as BeBe Brewer catches
pass after cutting across the lane.

her

Both the Lady Titans and their opponents from UTSA
scramble for a loose ball.
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Nan Ogden attempts
jumper.

SCOREBOARD

ORU-Opp
55-78

77-840T
66-73
66-86

48-87
61-72
56-73
75-95
63-78
66-75
70-68
64-73
56-78
66-101
66-67
63-59
78-62
56-80
80-69

60-82
84-70
60-66
60-79
74-52

59-78
68-62
57-68
71-63
62-97
74-68

Opponent
Arkansas
KANSAS
HAWAII
California
Texas A&M
Hawaii
Hawaii
MISSOURI
Wichita State
SMU

to block

UTSA's center short

FINAL CONFERENCE
STANDINGS
West Texas State

9-1

Texas
San Antonio
ORAL ROBERTS

9-1

Oklahoma City
Hardin Simmons
Texas
El Paso

5-5

-

-

5-5
2-8
0-10

F. Austin
TEXAS A & M

Stephan

Wayland Baptist
Texas Tech
Oklahoma
ARIZONA STATE
OKLAHOMA CITY
Texas-San Antonio
Texas-EI Paso
WEST TEXAS STATE
HARDIN SIMMONS
John Brown
Oklahoma City
Tulsa
LOUISIANA TECH
NEW ORLEANS
SAN ANTONIO
TEXAS
TEXAS _. EL PASO
West Texas State
Hardin Simmons
-
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Men's Cross Country
The Men's Cross Country team had a new
atmosphere this fall. Under the leadership of
a new coach, Don Bene, this year's team
was much younger and less experienced
than the previous year's. However, the team
worked very hard at improving their indi
vidual abilities.
Finnish runners Kim Berghall, junior and
Ilkka Salo, senior, led the team to a third
place finish in the MCC Conference. Berg
hall placed second and Salo sixth. Berghall
led the team in every race last fall including
the district meet where he placed 23rd. The
team placed 12th in the District Five re

gionals.
Men's Track Team
The men's track team was more well
rounded than in the past. Whereas in the
past most of the team's strength was in the

distance events, this year's talent was more
equally distributed throughout the events.
This year's team placed third in the indoor
MCC meet.
The Most Valuable Player award in indoor
track went to freshman Robert
Willhight. Willhight ran a 30.41 for 300 yards
at the Sooner Indoor Relays and placed sec-

WOMEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY TEAM
Bebe Brewer
Christine Byerley
Kerry Falsetti
Kirsten Henkle
Dacia Pelton
Tracy Pelton

Peggy Sparks
Lori Walker

Maryanna Young

Women's Cross Country team member Peggy Sparks
digs in for that final kick necessary to finish the race.
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Cross Country team members Maryanna Young, Kir
sten Henkle, Chris Byerly, Peggy Sparks and BeBe
Brewer line up for the firing of the starting gun.

ond in the Conference 300.
Other members who placed in the confer
ence were Joseph Tanui, Scott Harper,
Steve Skocik, Shawn Mitchell, Jeff Stark
weather, Andy Pechacek, Jacob Bungei and

Carlos Grieseke.
In the outdoor season, Joseph Tanui was
the MVP as he competed consistently in the
49-second range in the 400 meters and the
54-second range for the 400 intermediate
hurdles.
Women's Cross Country
The women's cross country team com
bined
unity and enthusiasm with hard work
�
c:; to put together a successful season. From
8 the runs in 100-degree weather to those in
sub 20-degree temperatures, the women
Following the chalk-white line provides challenge and have trained diligently all year. They have
excitement for members of the Women's Cross Coun
done this with a cheerful attitude and a good
try Team.
sense of humor.
The highlight of the women's season was
placing third in the conference meet in San
Antonio, Texas. Led by freshman Chris
Byerly's fourteenth place finish, the team
MEN'S CROSS
finished well ahead ofthe fourth place team.
COUNTRY TEAM
Throughout the season the team ran consis
tently and showed signs of progress.
Kim
Junior Maryanna Young provided the
Jacob
team with outstanding leadership and was a

strong second runner for the team all season.
After the cross country season, in whiche
displayed remarkable improvement over the
last year, Young ran the Dallas White Rock
Marathon in three hours and 16 minutes.
This time bettered her previous time by 44
minutes and qualified her for the Boston
Marathon.
During the track season Byerly again led
the team. She ran personal bests of 4:44 for
1500 meter and 10:24 for 3,000 meters. Soph
omore Kirsten Henkle also saw much im
provement as she ran 5:02 for the 1500
meters. Freshman BeBe Brewer competed
during the outdoor season and had results of
18'4" in the longjump, 25.7 in the 200 meters
and 58.3 in the 400 meters. Senior Lori
Walker competed in the long and triple
jumps with bests of 17'10" and 34'8" re

spectively.

Berghall
Bungei

Kirby Clements
Darrin Crawford
John Gaiser
Carlos Gieseke
Mike Gimotty
Scott Harper
Larry Henze

Ralph Howell
Will James
Clay Johnston
Ronald King
David Kunselman
Jeff LaFavre
Shawn Mitchell
Robert Pechacek
Claude Roumain
Ilkka Salo
Stephen Skocik
Joseph Tanui
Robert Willhight
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Going into the season as defending
champs can add a lot of pressure to a young
team; however, ORU women's volleyball
team came through in fine fashion. The year
before they won the Oil Country Athletic

Conference Tournament and had a 32-22 re
cord overall. However, they lost Regina
Lipnick from that squad and returned only
one senior. That one senior was
Sherry Har
ris, who along with returning All-OCAC
selections Desira Jameson and Trisha Clay,
overcame a slow start to finish 22-13. In
cluded in their record were two tournament
wins earned here at ORU, and a second
place finish in the conference tourney. The
Lady Titans were tough to beat on their
home court as they posted an amazing 14-2
record, losing only to Southwest Missouri
and Oklahoma in matches that went the full
five games. They also beat cross-town rival
TU in four of five matches.
Senior hitter Harris was able to lead the
way for the Lady Titans throughout the sea
son, and in recognition of this received the
First Lady's Cup at the year end athletic

banquet.
1985 VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Lisa Beatty
Tracy Clark
Trisha Clay
Dennette Dale
Michelle Ellis
Tina Gray
Sherry Harris
Desira Jameson

Freshman Tracy Clark lets the ball have it with her
overhand serve.
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SCOREBOARD
W-L

OPPONENT

L

Oklahoma

RECORD
0-1

L

Memphis

L

Southwest Missouri

L

Memphis

L

Southwest Missouri

0-5

W

Texas-San Antonio

1-5

0-2

State

0-3
0-4

State

W

Stephan

W

Tulsa

3-5

W

East Texas State

4-5

W

Wichita State
Oklahoma City
Oklahoma City

5-5

W

W

F. Austin

2-5

6-5
7-5

L

Wichita State

7-6

W

Oklahoma City

8-6

W

Kansas

W

Tulsa

10-6

L

Southwest Missouri
Tulsa

10-7

L
W

Kansas State

11-8

W

Texas-El Paso

12-8

9-6

10-8

W

West Texas State

13-8

W

Texas Lutheran

14-8

W

Tulsa

15-8

W

Kansas

16-8

W

Baylor

17-8

L

Texas

17-9

W

Tulsa

18-9

L

West Texas State

18-10

L

UTEP

18-11

W

Oklahoma City
Oklahoma

19-11
20-12

W

Texas-San Antonio
Hardin Simmons

W

West Texas State

22-12

L

*Texas-El Paso

22-12

L
W

19-12

21-12

"conference finals
Trisha

Clay and Sherry Harris make
to block this Sooner's spike.

an

unsuccessful

attempt

Trisha Clay sets the ball
two OU players.
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The ORU Men's Tennis team

enjoyed a
they won
Champion

very successful season last year as
20 matches and won the MCC

ship.

The Titans were led by junior John Rigas
and senior Bret Robinson. After stellar regu
lar seasons, both captured first in the MCC
tournament. Rigas won in the number-one
slot, with Robinson taking the number-five
position. Doubles action also saw success as
the Titans excelled in tournament play and
regular season matches. Rigas and Robinson
teamed up at the number one doubles posi
tion and lost but one match all year. They
capped the year off with an MCC Champion
ship. Also taking top honors in the doubles
action at. the MCC tournament were Leet
Sommerfield and Grant MacQuilkan in the
number 2 spot, while Trey Kent and Miguel
Olvera claimed the number 3 doubles title.
With Rigas returning and a strong fresh
man class from this
year, the Titans will look
to excel again next year.
Leet Summerfield shows his strong follow
baseline forehand.

through

on a

..

§
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I
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1985 MEN'S TENNIS
TEAM
Derek Gochnour
Scott Joiner
Trey Kent
Grant MacQuilkan
Miguel Olvera
John Rigas
Brett Robinson
Leet Sommerfeld

Coach Bemis Duke shares some advice with Derek
� Gochnour and Leet Sommerfeld.
"

:><

j
The 1984-85 ORU Men's Tennis Team.

OIl
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"
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After

ord,
the

finishing last year with a 22-8 rec
impressive performance considering
tough schedule they faced, the Lady
an

Titan tennis team became part of a

new con

ference, the Oil Country Athletic Confer
ence. This year, however, saw not only the
beginning, but the end of this conference and
next year, the women will be playing inde

pendently.
This year the Lady Titans finished confer
play with a 14-15 record and finished
fourth in the Oil Country Athletic Confer
ence

ence.

According

to

son, this year

sophomore

Rachel William

"more of a building year
for the team. We had a majority of young,
inexperienced players." Vicky Martin and
was

BELLEVILLE
UNIVERSITY
Arkansas
Kansas
Wichita State

Texas-Arlington
Baylor
North Texas State

OKLAIIOMA
EAST CENTRAL
TEXAS TECH
KANSAS
Arkansas-Little Rock
Memphis State
Arkansas State
Texas-San Antonio
Hardin-Simmons
West Texas State
Colorado
Denver University
Northern Colorado
Colorado College
Air Force

Academy

S. Colorado College
WICHITA STATE
OKLAHOMA STATE
WEST TEXAS STATE
HARDIN SIMMONS
BETHEL COLLEGE
Oklahoma City
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WOMEN'S TENNIS

6-3
0-9
1-8
0-9
6-3
3-6
8-1
1-8
8-1
2-7
0-9
2-7
8-1
5-4
2-7
8-1
7-2
1-8
3-6
2-7
6-3
8-1
9-0
3-6
2-7
6-3
9-0
9-0
0-9

Michelle Mayne
ranked third and

juniors. Williamson
followed by freshmen
players Becky Warwick, Chavanne Bock,
Cindy Carra and Haley Gould.
The women's tennis team was a closeknit
group and this year was characterized by
growth, not only in their playing, but spir
itually also. Said Williamson, "Everyone
really improved this year, and learned alot
just by playing so many matches." William
son and Mayne took second place in doubles
conference play, one of several individual
wins taken by the women this year. William
son spoke for the whole team when she said,
"Next year and hopefully as the years go by,
we will continue to get stronger and
were

was

"

stronger.
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Keeping her eye on the ball, and following through with
her swing, freshman Chavanne Bock scores a point
during a practice.
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Sophomore,
a

Rachel Williamson

swings

into action with

powerful backhand shot during practice.
look of intensity, Williamson forcefully returns
from teammate, Chavanne Bock.

With

a

long

serve

a

1985 WOMEN'S TENNIS
TEAM

Chavanne Bock
Karen Burer
Cindy Carr
Haley Gould
Vicky Martin
Michelle Mayne
Dawn Niebanck
Becky Warwick
Rachel Williamson
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Coach Bill Brogden

once again led the
golf team into the spring season with
hopes of qualifying for the NCAA tourna
ment. The Titans were led by returning MVP

ORU

Jeff Combe and Nick Klassen. Combe led
the team in scoring average with 75.2 strokes
a round. He also had the low three round
score of 212. Klassen followed with a 217
score for three rounds and a 75.6
average.
To qualify for the NCAA tournament the
Titans need to finish third or better in their

remaining tourneys. Following seven
tournaments, their best finish was a fourth in
the Arizona Invitational. Klassen led the
way with two 77's. The Titans also captured
a fifth place finish in the
Conquistador Inter
collegiate, led by Combe. The Titans low
team score was the Imperial Lakes Invita
tional where they averaged 73 as a team.
However they met stiff competition that day
and finished 14th.
Shawn

Hughes keeps

his eyes

on

the ball

as

he tees off.

1985 ORU Golf Team
Jeff Combe
Darryl Court
James Cranston
Rick Dizinno
Shawn Hughes
Richard Kelly
Nick Klassen
Ashley Roestoff
Jarrett Sharp

SCOREBOARD
Pan American

Intercollegiate
Henry Homberg Intercollegiate

Imperialakes Invitational
Arizona Invitational

Conquistador Intercollegiate
All-American Intercollegiate
Morris Williams Intercollegiate

8th
8th
14th
4th
5th
13 th
10th

Jeff Combe watches the
drive.

flight

of his ball

Jarret Sharp looks on with anticipation,
ball to break towards the cup.
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following

his

waiting for this

ORU's swim team enjoyed a very suc
cessful first season. Coach Jim Kerr was
able to see all his hard work and effort pay
off as the Titan swimmers were increasingly
competitive through the year. The Titans
finished third in their conference and im
pressed many with their rapid rise to a com

.�

level. During the season, the team
hosted one meet, and gave away a free
pizza party to the brother/sister wing with
the most people in attendance.
The Titans ace was diver Mark Ewing.
Ewing qualified for the NCAAs in his event
becoming the first Titan to do so. Also diving
for ORU was Fee Stubblefield. The swim
mers included David Brown, Kevin
Cooney, Pat Couture, Cray Emerson, Eric
Hetson, John Johnsen, Robert Midden, Jim
Misener, Shawn Orchard, Trent Richard
son, Doug Toal, Kent Waide, Scott Watson,
David Willett, and Jonathon Wong.
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Trent Richardson

comes

up for air be

tween strokes.
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Titan
water

Mark Ewing "points his toes"
finishing his dive.

ace

On the
way to

as

he enters the

left, Jim Misener is off the starting block
beating his opponent into the pool.

on

his
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The Diamond Girls are dedicated to supporting the
Titan baseball team both home and away by retrieving

DIAMOND GIRLS

Jamie Barnes
Carey Bentson
Michelle Bryan
Melissa Fry
Lorna Hiegel
Patti Hoskison
Kelly Lewis
Staci McGowan
Janet Warren

The Pom Pon squad provided half-time entertainment
during Titan basketball games. Their precision per
formance was appreciated by all in attendance.
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balls and bats

as

encouragement.

well

as

providing enthusiasm

and

Rising to the occasion, the Tital spirit squad displayed
not only their spirit, but the skill and talent necessary
for stunts such

as

these.

TITAN SPIRIT

SQUAD

Yell Leaders
Rob Benson

Rick Gazalski
Scott Harris
Luevano
Michael Macias
Dena Prentice

Roy

Cheerleaders
Jennifer Abshire
Lisa Allen
Kim Glaser

Leighann Sigmon
Michelle White
Dedi Witt
Porn Porn Squad
Melissa Ball
Lisa Lau
Sam Meyerholt

Cynthia Oyster
Wendi Squibbs
Denise Trevino

Steady as she goes, the yell leaders coordinate their
§ efforts to hoist their counterparts into formation. Such
efforts required much dedication from spirit squad
-l members.
eo

�
_
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Both the

men

and

women

crowned

new

champions this year, as intramurals again
played a large part of student life. Am Her
ratz captured the men's all-school
trophy,
while Risen Son captured the women's.

Risen Son was able to defeat Unlimited in
the women's race in a dogfight that may
have been foretold in the women's finals.
Risen Son defeated Unlimited in that game
on yardage. The final score at the end of the
regulation was 0-0, and remained that way
after a period of overtime play. The win was
awarded to Risen Son on the basis that they
gained more yardage in the overtime period.
Both Risen Son and Unlimited finished in
the final four of every major sport and did
well in the minor sports with Risen Son win
ning badminton and bowling while Un
limited took swimming. The difference was
Risen Son's ability to bring home the gold.
While Unlimited did not win any major
sports, Risen Son won both football and
softball. Todd Hedgepeth, who coached
Risen Son to both of those championships
added, "This was a class group ofladies who
always worked together and deserved to
come out on top." Risen Son also received
coaching help from their brother wing Israel
and had internal leadership from athletic
chairman Julie Green and R.A. Kara
Schwab. Coach Hedgepeth added, "I think
Kara is simply the best!"
While Risen Son took football and soft
ball, Under Construction successfully de
fended their volleyball title and Amen
grabbed the number-one spot in basketball,
Sons of Thunder quarterback, Mike Hackney, uses his
quick release to beat the Med School's oncoming rush.
Colleen Foster of Ascension races past Robin Johnston
of Variance for a first down.
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Mike Dodds watches
:::

as

teammate

Steve Smith grabs
Boxell.

a

game-saving interception against O.P.'s Jeff

·2

�

The "Outlaw" Jose Valls stretches in
to grab his opponent's flags.

a

successful

� attempt
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only after squeaking by Fidelity 39-38 in one
of the most exciting games played in any
sport, including men's action. Fidelity,

Lanakila and Oh-Well rounded out the top
five and joined Risen Son and Unlimited as
the only teams to put over 1,000 all-school
points on the board.
On the men's side, a changing of the guard
looked to be in process. Youngblood for the
first time in nearly four years, found them
selves in the underdog role. The new favor
ite was Am Herratz, and A.H. was success
ful in taking their first-ever all-school cham
pionship. The Ratzers were coming off a
sixth-place finish last year and saw every
thing come together in this championship
season. "Participation is the key," advised
A.H. athletic chairman D.J. Jackson, And
D.J. was right on target when he said that
because Am Herratz did not win any major

sports, but

participated in every sport,
in the top three in nine of the four
teen sports. D.J. added, "I knew we had the
talent,.it was just a matter of organization."
A.H. also thrived on participation. In the
four major sports, they entered 12 teams.
They lived up to their motto, "Sports is our
lives.
In defense of Youngblood, they did not
roll over and play dead. They chased Am
Herratz the entire way and did not allow
A.H. to wrap up the trophy until the final
finishing

"

Julie Johnson of Ascension concentrates
she begins her serve.
Janice Schober and Lori
prepares to set the ball.
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INTRAMURALS

watch

on

the ball

as

as a teammate
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Danny Guajardo takes the snap from the
the Youngblood vs. Authority final.
Ed

Logan jumps

across

© Oral Roberts University

up in

attempting

center

during

to return the ball

the net.
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Bad Company prepares for his final
lift in the bench press.

Guy Carnahan of

Mike Dodds scrambles while he searches downfield for
an open receiver.
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Maria Broesma sends the softball for

a

ride in pre-game

batting practice.

Shelley

Trueblood watches intently as her teammate
an opponent's shot.

sets up to return
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FINAL STANDINGS
MEN
1. AM HERRATZ
2. YOUNGBLOOD

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SONS OF THUNDER
MIGHTY MOLARS
ISRAEL
EARLY WARNING
SHEKINAH
ABRA CADAVERS
CROSSFIRE
NEIGHBORHOOD

WOMEN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

RISEN SON
UNLIMITED
FIDELITY
LANAKILA
OH WELL
DUCKS III
VW

AMEN
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
NORTHERN LIGHTS

Volleyball often puts players in awkward positions that
become opportunities to show-off agility and grace as
the effort

to

get that ball

over

the

net

continues.

sport. Added to that, the Blood continued
their reign in football. They won their sec
ond straight title by defeating a tough Au
thority squad. Youngblood had many super
stars, but were led by Mike Dodds, Jose
Valls, Steve Smith and John Haskins.
The graduate business school took the
volleyball crown after surviving a competi
tive season and play-offs. In both their semi
final and final games they lost the first game,
only to roar back and take the last two. Am
Herratz was the victim in the semis, and
Shekinah fell in the finals.
Basketball season started after Christmas
break and watched an experienced Fred
Creek team dispose of the favorites to take
their fourth major sport championship in
two years. First, they beat the Sonics by five
in the semi-finals, and then turned in a major
upset in the finals by edging Am Herratz.
The Ratz entered the finals ranked number 1
with a record of 10-0, which included a 22point blitzing of Fred Creek. But Fred Creek
turned the tables when it counted and left
A.H. sour.
In softball, last year's all-school champions, the Mighty Molars, took top honors
by defeating an upstart Fortress squad, 12� 11.
With Am Herratz and Youngblood in the
Jl top two spots, Sons of Thunder, Mighty Mo8 lars and Israel rounded out the
top five.
....

�
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Academics editor, Kelly Walters holds her umbrella
over

photos

to

keep

them from

getting

wet.

Scott Lairson is anxiously biting his nails in anticipation
of all the new members of the Opera Club.

n outdoor picnic
used as bait to entice the new and re
turning students to that wonderful event
affectionately known as "Club Rush

was

Night"

.

Club Rush Night was that one time of the
year that students found clubs of all sizes
and types waiting eagerly to draw them into
the dark recesses of officers'
positions,
monthly meetings and yearly dues. Many of
these students were never seen or heard of
again until the next fall semester's Rush
Night when the long grueling process starts

again.
Actually,

I've

painted a bit of a dim pic
Night is in reality a time
when students are shown the
opportunities
that are available through the clubs and
organizations on campus. Tables are set up
ture. Club Rush

�
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RUSH NIGHT

around SAGA and members of the clubs are
there for prospective members to talk
to,
thereby providing opportunities to teach
others about the club.
This year's Club Rush Night was definite
ly an interesting experience. The outdoor
picnic began around 4:30 and the rain began

© Oral Roberts University

around 5:00. I was faithfully doing my duty
manning the PERIHELION information
booth and sign-up table when suddenly it
began to pour. My spirit and the spirits of my
colleagues dropped as people grabbed their
paper plates and ran for the safety of
SAGA's roof.
We bravely remained at our table, holding
umbrellas over the pictures that we were
selling. Few people came to our table and we
soon learned why. The cafeteria had
opened
its doors as a refuge for the drenched pic
nickers and they were rushing in throngs up
the stairs to shelter.
We soon discovered that many clubs were
packing their paraphanalia and moving to
the confines of the cafeteria. We asked our
Associate Editor what we should do. We
decided to act quickly. Soon we were all
safe, and while not really dry at least not any
wetter.

So, next year at Rush Night when all those
club members try to get you to join their
club, think of all they went through to be
there and join. It's FUN!
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Rasberry watches the Marketing Club table as
prospective members inquire about the activities and

JoAnn

features of the club.
Kevin McGhee, an avid "Trekkie ', stands beside a
picture of the USS Enterprise, the vessel that carried
Captain James T. Kirk, Mr. Spock and company to
fame.
The election year attracted many Reagan supporters to
the College Republicans table, manned by Brent
Olsson.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS:
William Bock

STUDENT SENATORS:
David McKie
Ken Tanner
Fred Turyasingura
John Bittrick

President

Scott

Prough
Executive Vice President

Ken

Baily

Terisa Turman
Meja Rains
Bob Vanderlugt
Laurie Coleman
Janet Floyd
Lisa Krempasky
A va DeBartolo
Chris Bartko
Theresa Migliore
Steve Kardatzke
Todd Eargle

Randy Bumpus

Vice President of Financial Affairs
Holmes/Mike
Huebsch
Evelyn
Vice President of Student Activities
Dave Albert
Vice President of Graduate Affairs

Jim Drew
Mike Huebsch
Bud Sitarz
Bill Ruth
Eric Smith
Cheri Wendland
Mary Obere

Cherly Dawson
Barry Shennum
Gerry Shrader
John Bosley

s the 1984-1985
school year began, there existed a need for a
"coming together" of the ORU community.
Internal and external pressures had deter
mined that the coming year would bring
many challenges to the patience and dedica
tion of students, administrators and faculty
members alike. Student Senate had an op
portunity as never before to take the initia
tive in renewing the will of the students, the
spirit of the ORU vision and the unity of
purpose of the ORU community. The chal
lenge was indeed great, but Senate's hopes
on that first day of all classes were con
sonant with, if not greater than, the chal
lenge which appeared ahead.
Administrators bore witness to the ten
sion in the air as Student Association was
limited in its activities and capabilities to
interact with administrators. The editorial
policy of the student newspaper was
changed and letters to the editor were re
stricted. As the year began, only G-rated
movies were allowed to be shown by the

that the President termed ilt
of the best meetings he had ever had
with students.
Throughout the year, administrators and
faculty members such as: Dean of Academic
Affairs, Dr. Willian Jernigan; Dean of Stu
dents, Jack Wallace; Dean of Arts and Sci
ences, Dr. Ralph Fagin; Regent, Harold
Ray; COF Administrator, Dr. Jon Calvert;
Director of Student Ministries, Ron Potts;
Director of Alumni Relations and University
Development, Starr Clay; University Hous
ing Director, J. W. Brewington; Faculty Sen
ate President, Dr. Siegfried Heit; and Honor
Society Advisor, Dr. Hubert Morken, and
others were invited to Senate meetings and
provided their directions about how to effec
tively lead the students toward the fulfill
ment of the ORU vision and purpose.
For their part the students showed initia
tive and inspired unity in the ORU commu
nity through a variety of projects. Many stu
dents began the '84 election year with in
volvement in the various local political
races; SA facilitated electoral involvement

were

by sponsoring

Student Association, approval processes
made more strict and the students were
informed that their role in graduation was to
be minimized. President Roberts empha
sized in his honor code address that students
"have no vested rights in the governing of
the school.'
Efforts to achieve unity and harmony be
tween administrators and students were evi
denced as Associate Dean of Students Clar
ence Boyd greatly increased his involve
ment with the Student Association in his role
as advisor to the SA and as President
Roberts addressed the Student Senate in a
momentous meeting in October. President
Roberts' visit to Senate was marked by
frank and open discussion and such student
154
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receptiveness
one

an on

campus voter

registra

tion drive which registered over 800 ORU
students for the fall elections. Produoing the
provided entertainment and student interac
tion with the Music Department "Festival of
Carols" SA activities also included Fresh
Date Night, the Spring Banquet, concerts
including the first Tulsa appearance of Steve
Taylor and the long awaited return of the
ever popular David Meece, movies, G
and other social events
rated, of course
such as The Evening of Champions with
Madeline Manning Mims, Jim Ryan ami
Sydney Maree, student involvement in
-

Faculty-Staff-Student Appreciation Week
and Homecoming which appropriately had

Theresa Kelliher

David Graham
Jeanean Kunick
Ed Santillian

Kiel
Gilbert Eruchalve
Denise Crosswhite
Gina Mollick
Robin MacQueen
Steve Curico
Tim Schofield
Vicky Moss

Amy

CHAIRMEN:
Lana Dawkins
Flint Patterson
Brian Vonder Weide
John Mathis
Paris Seaford

Cleo Berninger
Lisa Robertson

Amy Coprivinicar
David Morris
Creel
Reece LeRoy
Amy Roberts
Ed Goggin
J on Sherwood
Jeff Palmer
Carrie Nichols
Lynda Traina
Michelle Collins
Phil Johnson

Ricky

Dan Kalm
Margie Walsh
Kristi Eberlein
Chris Madden
Chris Johnson
Heidi Brainard

Kathy Soria
Kristine Anderson
Rhonda Ross
Brian Miles
Gary Prevost
Emmanuel Davis
Roy Baker
Michale Eaves
Natalie Kilgore
Denise Estes
PERSONNEL:
Michelle Jahn
Gary Wood
Brent Olsson
Ruthie McCutchan
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The Student Association-sponsored event, Apprecia
tion Week, saw a reversal of roles as faculty members
� ..=! served students in SAGA.

�

the theme of "Come Together."
While the Student Services area of SA
organized the distribution of student direc
tories, green carts and survival kits, the
Financial Affairs area was distributing dis
count concert and movie tickets and manag
ing the installation of a new computer sys
tem which promised to make the Student
Association more efficient and responsive to
student needs. The responsibility of the
Graduate Affairs area was also expanded
during 1984-1985 and the internal organiza
tion of the Student Association was refined
throughout the year. Student Association
looked to the future by establishing a foun
dation for a new student-Alumni Foundation
and encouraged school spirit in the present
by organizing pepnics and banner painting
parties to show unity of support behind the
ORU athletic teams. Parties and cookouts
were sponsored by the Student Association
in the ORU Apartment Community and in
the graduate schools to encourage unity and
interaction in these segments of the ORU

community.
It has often been the practice of the Stu
dent Association to organize projects pro
moting unity and ministry within the ORU
community. In 1984-1985, these projects in
cluded Ministry Month (Student Senators
worked in the dishroom to raise money for
the Oral Roberts Evangelistic Association),
manning telephones at the Richard Roberts
Television Show, raising several hundred
dollars for the Thanksgiving Outreach
Meals, a tithe of $7,500 for summer mis

sions, sponsoring

a

special Thanksgi ving

:a

Orientation Week, representatives speaking
Seminars, financial support of spe

at Youth

cial projects by the ORU Art Department
and the Music Department, the collection of
toys for needy children at Christmas, dis
tribution of Appreciation Week apples and a
note to every ORU faculty member, dis
tribution of Midwestern Cities Conference
Basketball Tournament tickets to the stu
dent body, an appreciation plaque for Presi
dent Roberts, recognition and selection of
students to represent Oral Roberts Universi
ty in Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities, involvement in the selection of
the faculty member of the year (this year it
was Mr. Rob Stacey), selection of the ad
ministrator of the year (this year it was Dr.
Ralph Fagin), promotion of the All-School
Run, and the student Senate ended the year
by presenting a check to President Roberts
for the purchase of ten square feet in his
newly announced Healing Center.
The year ended with the realization that
all the objectives pursued at the beginning of
the year had not been completely fullfilled.
Complete harmony did not prevail, yet as
the last senior's cap, tossed exuberantly in
the air following graduation, settled into the
owner's waiting hands and the class of 1985
departed the dormitories, the students' pa
tience had been proved great. Their dedica
tion was unquestioned and the challenges
faced in the fall were recognized to be less
important than the lessons learned in meet
ing them.
Bill Bock
SA President 1984-85

dinner for high school students visiting
ORU, running a shuttle service to the City of
Faith for handicapped students, campus
tours for

parents and

new

students

during
© Oral Roberts University
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emember how
you felt when you first arrived at

ORU,

freshman? Remember how lost and

as a

con

fused you felt? Now imagine that
feeling,
coupled with being in a foreign country, un
familiar with the language and culture of the

place

where you're living. That's how most
of the many foreign students felt
upon arriv
ing at ORU. But, there is an organization on
campus to help these international students
become familiar with the new culture.
The International Student Organization is
actually a part of ORU's Student Associa
tion. It is designed to represent the foreign
students of ORU. The members of ISO lis
ten to problems and
suggestions from the
foreign students, and then meet with the
administration to discuss possible solutions.
They also sponsored a warm clothes sale.
They gathered winter clothes from Ameri
can students and then sold them to the for
eign students at a very fair price.
Besides the services that the ISO pro
vided they also planned many social activi
ties for the international students. the ISO
sponsored a pot-luck dinner held at Grad
Housing for the international students. Pres
ident of the ISO, Lai Yung, related the pur
pose of the ISO as helping the international
student adjust to America. In addition to this
they strove to help the international students
build more friendships with the Americans;
"The whole idea is to bring harmony."
The ISO also met once a month to take
Holy Communion together. During January, Ron Potts was the speaker. The faculty
advisor for this year was Dr. Rasmussen.
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International Student Organization officers
in costume from their native countries.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION © Oral Roberts University

are

dressed
Some members of the ISO enjoy food and fellowship
a picnic at Grad
Housing.

during

Ron Potts was the
Communion held
The ISO meets
munion.

special guest speaker at the ISO Holy
early this year.

together in

a

very

special

time of Com

OIl

"
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rowds of stu
dents stopped especially in SAGA or the
LRC once a week to pick up a copy of the
most recent issue of The Oracle, ORU's
weekly student newspaper. Later, the paper
was distributed to the residents of the apart
ment

community thegrad

mayors.

For The Oracle staff, this represented
hours spent writing stories and headlines,
assigning and taking photoraphs, typeset
ting all of the copy, selling and designing the
advertisements and pasting up the pages un
til the finished product was taken to the print
er. The reward? The start of another week of
hard work to produce the next paper.
Who was The Oracle staff? As there is

158
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presently no journalism major at ORU, the
majority of The Oracle's staff was made up
of students from all majors whose common
bond was an interest in journalism.

This year could best be summarized as
of change. Earlier this year, The Oracle
experimented with a twice-a-week publica
tion on Tuesdays and Fridays. This was con
tinued until the spring semester when the
slow-down of advertising no longer made
two issues a week feasible.
Shortly after
that, The Oracle switched to a publication
date of Thursdays to accomodate the change
in chapel dates.
Another change was The Oracle's acquisi
tion of new phototypesetting equipment,
one

The Oracle received

Janice Shober

new

uses one

Blair Churchill works
The Oracle.

to

on

MCS computers this year.
type copy for The Oracle.

layouts for

the next issue of

The 1984-85 Oracle Staff, front row: Blair Churchill,
Linda Hess, Georgia Hail. Second row: Linda Hopkins,
Janice Schober, Mike Jefferies, Star Hauff, editor; Jes
se Trail. Back row: Bill Brantly, Mike Dinter.

permitted the production of a higher
quality paper in the technical aspect.
Overall, The Oracle strove this year to
produce a paper that met the journalistic
standards of excellence, and also reflected
the student body and its needs within the
boundaries of the overall ORU ministry. De
spite the headaches, frustrations and long
hours, putting out The Oracle each week was
arewardingjob. It was by no means an easy
job, nor one that didn't still have room for
improvement, but it was one in which we
took pride and felt was an integral part of the
ORU community.
which
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sunlight splintered off the shiny cover, each
light particle sounding a bright, clear music

he wrinkled,
puckered, old monk hobbled through the
.

dim hall of the monastery. Faded tapestry
covered with dust decorated the walls. The
low candlelight illuminated the building only
enough to help the cluster of monks who
made the sturdy old structure their home
find their way from room to room. These
monks, the guardians of yesterday ,preserve
the treasures of the past against the threat of
an ever-changing present. The elderly monk
carried a parcel; a package wrapped in paper
as ancient as he. He held the parcel reverent
a
ly in his hands as if it were a holy thing
thing of great beauty and price. The bald,
...

creaking hermit entered a room in the dismal
hallway. Inside, several other monks hud
dled around piles of musty tomes, slouching
as near to the pages as possible so as to be
able to read. One monk nodded with sleep.
The parcel-bearer silently placed the
valued acquisition on a table nearest the
group of wizened old men. With trembling
hands, he loosened the strings which
it's finally
wrapped the parcel. "It's here
here!" he exclaimed with breathy whispers.
The wrapping fell away, and as it did, a shaft
of bright sunlight pierced the dusty air of the
-

room

and centered on the contents of the
an ORU 1984-85 yearbook. The

package

-

Academics Editor Kelly Walters takes the time to make
sure the photo is in the perfect position and is cropped
to show the photo's best features.

Cathy Stoops, Organizations Editor and Mandy
Anderson, Grads and Administration Editor, fill up
those copy sheets with their words of wisdom.
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al note as it bounced off the cover. The
sounds combined to make a beautiful
melody that astonished the dried-up monks.
The sleeping monk awoke to the song and
gasped along with his brethren.
"Hurry, brother
Open it!"
Let's see what's in"Yes, brother
side !"
The trembling friar opened the new vol
ume and as the light hit the
pages, colors
danced on the paper, whirling and twirling
around the now cheerful, excited monks.
"We have the treasure. Now we can com
The Quest." said the
plete the story of
head monk. "The Quest for the 'priceless
.

.

.

Sports Pages."

The old monk closed his eyes and began
the telling of the story as if reciting a famil
iar, oft-repeated legend. "In the days when
our predecessors lived in
golden buildings

The 1984-85 Perihelion Staff standing: Kelly Walters,
Michelle Peterson, Diane Wallace, Mandy Anderson,
Todd Norman. Seated: Catherine Stoops, Theresa
Ohler. Not pictured Libby Lewis, A.C. Griffith.

surrounded by sparkling fountains, a group
of dedicated monks and monkesses labored
upon a magical book of memory. The leader
of the dedicated group was the fair maiden
Theresa. As the group's work progressed,
she granted greater and greater freedom to
her colorful cast of characters. Some used
this to great advantage, completing their.
appointed tasks. Others used the freedom to
further their own nefarious schemes.
The different members of the group began
to
tum in their sections of the volume and it
1
� grew. Kelly the Courageous, Mistress Man
dy, Libby the Lionhearted and Theresa's
protege Merciful Michelle all added their
portitions to the volume, aided by the sometimes elusive Judi, leader of the band of
!.
photographers, and Debbie, guardian of the
typewriters. The signs of the struggles which
would have to take place ere the tome be
completed now came into evidence.
After an all-night battle with Lady Diane,
she of the evil tongue, Theresa and her
champion, Sir Todd, wrested the Portraits
section form the grip of the ferocious, feline
menace. However, the battle did not leave
the combatants un scarred The once just
i'
and righteous Theresa emerged a tempes
tuous, ruthless Witch clad in a black robe
with dark sunglasses hiding her eyes. The

of the staff who had not
added their sections to the volume cowered.
One, A.C. the Griffith, took the beginnings
of his precious section and fled to the safety
of the confines of the Commuter Lounge.
There he thought himself safe from harm as
he settled into a time of slumber. He was
wrong. The Evil Theresa, along with her
misguided-but-heroic assistant, Sir Todd,

remaining members

carefully draws
section, Spiritual Life.

Michelle Peterson

a

final layout for her

and the Lady Catherine, attacked the Sleep
ing Dragon in his lair, forcing the winged crea
ture clad in an Am Herratz wing shirt to give
up his treasure. There, Sir Tod saw the glim
mers of the evil that was affecting Theresa.
Her cackles and fierce clawing convinced
him that she was not what she had been. So
he sliced her black gown with his sword,
breaking the spell that had come over her.
The column was almost complete. The
Sleeping Dragon in his slumber, had
scorched some of his pages with his flaming
breath. So, the once-again-fair Theresa set
the now-Waking Dragon on his course.
.� Meanwhile, Lady Catherine became dis
satisfied with the
abu':ldance. of quests,
r �
� spells and battles associated WIth the vol
ume: After a bout with Brad, Keeper of the
opinion elusive Darkroom Key, the Lady Catherine
fled to the security of another group of
monks. However, she did deposit her por
tion of the treasure. The volume was com
�

.

Associate Editor, Todd Norman gives his
about a layout to Editor Theresa Ohler.

plete."
*************************************

Led

by Theresa Ohler and her assistant,
Tod� �orman, .the 1984-85 PERIHELION,
co.nsistIng of LIbby Lewis, Kelly Walters,
Michelle Peterson, Catherine Stoops, A.C.
Gnffith, Many Anderson, Diane Wallace
Debbie Sparks and Judy Kunick, have ali
labored to produce a book of high quality
that the students of OR U will be proud and
fond of for years to come. We hope that in
some way, the parts of ourselves that we
have poured into this book will be with you
wherever you go and will remind you of the
time
you spent at. Oral Roberts University

learning

...

grOWIng

...

exceeding.
-

Todd Norman

The 1984-85 Perihelion photography staff: Brad Lyle
Avallone, Mike Dinter, Nathan Timmerman'
< Jonathan Ballman, Judi Kunick.

II

� Derek
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Charlene Kahele
KUTA.

displays expertise

while

Ken Giles takes requests from listeners
time on KUTA.

UTA is the cam
pus radio station. If you listen closely
enough, you might hear the faint sound of a
radio commercial emanating from the first
floor of the Learning Resources Center.
Closer observation would reveal a door with
aforeboding 'ON AIR' sign. Inside that door
are an Associated Press news wire, a com

plete automation system, various cartridge
machines, audio control boards, reel to reel
players and recorders and other equipment
that marks the making of a radio station.
Also known as University 100, KUTA
serves the ORU community via the closed
circuit broadcast system which goes into ev
ery building and every dormitory room.
Trainees who become part of University 100
have the opportunity to become managers as

on

the air at

during his

air

progress in knowledge. Student mana
gers assist Dr. Thomas Durfey in the instruc

they

tion of trainees and the development of a
professional radio operation. Once students
have been trained, they can go on the air and
broadcast the special programs, music
selections and sports events featured by
KUTA.
Students

working at University 100 learn
produce radio programs, repair equip
ment, sell advertising time, prepare com
to

mercials and report the news. With the
assistance of their instructor and peers,
KUTA trainees and managers also learn
how to take Christ's light into the field of
broadcasting in a manner worthy of the
Christian calling.
Charlene Kahele
-

KUTA plays the students' favorites. A co-worker helps
out by handing DJ, Charlene Kahele, the next album to
be played.
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Peter Smith, Nancy Raden-Titus, and Dennis Johnson
discuss a story while working on a layout for the Prom
ethia.

he Promethia is

literary magazine composed by and for the
ORU student body. Students contribute
creative writing, essays, short stories, poet
ry, artwork, and photography. This year's
a

staff decided not to chose a theme per se, but
to let the work of the students' speak for

Promethia Staff: Lisa Behan, Jeanie

Burns,

Wendy Calhoun, Amy Leichsenring, Annette
Miller, Anne Nga, Alan Schism, Kyle Stephens,
Mary-Margaret Weatherby, Robin Witham,
Mark Williams, Linda Hopkins; typesetter.

Promethia staff: front row
Carol Hughlett, Art Direc
tor; Shawn Mitchell, Art Director; back row -,- Peter
Smith, Editor-in-Chief; Nancy Raden-Titus, Associate
Editor; Dennis Johnson, Faculty Advisor.
-

itself.
Contributions to the Promethia are open
to all students, but the production of this fine
arts magazine is actually a workshop under
the supervision of the English Department.
As a part of the student activity fee, the
Promethia is made available to the students
without charge.
.

The

editor, Peter Smith, has

many obstacles this year from

an

overcome

attempt

to

begin indepedent funding
ongoing
to satisfy the vast differences in
one's interpretations of "art." But through
to

an

attempt

it all he has remained committed to his
founding purpose which was to produce a
literary magazine of quality work reflective
of the talent and spirit of the ORU student

body.
Dennis Johnson, as one of the newer
members of the English Department, served
as advisor of the Promethia this year.
Together with a talented and dedicated staff,
Dennis Johnson and Peter Smith have pro
duced a work they can be proud of.

""
c
:>

>
ee

::i
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Lisa Thiessen
cameras are on

elenews is a
half-hour television news show featuring
world, national, state, local, and campus
news reported by student anchor personali
ties. Each videotaped telecast is broadcast
over the campuswide CCTV system on
weekends and on Tulsa cable channel 19

Sundays at
The goal

noon.

of the program is to stimulate
actual television employment situations.
Students who receive instruction at ORU
can easily step into the professional market.

According to advisor Charles Zwick, the
show bridges the gap between classroom
learning and professional broadcasting ex
perience, "We have a hands-on philoso
phy," says Zwick. "We don't talk about what
students need to know, we help them exer
cise what they've learned."
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The

unique program affords opportunities
private
colleges. Television is a competitive indus
try, Zwick says, and personnel directors
rarely hire applicants who have degrees but
no professional experience. Student Cather
ine Stoops says, "Working on Telenews has
helped me better understand the whole pic
ture of broadcast news. Working with Tele
news gives you the
opportunity to observe
all aspects of the news program; gathering
news, running camera, and directing, as well
to students seldom offered at other

the on-the-air work."
The OR U facilities include a fully
equipped 50' by 65' studio, two state-of the
art videotape editing bays, an extensive
range of audio equipment, electronics
as

graphics equipment, complete lighting,
modern floor

cameras

and other hardware

© Oral Roberts University

quickly glances

over

co-anchor Reese

necessary for the

her

script while

LeRoy.

production of a weekly
television show. A new news set and tW0
stationary weather maps were donated to
ORU by the award-winning NBC aiffiliiate
KJRH in Tulsa.
"Telenews not only gives students on
camera experience through reporting and
anchoring, but it also creates positions for an
entire production crew behind the camera
They are given time to practice the art' of
broadcasting," Zwick says. "And it is an art
learning how to correctly use lights, the
switcher, camera, audio board and other
studio equipment as tools for communicat
ing. Telenews is broadcast practice tmat is
training tomorrow's television jouflilalijsts
today.

"

Ona Bo Wie tries to remember everything she knows
about TV and more during a telenews taping.

Weather news was a new feature this year with the
of a weather map from Channel 2.

The control
make

sure

room crew

gift

watchs the monitors carefully to
on tape is perfect.

everything going
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Brent Olsson, president of
College Republicans
observes recruitment during Club Rush Night.

epublicans,

both in the national party and at ORU, find
1984 a exciting year. The College Repub
licans celebrated "Victory in Granada Day"
on Oct. 23, the anniversary of the US libera
tion of the island of Granada. A luncheon
was held with special guest speaker Elaine
Negron an American medical student res
cued from Granada. She told how she and
other Americans were in danger by the hos
tile Marxist-Leninist government con

trolling Granada.

presidential election provided the
College Republicans with many activities. A
The
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rally for Vice-President George Bush

was

held in downtown Tulsa. Some of ORU's
College Republicans chauffered the vice
president's motorcade, while many others
attended.
A registration drive was co-sponsored by
ORU's College Republicans. This prompted
a large voter turnout. The polls in ORU's
precinct were the last to close. There was a
record number of voters and President

Reagan

won

big.

ORU's College Republicans played a key
role in helping elect the new Tulsa County
Republican chairman Dick Freeman. The

© Oral Roberts University

ORU College Republicans were key leaders
in helping organize Freeman forces on tlle
floor during the Tulsa County convention.
President of ORU's chapter of College
Republicans had this to say about the past
year, "Over all it was a very successful pelt
tical election this year. The city of Tulsa
took note that a strong new Republican vot
ing block had sprung up on the ORU cam
pus. This new development will undoubted
ly increase the positive impact ORU can
make on the Tulsa community and in state
and national politics."

College Republicans were extremely involved in the
campaign of Frank Keating. Here Mr. Keating visits
with ORU students at the Keating Rally held at the
Kensington.
Abraham Lincoln, a symbol of Republican success,
made a guest appearance at the Keating Rally.

Mr. Stacy of the humanities department chuckles at
overzealous Republican Brent Olsson donning his pro

Republican regalia.
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hey began think
around
Thanksgiv
possibility
ing
ing. In mid-January they start the lengthy
application process. After numerous inter
and wait.
and wait
views they wait
Those who make it begin another series of
interviews to decide where they will live and
with whom they will work.
They spend the summer planning retreats,
making name tags, writing to their future
wingmates and praying that the Lord will
prepare them for the coming year.
The summer passes far too quickly and by
the second week of August the Resident
Advisors and their wing Chaplains are back
on campus preparing for the arrival of the
freshmen.
RA's take a lot of ribbing about the re
sponsibilities of their job and the' 'power of
the pass-key," but anyone who has ever
been an RA will tell you that it is a lot of hard
about the

...

appears to be somewhat
Stuart Holderness and the men RA's

Doug Stewart

preoccupied as
enjoy their fall

retreat.

Looking their best, the 1985 RAs pose
picture after attending their banquet held

for
on

a group
the sixth

floor of the LRC.

Chuck Swartz and Steven Fleurant breathe
relief as they get away from it all on the RA
Lake Arrowhead.
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a

sigh of

retreat at
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...

work. From church check to room check,
from the length of skirts to the length of hair,
Resident Advisors seldom have a moment of
rest.

Why do they do it? Second-year RA J�ll
Mangiapane says, "It's a real opportunity to
show the

my floor that I

care. I try
of them in a unique
way and .I've been blessed because of it.
Being an RA isn't easy, but if! had a chance
to do itover again, I would!" And mostRA's
would agree that the pros do outweigh the

to

get

women on

to know each

one

cons.

The Resident Advisors, however, are
only part of the wing leadership. Each Resi
dent Advisor has a Chaplain to share the
load. Because the Chaplains are not encum
bered with the responsibilities of enforcing
campus rules and regulations, the Chaplains
have a bit more freedom to minister to the
needs of their wingmates. Most Chaplains

Darryl Moore

different

takes

a rare

environment

opportunity

during an equally

to

rare

in

a

moment

of

study

peace at the RA' s fall retreat.

conduct weekly devotions on their floor as
well as being a counselor and simply a friend
to those on the wing.
Ideally the RA and the Chaplain work

together to provide spiritual leadership on a
wing. According to A.C. Griffith, Chaplain of
Am Herratz, "My RA, Bass Hall, and I
work great together. Without even really
talking about it, he and Ijust kind of split up
the wing
some guys he can relate to and
the others I seem to get along with better.
...

"

Few students realize the time and effort
that goes into being an RA or a Chaplain
the early morning trips to the emergency
room
desk duty
endless reports and
and the dreaded week of
meetings
check-outs. They are the first students to
arrive on campus and the last ones to leave
and they do it simply because they care.
...

...

...

...
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he Hebrew Club
seeks to enhance the students of Oral
Roberts University knowledge of the culture
of the Jewish people. Although it is not a
requirement, most of the members of the
club are students of the Hebrew language.
They plan trips to synagogues and Jewish
related activities to help the students better
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understand the culture. The club has had
several opportunities during the year to be
involved with the Tulsa Jewish Community

Center.
This year

group of twelve has learned
the dances of the culture which were per
a

formed for Israeli Independance Day at the
Sheraton Kensington. The club was invited

© Oral Roberts University

by the Jewish Community Center to perform
for this event. It is a real privilege to be
invited by Jewish people to perform for such
an event which means so much to the Jewish
people.
Ruth Knight was one of the students in the
Hebrew club. Her knowledge of the culture
and the language enlightened club members
to what was going on in Israel.
The Hebrew club has held to one major
.

\

Some German Club members take time to pose for
picture after the Berlin walk.

a

�

"

..c

'oj
"

:c

A member of the French Club performs
French Club at their Christmas party.

a

ballet for the

The Hebrew Club performs their Jewish dances at the
Sheridan Kensington.

theme which appeared on the club T-shirt.
The theme is Psalm 122:3 "Pray for the
peace of Jerusalem; they shall prosper that
love thee."
The Hebrew club provided an opportunity
for students to understand Jewish people
more.

regular basis.
Some of the German Club's activities in
clude a fund-raising walk along Riverside
Park for the charismatic church in East Ber
lin, a German Advent service, and a special
German Lenten meeting. The club worked
closely with the German Language Depart
ment in organizing these activities. Student
led German Bible studies were also held, as
well as a German-speaking table (Stamm
tisch) in SAGA.
Some of the highlights of the club meet
ings included a showing of Adolf Hitler's
on a

he German Club of Oral
Roberts University is an organization for
students who are enrolled in German classes
or can speak the language. The club's
goal is
to promote German culture, customs and
language. This is done through a variety of
.activities and club meetings which are held
© Oral Roberts University
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Two members of the German Club participate in the
Berlin Walk, sponsored by the German Club to raise
money for a Charismatic church in East Berlin.

c::
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film, "Triumph of the Will," and

a

pizza

party, where Dr. Heit showed slides of trips

Germany. Another club meeting had
telling their experiences in travel
ing throughout Europe and how to survive

to

members

culturally, socially and mentally.
All in all, what is German Club? It is fun. It
is enjoyable. It is noisy. It is exciting. It is a
great place to practice German and meet
new

friends.

he Spanish Club con
tinued its tradition of a large membership
and activity-packed year. One of the main
purposes of the club was to stress the im
portance of the Spanish language as a chan
nel for taking God's healing power to many
nations of the world. With a deep emphasis
172
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supporting and promoting Spanish mis
sions together with cultural highlights of

on

Spanish speaking countries, the year's
meetings proved to be great successes. The
fall semester started off with the film "EI
Cid," about a Spanish hero ofthe 12th Cen
tury. In one of the more moving meetings of
the year, the visitors to Spain in 1984 shared
their experiences through slides, music and
testimonies. Roberta Allen, a former nun
from Guatemala, came in November and
shared her adventures along with exhibits of

I

The Hebrew Club

taught by

Ruth

enjoys traditional Hebrew dancing
Knight.

Members of the German Club enjoy fun and
at a club meeting at Mazzie's Pizza.

'

fellowship

Another

meeting was dedicated to once
again presenting Spanish Missions and the
needs existing in Spanish speaking coun
tnes. The year's activities ended with a
panel discussion on opportunities for study
ing abroad. In addition to regular club meet-

� mgs, sponsor Brenda Calderon and her hus
-5 band Juan held weekly Bible studies in
oppor
Spanish at their home. providing
� turuty
to practice Spanish and receive bles
an

a

::E

sing at the same time.
� Learning a second language can be exciting challenging, fulfilling and a way to
munster. The Spanish Club desires to exalt
Guatemaand
from
artifacts
carvings
quilts,
the name of Jesus and encourage foreign
lao The fall semes�er ended with the Christlanguage as an Important means for taking
mas fiesta, the high-light of the semester
attracting people from all over the Tulsa His power to the uttermost parts of the
community. Lily Manfredi sang Spanish earth.
Linnea Duell
Christmas Music and the traditional pinata
was broken. The spring semester featured
more films including' 'Lazarillo de
Tormes," a movie based on a picaresque
novel of the golden century and "In Search
of the Lost World, a film exploring ancient
�

;

...

-

"

ruins in Mexico and Central America.

onjour! Bien venu a la circle
The
French
Club has had a very
francaise.
First
students re
year.
exchange
excI�mg
turnmg from France were very enthusiatic
about the club becoming more active. That
enthusiasm made the French Club.
Every MOND� Y NIGHT A Bible study
and prayer meetmg conducted in French
was translated into English. It was a
wonderful experience to sing praise and
pray to God in another language.
Three times a week club members ate at
"La Table Francaise" to practice speaking
.

the language. Monthly club activities in
cluded learning more about France and her
people �hrough watching French movies,

and enjoying
celebratm9sFrench Christmas,
around
eat

each other

company
mg marshmellows and hot
-
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campfires
dogs.

Heather Lewis
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he purpose of

the
the

Accounting Honor Society is to promote
professional development of accounting
students, to act as a medium between pro
fessionals and students, to provide account
ing students an avenue for service to the
ORU and Tulsa communities, and to pro
vide opportunities for social interaction for
students and professors.
We invited speakers and planned activi
ties to aid accounting majors in developing
off-campus professional skills. The speak
ers were from different areas of the profes
sion. A few of the speakers this year were
Richard H. Gherst II, managing partner of
Price Waterhouse, and Tony Long, pro
prietor of an accounting practice. There was
a tour of the Oklahoma Natural Gas Co. in
the fall, and members were invited to sit in
on a Becker CPA review course, a big hit as
Becker treated all to Mazzio's.
Some of the outside activities were the
Christmas party, where students were able
to interact with alumni, and the business
teachers treated all to "Chestnuts Roasting

Open Fire!" Members aided the ORU
and Tulsa communities by offering free tax
on an

assistance.

Membership requirements included com
pletion of Principles of Accounting I and II,
a 3.3 GPA in accounting courses, and an
overall GPA of 3.0 or better. The officers
were Connie Hollowell, president; Michael
Bryan, vice-president; Annabella Gonzalez,
secretary; Mr. M. Ray Gregg, advisor.
Connie Hollowell
-

his has been an
Advertis
the
for
Oral
Roberts
exciting year
a touch
have
had
Twelve
Club.
students
ing
of the "real world" of advertising. On
campus meetings hosted speakers from

some of Tulsa's largest advertising agencies.
The Tulsa professional chapter of the Amer

ican Advertising Federation sponsored stu
dents to their monthly meetings where they
were able to visit one-on-one with members
of the Tulsa advertising community. At
these meetings students were able to hear
speakers of national prominence in the

advertising industry. The year was high
lighted by the semester-long preparation for
competition of a $20 million campaign for
Burger King Restaurants. The club took this
campaign to San Antonio to compete against

sixteen other universities.
This years' members included Bryant
Bynum, president; Renell Molen, vice
president; Kim Steyer, secretary; Nancy

Tipton, treasurer; Leda Benavides, Mark
Jones, Todd Eis, Chrise Laud, Steve Gar
nett, Lorianne Lewis, Dawn Goldkette,
Lynn Thompson, Cathleen Blodgett,
sponsor.
The members of the ORU Accounting Honor
listen to specially scheduled speakers.

Society

OJ)
c:
:::>

>-
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Advisor, Dr. Hubert Morken worked with
society presidents (Chris Der
rick, first semester and Jeff Nutt, second
semester) to arrange several panel discus
sions on such topics as "ORU today" and
"Seed
faith", with ORU faculty and stu
dent leaders serving as panelists. The Honor
Society together with the German club and
Nat'l Alpha Lambda Delta, also presented
the Nazi propaganda film, "Triumph of the
Will," with a panel discussion following.
Each year the Honor Society sponsors an
two different

Society?
The

�RU Honor Society is an organiza
designed, not only to honor its mem
bers, but hopefully to create an intellectual
springboard for action. Formerly open only
to sophomores with a grade point average of
3.75 and juniors and seniors with a 3.5 GPA,
this year the society welcomed several fresh
.

non

men, based upon their SAT

scores

and their

involvement in the ORU Scholars' Program
of financial aid.

-

awards banquet honoring outstanding
seniors in each department. ORU Alumnus
Harold Ray was this years guest speaker
challenging students to take with them �
commitment to Christ as well as competence
in their profession. The banquet was held on
the 60th floor of the City of Faith, and was

throughly enjoyed by students, parents, and
faculty.
Kelly Walter
-

Rene Persons

Robert Dinsmore

Kyle Stephens

Stacy Meyer

Alan Schism

Tom Sell

Cathy
Tracy Jenkins
Yvonne Zimpfer

Michael Mazzei

David

Stephen Kardatzke

Mandy Strand

Annette C. Miller

Phil Wolben

Jennifer Jones

Jennie Voss

Wanda Rines

Debbie Schultz
Heather Brittain

Blaine Templeman
Doug Lebsack

Doug Phillip
Deb Phillip

Timothy Khoo
Anne Kong

Anthony Muanei
Kara Myer
Tanya Thompson
Kevin Applegate
Kathy Cresswell

Laura Lee

Debbie Kruse

Marion Allen

Ronald E.

Julie Roeder

Ken Weed

Susan Turner

Elizabeth Maddox

Chris Madden
Lisa Rhea McNabb
Rich Brown
Elaine Benk
Sharon Konkie

Tonya Mizell

Lucie Pena

Denise Everett

Kelly
Mary

Jamie Howard
Patricia Martin
Dunford

Brian Fuller

Soh

Simpson

Ping

Tan

John A. Kunick
Steven Fleurant
Connie Hollowell
John Smucker
Maureen Gray
Mind y Marshall
Debbie Allen

Joy

Wyncoop

Gunter

David Jahn

Christine Hilsman

John Donahue
Monte Norwood

Linda Hopkins
Todd Louis
Camille Lohse

C. Walter

Brian Holcomb

Dawn Reiner

Nacca

Bill

Chaney
Chris Carpenter
Randy Schustak
Reese LeRoy
Brett Berquist

Mark Bradway
Bob McCoy

Lora Morken

Renee Whichard

Derek Sanders

Randa Minter

Sharon Tan

Steve Groves

Melanie Walker

Angela Pene
Amy Hill
Cindy Godwin

Shirlene Euthrann

Lora Doncea

Kelly Kibbie
Lynnette Bowen

Pam Bartholomew

George

Donald Hamm

Ursula Liske

Chris Arme

David R Thomas

Bud Sitari

Dale Hiserote

Karyn Albin

Ann Airthe- Kindree

Matthew Schemewaur

Annette D'Antonio

Bill Bock

Cathy Clark
Allyson Layman
Marjie Frischkorn

Edward

Jose

Susan Fichett

Tami Zeters

Barbra

Gary Wood
Jill Wright
Joel Biermeier
Keith Ahmann
Peter Dornhofer

Penny Mueller
Lisa Mapson

Leonard Cruz
Kim Jones

Celeste Curtis

Scott Carlson
Charmione Rose

Sarah Biermeier

Jackie Cobb

Joy Garner

Darrell

Heather Lewis

Tammy Goss
Diane Ayres

Snyder

Wiggim
Pam Squires

Dusoe

Gallega

Greg Simon

Brian Card

Jill Isaacs

Orlando Araya-Vasquez
Melissa Kirby

Gordon Wathen

Reilley
Faith Kilgrew

Alene Lamb

Willian Gualtiere

Kevin

Marjorie Johnson

Steve

Eric Knutson

Pamela Anderss

Suzanne Hommerson

Ruthie Needler

Helen Tatistcheff

Tina Lerch

Tara Blume

Percy
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Lisa Hodson

Stephanie Bruns
Betty Khoo

Rebecca Matteson

Bill Lach

II

Studying is

an

important part of

the students life at

ORU.

01)
e

"

>-

s

iscipline, schol
arship, leadership, character, and service
are the foundational ingredients comprising
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society,"
stated Lisa Nutt, president of the Society
(1984-85).
At the beginning of the school year, the
officers decided to be

Christopher

an

active group mak-

T. Arme

ing a positive impact on the rest of the ORU
community. In addition to having an ice
cream social with Dr. Fagin as the
guest
speaker, these honorary students also co
sponsored the campus-wide showing of a
Nazi propaganda film followed by a discus
sion panel of well-respected professor and
community personnel.

In the

area of service, Alpha Lambda De
involved in tutoring along with serv
ing at the Honor's Banquet in the spring.
"We believe in pursuing excellence for
the glory of God," commented Miss Nutt.
"Furthermore, as we humbly let our lights
shine; we desire that others see our deeds
pointing towards heaven.

lta

was

David E. Jahn

Angela Elise Reissmuller

Diane L. Banister

Barry Keagy

Mark Richards

James A Billstrand

Amy Jo Keil

Wanda C. Rimes

Jeannie

Kathleen B. Krause

Michele Beth Roggen

Lisa

Jeanne C. Schramm

Lynne

Kimberly

Burns

K. Busidieker

Krempasky

Brian Edward Cark

Douglas D. Lubsack

Kenneth W.

Julie Marie Carlson

Lisa Michelle Lendh

Thomas D. Sell

Heather Jane Lewis

Judy Smith

Lori L. Lewis

Robert D.

Denise Marie Everett

Raquel Lopez

Richard Kevin Vogel

Leigh Jeannette Fugger

Pamela

Peter James Wilcox

Christopher
Robert M.

Tammy

Eames

Carpenter

Champlin

S. Goss

Jill A.

Lynn Magis

Joyce Denise Groff

Mary Kathryn Martin

Philip

Shirlene Ruth Guthmann

Michael P. Mazzei

Robert G.

David Winston Hargrove

Tonya Lanell Mizell

Shelley

Linda Ann Hess

Douglas W. Moreland

Kay Horton

Lisa
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David Keith Wilson
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Marie-Lynn
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A student scuba diver checks his gear, before he once
again enters the depths of the Aerobics Center swim

ming pool.

he ORU Scuba
the leadership of Terry Scholl
meier of the HPE Department, provides an
opportunity to learn and participate in Scuba

Club, under

activities.
Because of the nature of the club, they
often take weekend trips to practice the
skills that they learned in class and in club
meetings. Scuba Club is an actual HPE class
that meets every week for instruction on
basic techniques of Scuba and other associ
ated activities. According to Schollmeier,
"The specific purpose of the club is to
minister through lifestyle and anointed
opportunities within the secular sports of
Skin and Scuba diving.

Paula Willett and Mark Prevost don the flippers that
will help them to effortlessly glide across the water.
Learning to properly use the equipment is just one of
the challenges of scuba diving.
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he Student
Education Association is a student run orga
nization that was founded in 1937 as a de
partment of the National Education Asso
ciation and since, has gained a semi

independent

status.

The purpose of the ORU-SNEA is to de
under

velop in prospective educators an
standing of the education profession,
vide for

180

a

to pro

united student voice in matters

CAREER CLUBS

affecting their profession, to influence the
conditions under which prospective educa
tors are prepared, to advance the interests
and welfare of students preparing for a
career in education, to promote and protect
human and civil rights, and to stimulate the
highest ideals of professional ethics, stan
dards, and attitudes.
The officers for the 1984-85 school year
president, Julia Suchy; vice-president,

were

© Oral Roberts University

Amy Pechacek; secretary, Tina Lerch; and
treasurer, Cindy Odegaard. The advisors
were Dr. W.C. McQueen and Dr. Wayne
Lee.
This year

exciting in that the mem
30 to 80 members by the
from
berships
end of the year. The Association held one to
two meetings per month where they discus
sed current education concepts, career
opportunities, and various aspects of
was

rose
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The Association also held its first
workshop. The workshop
was a one day seminar with guest speakers
who spoke on education techniques and pre
sented make and take materials for the clas-

teaching.

ever, education

sroom.
-

Julia

Suchy

he Student Nurses Associa
organization to promote the scho
of
larship nursing and quality nursing educa
tion. It also provides opportunities for pro
fessional growth.
That's exactly what this year's SNA offi
cers tried to do. They _promoted much new
interest in the SNA and provided activities
and speakers that would be interesting as
well as educational.
Activities this year included speakers
such as the president of the national SN A,
missionary nurses and nurse recruters.
They also planned trips to the state and
national SNA conventions and tours of the
facilities at the City of Faith
The biggest activity that the SNA partici-

tion is

an

Catherine Choi and colleague practice lifesaving tech
niques on dolls to prepare for their CPR re-certification
test sponsored by the SNA.

Don Guajarso and Howard Anderson are part of
group called the Council for Exceptional Children.

a

pated in this

year was the CPR re
certivication held at the Aerobics Center.
Theresa Tucker secretary had this to say
about the SNA and the past year, "The Oral
Roberts Chapter of the Student Nurses
Association is an organization with a pur
pose to offer learning experiences for stu
dent nurses. We've come a long way this
year, but there's still a long way to go in
meeting the needs of the student nurses."
Next year the SNA hopes to have even
more activities for learning and fellowship.
They also hope to have an office in the nurs

ing department.
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Cindy Berk and Annette Squire members of SEA, work
together to make teaching aids during the Education
Workshop sponsored by the SEA.
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oning their skills
the
organization,
honorary
through joining
Alpha Epsilon Delta consists of members
who have earned their places in-the Society
through superior scholastic achievement.
Membership in Alpha Epsilon Delta gives
the student an opportunity to develop initia
tive, leadership and self-education. The
Society is a national organization with chap
ters throughout the country.
Members were inducted into the Society
after they had completed at least three
semesters of pre-medical work and had met
the requirements of the local chapter.
The Oral Roberts University chapter of
Alpha Epsilon Delta met monthly with spe
cial speakers, usually doctors or mis
sionaries who brought a message of inspi
rational motivation to broaden the vision of
the students.
The officers for the ORU

Alpha Delta
Cathy Soria, pres
Epsilon chapter
ident; Heidi Brainard, vice-president; Anne
Khong, secretary; Bruce Thomas, treas
urer; Gregory Fry, historian; Bill Dudney,
were

reporter.

Alpha Epsilon Delta also held an introduc

tory welcoming dinner inducting the year's

Society is a nationally
recognized organization that adds prestige
and honor to the students preparing for a
career in medicine. ORU's chapter incorpo
rates the ideals of the institution by exposing
its members to professionals who have in
new

members. The

vested their time and talent in mission out
reaches.
Dr. Duane Thurman congratulates Angela Ping as she is
inducted into the honorary society, Alpha Epsilon
Delta.
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he Mu Kappa
of
the
Beta
Beta
Beta Biological
Chapter
Honor Society has been established at ORU
to recognize honor students who excel in

undergraduate biology.
Tri Beta is a nationally prominent orga
nization and the ORU chapter is proud to
have left a rich legacy for the school and
future members since its inception in 1976.
For the past several years the ORU chapter

�
�
�

Nancy Bucy,

Dr. Ed Nelson and Len Whitle examine
at the Arizona National Conven

Q local flora and fauna
es tion.

has been ranked among the top 10% of the
320 chapters nationwide.
Tri Beta at ORU is more than an honor
it is one of the most active orga
society
nizations on campus. Activities like a canoe
trip on the Illinois River, visits to the Tulsa
Zoo and a Trivial Pursuit party allowed
members to have fun as well as enjoy quality
fellowship off-campus. The ORU chapter
culminates its year with a spring banquet for
initiation of new members.
Officers for the Tri Beta Honor Society
were N anci Bucy, president; Karen
-

Schanke, vice-president; Jose Gallego,
treasurer; Greg Denney, secretary; Cathy
Peek, historian; Len White, chaplain; and
faculty advisors Dr. Ed. N. Nelson and Dr.
John Korstad.
Tri Beta continues to be a witness for
Christ in commitment and dedication.
Paul Huntzinger fascinates Fulton Elementary students
with his insects and his knowledge of them.
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so little time, so
much to know." The students at the O. W.
Coburn School of Law, like the Nowhere
Man in the movie The Yellow Submarine,
daily face narrow time constraints and a li
brary of information to learn. The flurry of
"Socratic questioning," classes, "moot
courts," review sessions and exams which
are an integral part of the law school process
seem continuous. To ease l-L's, 2-L's, and
3- L' s through the process is one of the func
tions of the Student Bar Association,
according to Greg Boyer S.B.A. president.
Despite this furious pace, this year has
been one of transitions which have caused
everyone to stop and ponder. This year
there has been a change of command in the

184
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leadership of the Law School. Dean Emer
itus Charles Kothe, the founding Dean ofthe
Law School, turned the helm over to Dean
John Stanford, previously the Associate
Dean of the Law School of Baylor Universi
ty. We bid each of them the best of luck in
their new positions. On a more somber note,
this year also marked the passing of O.W.
"Bill" Coburn, the founder of our Law
School. His death is deeply felt by all of us,
and we wish to express our deepest regrets
to his family.

To ease the never ending grind of law school, the Stu
dent Bar Association provides law students with a vari
ety of activities and fellowship.

he Cybernaut
Club enjoyed the most active year in its his
tory under the leadership of Susan Yates,

president; Terry Hollis, vice-president;
Marty Wenker, V.P. public relations; and
Larry Lloyd, V.P. social chairman.

This club is for students who are in
terested in computer and mathematical sci
ences. It provides many social activities as
well as cultural educational functions. It is
made up of approximately 50 members.
The trend in computer science is towards
business applications as well as state-of-the
art technology. Many of the functions this
year were provided to broaden the student's
perspective of the future of technology and
the opportunities available in this dynamic
field of study.
Members enjoyed presentations by var
ious representatives of leading hardware
and software producers. Mr. Steve Gibbs, a
corporate representative of Electronic Data
Systems (EDS) of Dallas gave a presentation
of the careers now available to computer
scientists. He gave the students insight on
the trends of the field as well as job inter

thoughts on the ministry of talents as well as
some good programming techniques.
Social life was an important aspect of the
Cybemaut Club. It provided the students a
chance to kick back and enjoy good fel
lowship. The annual chili cook-off was a big
success

and ended the fall semester with

good tidings.
All in all, the Cybernaut Club is a club for
people who love computers and love to have
fun. The club members

are a

breed of their

own.

Members of the Cybernaut club enjoy fellowship
their sponsor's house at a Christmas party.

at

viewing and resume writing tips.
Mr. Doug Foster, who is a systems project
leader for Williams Company, Tulsa, was
another of our guests. As an ORU alumnus,
he gave the students some inspirational
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Front row
(I to r): Greg Holland,
Tim Yi, Mickey Underwood, Paul
Norell (capt), Howard Spencer
Vic
(capt), Mark Faust. Back row
Thomas (coach), Mike Frye, Scott
-

-

Holtz, Greg Frye, George Warren,
Peter Not pictured
Chaz
Timmermeyer, Steve White, Steve
Smith, Steve Vaughan.
-

newly created Rugby club
experienced an action packed

The

season.

umping into a
rough season, ORU's Soccer Club had a
chance to prove that they can compete
against such high quality teams as OSU,
KU Iowa St., CMSU, and Bartlesville Wes
this season and prove it they did. Their
outdoor record now stands at 4-4, with
several games left to be played.

ley�n
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The club was invited to compete in the
Tulsa Men's Indoor League, where they
finished second in the premiere division.
The outstanding player for the indoor season
was Paul Norell.
At the KSU Invitational, Coach Vic Thom
as related "that they (the other teams) said
we were the best group of
sportsmen they

© Oral Roberts University

had

enjoyed playing against,"

and

through

this we were able to share the love of God
with some of them."
ORU's Soccer club is a great group of
guys with a lot of potential. ORU's Soccer
Club has had a great season this past year,
and is definitely looking for an even better
one

next year.
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top: Warming up before the game, soccer team member
Chaz Timmermeyer shows offhis style. bottom: A look
of determination shows on ORU's John Alba's face as
he struggles to keep the ball.

Game of twister? No, the ORU rugby club scrambling
for the ball in a game here.
Neil

Edridge stands close by
Spencer goes after a free ball.

Er

as

teammate Howard

its first season, with

only two players, who had ever played
before, ORU's Rugby team did excep
tionally well this year. The team's record
ended at 3-3 for the

triumphs

over

two

season.

area

This includes

rugby clubs

and

an

exciting victory over top-twenty-ranked
OU. The Rugby team coached by Gary
Crews, which started with about fifteen guys

in the first semester, has grown to include
between 35-40 members.
The Rugby Club is planning its schedule
now for fall and spring of next year. They
can be seen practicing on the rugby field
behind the tennis courts.
John Alba, team member said, "We're
looking forward to many returning players
and several good recruits, all-in-all we're
expecting a great season."
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The musical, Cinderella, p€rf0rmed tl'iis year by tN€
drama Q0plaJrtm€nt pU0vicled tr0les for many members
of Alpha Psi Omega, th€ Drama Ch!il�, beth on and
of,f stage.

lpha Psi Omega
national honorary dramatic society that
recognizes outstanding drama students. It is
a group of students that have shown interest
in drama through participation. Alpha Psi
Omega is a service-oriented organization
is

a
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that aids the drama department. This orga
nization is responsible for numerous activi
ties each year done either through, by or for
the drama department. Such activities in
clude selling refreshments at dramatic pro
ductions, having a retreat each semester,

© Oral Roberts University

meeting on Friday evenings for prayer, and
holding a reception in the spring to honor
outstanding actors and actresses. The goal
of Alpha Psi Omega members is to serve
others just as Jesus Christ did. "Humble
yourselves and He will exalt you."

c
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� Jimmy, played by

�

�

for the best paper defense. And perhaps the
most exhilerating experience for the club
was winning first place in the Oklahoma
Psychological Association meeting in April.

Robert Taylor in the mid-winter p�r
formance of The Rainmaker, closely exarmnes his shin
er before getting ready for his next scene.

President of Alpha Psi Omega, Brian Tester was the
director of the spring performance of The Odd Couple
as part of his Senior
Project.

his year's psychology club has
been very active. Psi Chi Rho had an in
crease in membership from the fall semester
during the spring. The meetings usually con
sisted of reviewing business and then having
a specific topic with a
special speaker. A
notable guest speaker addressing the club
this year was Dr. Twila Fox.
The purpose of the psychology club was
stated by president Kathy Meador, "To
stimulate interest in and further knowledge
of psychology through intellectual, cultural,
and social programs and activities; to pro
vide opportunity for the full development of
each individual's personality by presenting
intellectually stimulating programs with ac
tive student expression of ideas, and by
fostering health relationships between the
individual and his fellows in club meeings
and social activities; to give opportunity for
practical and meaningful applications of
psychological principles under controlled

departmental supervision."
Psi Chi Rho sponsored a psychology
senior paper defense in April with an award

© Oral Roberts University
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TODAY'S LEADERS
"The School of Business is preparing to
day's leaders, and these leaders are prepar
ing to playa role in President Roberts' vision
by taking God's Word into the field of bus i
ness. They are in daily contact with people
with whom they can share the Gospel. Stu
dents are being equipped through their
education to meet these people's needs in
the financial market.
In preparation, MBA's learn not only

Dean

from the classroom but also from. hands-on
experience. Internship programs are avail
able for the students in many companies
such as IBM, Springer Clinic, and

Osteopathic Hospital. Here, MBA's gain
valuable insight into the world of business.
"Taking God's light where it is dim," stu
dents of the School of Business are prepar
ing themselves for leadership positions in
corporations, personal business, and non-

Henry Migliore

Lois Batchelder
Caryl Bean
Madeline Berdy

Greg Epperson
William Fowler

Desiree Frierson
Lee Gordan
Clint Hardy
Leslie Maldonado
Michael Naumann

Tannie Olsen

Joyce Tranter
John Weeks
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profit organizations. They are preparing
themselves, ministering to the needs of the
people, to playa significant role in President
Roberts' vision of the Healing Teams.
MBA's are preparing themselves to go out
and make an impact on the world.
Mandy Anderson
-

The Business School's

always ready

to

give

a

faculty, like all ORU faculty, is
helping hand.

IN DEMAND
Benefitting all involved, teachers sharpen educational
skills, while first graders learn their numbers.

This _is � great day to be in education.
Education �n America has changed dramati
cally, and It will never be the same again.
The ORU School of Education is designed to
give support to every Christian family and
professional teacher attempting to fulfill the
responsibility God has given them to super
vise the education of their children.
All that the school stands for is wrapped
up m
con�ept of "going into every man's
world.
This concept includes preparing
teachers for schools in all settings public,

t��

-

.and even. horne schooling. As the
populanty of Christian education and home
schooling grows, the School of Education
has the distinct responsibility to help Presi
dent Roberts fulfill his vision of "going into
pnvate

every man's world."

This concept is broadening as the School
of Education trains personnel for interna
tional education. Thirty nine teachers have
been placed in mainland China, and 100
more have been requested. The demand for
these teachers is growing daily. So much so,
that the demand far exceeds the supply.
''The School of Education is entering a new
era," says Dean Watson, "from producta
to
bility
trying to tum out a product
transmitting a process." The whole person
concept is being transmitted through the
University's educational graduates to their
classrooms. During this summer, 1 200 chil
-

-

dren will arrive on campus to atte�d a con
ference administered by the School of Edu-

cation. They will participate in various activ
ities, athletic and academic, allowing each
child to excel in his own specialty. The de
mand for good educators is high, and the
of the School of Education are busy
into
going
every man's world" transmit
ting the concept of the Whole Person.
Mandy Anderson

,�tu�ent�

-

Joann Clark

Cheryl Dawson
Mehrdad Emami
Alene Gerloff

Leesa Gianarelli

Cynthia Jacobson
Cynthia Mackey
Holly Moore
Dean Richard Watson
Marianne Reeder
Dantelle Russell
Richelle Russell
Margaret Stone

David Troutman
Terisa Turner
Connie Ware
Mattie Weeks
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HEALING TEAMS GO FORTH
The challenge of achieving excellence in
today's complex dental environment re
quires tools and techniques that were not
mentioned in textbooks only a decade ago.
Our society has changed. Frequently, what
worked yesterday no longer meets the chal
lenge posed today. The scope of the ORU
School' of Dentistry encompasses services
designed to meet the changing needs of den
tistry. New directions, new methods, even
new goals
these profound changes in den
-

tal education loom ahead as ORU dental
educators seek to map a rational path into a
future of swift technological, economic, and
social change.
To meet these needs, the Michael Car
done', Sr. School of Dentistry glorifies God
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by graduating dentists who are spiritually
alive, intellectually alert, and physically dis
ciplined. We desire to carry God's healing
power "where God's light is dim, where His
voice is heard small, where His power is not
known, even to the utter most bounds of the
earth
The healing team concept em

Honduras, Haiti, Jamaica, Mexico, Peru,
Swaziland, and Korea. This year there is a
trip planned to Egypt where approximately
seven-hundred orphans and widows will re
ceive dental treatment during a ten-day visit

bodies our desire to serve mankind.
The faculty and students are organized
and moving strongly with the dental mission
program. In the seven-year history of the
dental school, mission outreaches have been
undertaken twenty-nine times involving
two, three, or even up to fifteen member
teams. Over one-hundred students, faculty,
and staff have participated in dental mis
sions to twelve different locations including

mission work. We are excited as we set our
goals high and see them fulfilled. The will of
God directs the mission of the Michael Car
done, Sr. School of Dentistry. It will be ex
citing to see the many great things God has
planned to do through the School of Den

"

.

..
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by an ORU dental mission team. There is
certainly unlimited opportunity for dental

tistry.
-

Paul Bell

Students receive
Center.

on

the

job training

at the Dental

While the setting is hardly what most people would
expect to find in a dental office, the compassion and the
quality of dental care provided by OR U dental students

serving

on

the mission field

are

commendable.

Dean Robert G. Hansen

Don Ashburn
Paul Bell
Brian Berg
Susan Bether
Bruce Carstensen
Leon Cerniway

Dan Collado
Curtis Creath
James Dewhurst
Lorin Dixon
Tim Hughes
Charles Jung

Erwin Lee

Rocky Lupardus
Mark Mappes
Jack Maursalian
David Mendoza

Jeff Moore

Steven Moussouras
Edward Neubauer
Kendall Roberts
Bill Roller
Howard Short
David Wilson
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Dr. Bob Miller ministers to
his mission trips.

a

needy

child

during

one

of

A dental mission team is able to meet the needs of the
people ill a country where missionaries are unwelcome.

GO FORTH
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Dean John Stanford
1984-85 has been a year of strengthen
ing for the O. W. Coburn School of Law.
Through their battle with the ABA accred
itation, they have enforced their com

mitment to excellence and to the name of
Jesus Christ. The O.W. CoburnSchool of
Law will continue to train highly compe
tent attorneys who are dedicated to their
ministry in the courtroom.
The members of the Law School have
an appreciation for their unique training
experience. They are learning that their
role as attorneys is two-fold; first, to be a
minister to their clients by being a Chris
tian in practice and secondly, to help re
store our present legal system to its JudeoChristian roots. In a time where there are
so many moral controversies ranging in
the courts, there is a need for knowledge
able attorneys who will defend a Higher
Law.
Barabara Ellsbree

Time spent in research is
dents as they prepare for

A HIGHER LAW
.

-

Law students are often given the opportunity to polish
their skills in the moot courtroom which is found in the
Graduate Center.

Kenneth

Baily
Greg Boyer

Robert Carlton
Ronald Cleek
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task for law stu
in the courtroom.

a common

ministry
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Westley DeYoung
Brian Downey
Porcia Fenton
Anne Fox

Craig

Frischkorn

Brian Geno
Van Hampson

Garry Handley
Don Hartery
Susan Holland

Robert Howard
Sharon Hughes

John Jepertinger
Brian Johnson
Franziska Joseph

Chris KUcka
Chris Knight
Chris Konnor
Keith Lapuyade
Tonia Lee

Von Lofland

�ichael Manning

Randy

McDonald

Donald
Robert

McKinney
Newmeyer

Andrew Nimick
Christine Pell

Greg Ploeger
Paul Prew
Michael Ralls

Eddie Ramirez
Atwood Rice
Kenneth Roe
Mark Siefert
Mark Skolrood

.

Victor Smith
Rex Sparks

Carolyn Stringer
Kristin Swanson
Roland Tamminga

Ronnie Treadwell
Scott Truax
Dean Turman
Rabin Walter
Fred Watrous
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Many of the medical skills and facilities that people take
for granted in the United States are desperately needed
by those in other countries. Students of the ORU
School of Medicine are meeting those needs by taking
their skills to foreign countries.

Dr.

Larry

Edwards

HEALING MINISTERS
Those who graduate from the Oral
Roberts University School of Medicine are
not just any medical doctors; they are minis
ters of healing to the physical, emotional and
spiritual aspects of patient care. The emph
asis on the total person has always been a
part of ORU's teaching and it has proven
itself successful in the medical school.
One integral part of the learning experi
ence at ORU is the healing team rotation.
This learning experience gives the students
the opportunity to discover the dynamics of

Jim Amsberry
Daniel Balch
David Bank
Curtis Burton
Lee Chong

Steven Currio
Jose Diaz
Avon Doll
Barbara Hadley

Jay

Harman

Tiara Harris
Oscar Hernandez
Stephen Hutchins
David Issac
Lorna Johnson
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total patient

care. They rely on their own
Christian experience and spiritual depth to
help them understand how it fits into their
practice of medicine.
Students of the Medical School are pro
vided with the most advanced technology
and highly competent faculty. The curricu
lum is very highly. Factors such as these
contribute to the reason that ORU Medical
School graduates are respected as profes
sionals in their field.
Barbara Ellsbree
-

«

�

o

Prisca Kipchillat
Susan Lesher
David Marx
Donald Mondragon
Carol Nati

Carlos Nuesch
Wade Parker
Robert Paulson
Dan Peters
Kurt Peters

Powell
Curtis Sorenson
Scott Stevens
Barbara Taylor
Ann Thomas

Clay

Jeff White
LoriAnn Wilsox
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NURSING FOR THE WHOLE
PERSON
Graduate nursing at Oral Roberts Uni
versity prepares the Christian nurse for the
ministry to the individual, family, and com
munity, incorporating the principles of
wholeness. The student is prepared to
assume a leadership role as a clinical nurse
specialist, educator, or administrator within
the areas of Nursing for the Individual,
Nursing for the Family, or Nursing for the
Community.
The Anna Vaughn School of Nursing
(AVSON) at ORU is unique in a multifa
ceted way. The purpose for establishing the
to reflect the charismatic con
which
the University was found
upon
ed: healing for the totality of man. The phi
losophy of the School of Nursing is also

school

was

cern

DEAN TOMINE TJELTA
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reflective of the University's statement of
purpose and addresses the person, health,

illness, nursing, individual, family, com
munity, health maintenance promotion
restoration, and Nursing for the Whole
-

-

-

Person.
The graduate

ORU also has the
opportunity experience a curriculum plan
that was derived from the school's concep
tual framework. This conceptual framework
is a synthesized reflection of the Universi
ty's focus on the whole person and para
meters of nursing service and beliefs. Ava
Brown, President of the Nursing Society,
says' 'I have been impressed that my experi
ences as a graduate nurse at ORU were spe
cifically designed to prepare me to fulfill the
to

nurse at

Wendy Ellyson
John Lowe

Mary Oberc
Paula Pankow
Cheryl Wendland

Joanne Winkler

"0

a
:;:;
c

�

]

u

call God has placed on my life. The faculty,
the dean, and my classmates have contri
buted to this refining process in an atmos
phere of academic excellence and spiritual

discipline.

"

The ORU Graduate School of Nursing is
also unique in terms of faculty and students.
Diane Smith, a 1985 graduating student,
says, "I am thankful that I have had the
opportunity at ORU to live Romans 12:2 'Be
ye not conformed to this world, but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is good, and accept
able, and perfect will of God. 'Through god
ly teachers I have been able to develop tools
that I will continue to renew my mind re
gardless of place or circumstances."
Faculty are prepared at the doctoral level;
are involved in research and publication;
and are excellent role models clincially and
academically; and are actively involved in
community nursing affairs, such as the Okla
homa Nurses Association and the National

Cheryl Wendland
make-up.

has

a

little trouble

applying

her

League for Nursing. Students entering nurs
ing at the master's level at ORU do so in
response to God's call on their lives to minis
ter to the needs of the people. "As the nurse
continues the quest for personal wholeness
(through personal and professional growth)
she/he contributes to the wholeness of

others." says Ginny Mange, a graduating
senior at the nursing school. "My educa
tional experiences in the past three years at
ORU has created the conditions and situa
tions that God has used to provide signifi
cant and miraculous inner healing for the
transformation of my whole being. My
ministry and service as a nurse has taken me
into new directions never before dreamed
of, and has made me more personally effec
tive in bringing Jesus Christ in a human form
to children and their families.
Nursing stu
dents at OR U are committed to providing
nursing care to the whole person
body,
mind, and spirit.
-Ava C. Brown
"

-
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PREPARING FOR MINISTRY
The OR U School of Theology is a miracle.
It is the only seminary of its kind in the
world. One of its major distinctions is the
combination of charismatic life and classical
learning. Seminarians study the various
fields of theology' and work in preparation
for ministry. Study is done in four areas:
Biblical Studies, Theological and Historical
Studies, Christianity and Culture, and Prac
tices of Ministry. Both faculty and students
are open to the Holy Spirit to help
integrate
their learning and to empower their minis

tries.

-

return to work in local churches. New facul

Unity characterizes the School ofTheolo
gy. Dr. Larry Hart says, "There is not to be
found a more genuine Christian love among
faculty and between faculty and students
than is found here." This is confirmed by
Greg Thogmartin's comment that "the
faculty is second to none. One of the more
impressive things about the school is the
faculty's sensitivity to the students.
As in the Body of Christ, diversity com
plements the unity in the School of Theolo
gy. Students come from a variety of back"

DEAN MICHAEL MILLER

business, science, engineering,
grounds
even theology. Some are former OR U
undergraduates; yet people come from
numerous colleges and universities. The di
versity is also expressed through various
church backgrounds, both denominational
and independent. Various ethnic and
women's groups help broaden the school's
perspective.
The School of Theology is in a time of
transition. Several faculty members are fol
lowing God's call to other seminaries or to
ty will bring

new perspectives and will join
colleagues in the continued effort to
integrate theological expression and char
ismatic experience. The seminary builds on

their

a

solid foundation

-

Oral Roberts' minis

tries, the University, and the work done by
the founding Dean James Buskirk and the
faculty he assembled. There is great poten
tial here, and many in the school share the
feeling that the best is yet to come.
-

John Breon

Theology students use a text that we all have read
from, but that few of us have really studied. Wendall
Fry cross-references in order to better understand
the information he hears in class.

gg
e
o
c

5
o
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students are
cercise their learning.

Theology

given

many

opportunities

to

ex

Greg Adams
Joy Adams
Keith Agee
Samuel Akufo
Victor Alavi

Monica Amstutz
David Applegate
Andrew Arnold
D.A. Bennett
Thomas Bishop
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Theology students enrich their learning by steadfastly
deciphering Hebrew texts.

David Black
Michael Blake
Deloris Bland
Brad Brault
Ron Brewer

Amy

Brinkman

Stan Buck
Peter Buonomo
Lee Campbell
Rajan Chinnadurai

Bob Condly
Sheryl Creighton
Robert Danage

Gerald Demarest
Don Doak

James Duncan

Gary Farano
Jacquelyn Farell
Richard Fauquet
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Heidi

Fong

Jack Goble
Jim Grinnell
Edward Herman
Susan Herman

Cheryl Hetherington

Chris Hinds
Donnie Hudson
John Iida
Carol Johnson

Timothy Judkins
George Keith

Von Kennedy
Kent Kienitz
Thomas Kirk
Peter Kovaleski
Jeaneen Kunick
Arvid Lade

Dana Larson
Stephen Larson
Sherri Laughlin
Ronald Lipnick
Laurie Livesay
Glen Martell

Mastroianni
Aki Mbabazi-Mutodro
Lowell McNaney
Brian Mead

Joseph

David Messenbaugh
Ted Munson

Emmaniel Nwabueze
Shivraj Pammal
Mark Peterson
Brent Propst
David Putnam
Proctor Reed, Jr.

Kevin Ross

Timothy Seigler
Naomi Serwanga
Dale Simmons
Eric Slick
Mark Smith

Carl Taylor
Steve Upham
Dan Vellinga
Allen Voth
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(Editor's Note:
University from

The
our

following is a personal note to the student body of
founder and president, Oral Roberts.)

ROBERTS

ORAL

would

It

sit

just

and

down

chat

personal basis.
However, there is

face.

...

is

is

in

love

could

possible,

that

...

you
share

faith.

in

I

if

this

distance

no

than

spirit

How

me

together

distance

no

to

realize

I

a

in prayer
you in my

much

so

mean

Oral Roberts

and

pray

be

on

possible.
distance

no

feel

I

ever

I

not
...

could

and

closer

even

face

to
to

ask.

you may

is because you are in God's calling on my
and to do
life to raise you UP to hear His voice
it through your attendance at His university--ORU-
It

...

through the beautiful men and women who are your
professors and helpers as staff, and also through
your beautiful relationship with the entire ORU student
body, the most dedicated group of young men and women
and

I

in

know

close

feel

I

whole

the

world.

to

also

you

because

of

seeing

you

on

campus, seeing
feeling you in chapels, in our campus
and other functions--and just
crusades
orientation,
and

being

near

you.
all

Above
my

dreams
know

Him,

feel

I

visions

and

love

Him,

miracles from Him,
receive His best.

of

love,

our

family
God

has

Him,

united

to

has

give

you

by holding

given
Him,

me

Him

your

you with

the

our

belief

and

Him,
and

best

love

pure

also

hear

to

you

to

in you;

as

expect
then

of
our
a

becoming everything

believing

created

for

seed

in

you

uphold you personally in

We

and

to

serve

love

I

Nazareth.

support

God

and

My family and
Jesus

close

you are now
redeemed you to

be.

president of your university,
fulfilling the vision I received
together
a
to build God
university based on His authority and
the Holy Spirit--and to go into every man's world with
His saving and healing power.
I,

feel

the

founder

and

are

we

Greater

of

everyone
miracles for

things

are

them

to

your

life.

still

happen

--

to

be

and

done.
I

With

all

Oral

Roberts
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THE VISION CONTINUES

The family joins together at Christmas to celebrate the
birth of our Lord, Jesus Christ.
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After an especially difficult summer, the
Roberts family can look back on a year of
expansion, both in their personal lives and in
the ministry. As President Roberts diligently
sought God, he caught a new vision dedi
cated to meeting the needs of the partners.
President Roberts announced plans for the
Healing Center during chapel at the Mabee
Center on February 14. This new facet of
OREA will be built at 81 st Street and Lewis
Avenue and will cover seven acres of
ground. It will include an auditorium for cru
sades and dramatic presentations, a televi
sion studio, and a counseling center. The
ground-breaking ceremonies were held on
Graduation Day, May 5.
This fall President Roberts traveled to the

Holy

Land and visited the

places

where

Christ preached, taught and healed. Presi
dent Roberts brought an offering to several
churches in Jerusalem and prayed over spe
cial "Holy Land" prayer requests from his
partners and the students of Oral Roberts

After much

on April 23 the student body
arrival to the Roberts family.
Here, a proud couple, Richard and Lindsay, enjoy their
new gift from God, Jordan Lindsay Roberts.
was

anticipation,

informed of

a new

University.
Richard Roberts' ministry

was

expanding

well. "The Richard Roberts Show" made
its debut in the fall and now airs daily on
stations across the nation. Lindsay Roberts,
Billy Joe Daugherty, and Cheryl Pruitt co
host with Richard. The show has proven itself
a dynamic tool as thousands of needs are
met. The reviewers' response has been
tremendous bringing in record numbers of
calls to the Abundant Life Prayer Group.
as
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THE VISION

CONTINUES
Lindsay Roberts was an appreciated help to
her husband, standing by him in all of his
daily commitments. She endured endless
teasing about her expectant state from a
proud husband and father-to-be.
Ron and Roberta Potts were more in
volved than ever this year with OREA and
ORU. Ron demonstrated his caring attitude
by speaking in Vespers. He was also quite
involved with missions. Roberta was busy
attending classes in the O. W. Colburn
School of Law, but she still found time to
continue in her position as Assistant to the
President. Ron and Roberta continued their
invaluable work behind the scenes with the
rest of the Roberts family in reaching the
world with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Ron and Roberta pray
received daily.
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over

the many prayer requests

..:

§l

o

The happiest couple on campus, President Roberts
and his darling wife Evelyn, have been the driving
force behind the University and have served as
inspiration to thousands of students over the two
decades since its founding.

Richard and Lindsay search God's Word daily for
the wisdom and guidance that is so vital to their

ministry

.

-c

§l

o
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GOD ISN'T FINISHED
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Faculty

PILLARS of

BEHA VIORAL SCIENCES
LYNDA ADAMS
BEVERLY BENTON

PAV,L WOHu�EMurrH
MICHAEL WOODS

PAULCHARA
LANNY ENDICOTT
DAVID FORD
iDA VID SHERWOOD
LARRY WALKER

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
RICK CALDWELL
GEORGE GILLEN
JACK GREER
RAY GREGG
PEGGY ROMANELLI
JQHN SIMMONS
TERR¥ UNRUH
CAROL WILSON

COMMUNICATIONS ARTS
JESS BAIR
THOMAS DURFEY
ROBERT HEAl1H
LAURA HOLLAND
CAROLE LEWANDOWSKI

EDUCATION
CHERRIE DAWSON
NADINE MCHUGH
WILLIAM MCQUEEN
MAULDIN RAY

ENGLISH
WILLIAM EPPERSON
RUl1H GIVENS
EVE JOHNSON
DENNIS JOHNSON
LAURELSUfTTON
GRADY WALKER

FINE ARTS
JOYCE BRIDGMAN
MARSHA BUSH
MACON DELAVAN
DON ELAND
BARRY EPPERLEY
WALTER GABER
STANLEY GEORGE
BETTY KIRK
LEON KROEKER
EDWARD PIERCE
DAVID ROBBINS
LUCRETIA SHAW
BILL SHELLENBARGER
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HPER
PAm... BRYNllESON
JERRY CLARK
BER'NIS DUKE
PEGGY DUfMAS
KEITHERNCE
SALL¥ SCHOLLMEmR
1'ERRY SCI'IOLLMEIER
GEREGORY WORRE:LIL

HISTORY/HUMANITIES
FRANKLIN COYLE
DOUGLAS DURASOFF
BEVERLY GARRISON
HUBERT MORKEN
DA ViID POTEElI
DAVID RINGER
FRANKLIN SEXTON
RUTH SEXTON
ROBERT STACEY
.ROBERT TURLEY

MATHEMATICS
JOSE CISNEROS
DAVE ELAND
LAVOY HATCI'IEl'T
DEBBIiE OLTMAN
ROBERT SANDERS
VERBAL M. SNOOK
RlJSSELIL W. SOWELL, JR.
RICHARD TIflESSEN

MODERN LANGUAGES
BRENDA F. CALIDERON
SIlEGRIED E. HEIR
GRANT H. MOORE
SEONG J. PARK
ALICE M. RASMUSSEN
BARBARA J. TRISLER
BILL R. WALKER
CHRISTINE HILL

NATURAL SCIENCE
WILkARD E. BAIR
RICHARD W. COUCH
MARGARET L. FORRESTER
DERLA A. GUZON
IBOK S.U. lOOK
HAROLD B. JOHNSON
JOHN E. KORSTAD
ROBERT LAMB

I,

II

�

EDUCATION
C. THOMAS LUISKUTTY
NATHAN H. MELEEN
EDWARD N. NELSON
JOHN M. NELSON
TERRY L. NIPP
LAL C. REED
GE)RALD R. ROEHRIG
RICHARD N. SEAMAN
FRANK J. SMENTOWSKI
L. DUANE THRUMAN
GEROGE X. THYVELIKAKATH
LIVIU TOMUTSA
BARBARA D. VARIAN
PEGGY J. WAYNE

fRANK H. WILBUR
DALE A. WILLIAMS
LAWRENCE P. SOMERVILLE

I' Faculty I

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION
B. RADINE FRISVIEE
WAYNE LEE
KATSUOZAWA
RICHARD WATSON

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
LAW
GREDERICK DENCER
EDWARD R. FISHP A W
CARLD. HALL
ANITA F. HILL
GARY LANE
PAUL J. MORKEN
JOHN W. STANFORD
ROGER L. TUTTLE
EDWIN B. YOUNGS

THEOLOGY
ARDEN C. AUTRY
ROY HAYDEN
KENNETH MAYTON
SIEGFRIED S. SCHATZMANN
JAMES B. SHELTON
JAMES TOLLETT

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS
RINNIE MARllIN
HENRY MIGLIORE
FRANK ROMANELLI
ROBERT STEVENS
DAVID DYSON

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
DENISTRY
RONALD ANDERSON JAMES O. BECK
RONALD CORDELL
DAVID J. EICK
BARBARA F. EMLER
KENNETH W. FRITTS
ROBERT G. HANSEN
E. PRESTON HICKS
LOIS I. JACOBS
JAMES W. MCCOURT
J. PERRY MCGINNIS
PHILIP D. MARANO
ROBERT MILLER
KICK H. NIEUSMA, JR.
BRUCE PATCHEN
THOMAS SMITH
GEORGE SOOHOO
DAVID VALENTINE
THOMAS R. WATTS
FENNWELCH

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
DAVID ARMENTROUT
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
DALE BERGEN
WILLIAM BERMAN
ROBERT BOND
WILLIAM BRISCOE
ROGER BURG US
JOHN CARTER
WORTH CLINKSCALES
THOMAS COLE
RICHARD COWART
HON DUNN
LARRY EDWARDS
RICHARD GILMORE
DONALD GODFREY
BERTIE GRIFFITHS
HAROLD HARDER
DAVID HENDERSON
DAVID JOHN
GERALD JOHNSON
DAVID JONES
JERALD KILLION
SUND KOO II
FRANCES KOVARIK
HAROLD LAUGHLIN
ROBERT MACBRIDE
HUBERT MAY
PRESTON MERCER
JOHN NORVELL
ROBERT OGLIVIE
MIL TON OLSEN
DONALD FRED PETERSON
NICHOLAS PLOTNIKOFF
H.M. RHEE
CHARLES ROSS
MICHAEL SCHWEISTAL
BARBARA STURBAUM
JIMMIE VALENTINE
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BOARD of REGENTS

Just as Moses brought the Law to the people, the Board of Regents brings the school's laws to the students. The Board of
Regents consists of thirty-nine active members, two associate regents, two emeritus, and one honorary regent. They meet
yearly to vote on the policy changes of the University, to approve the yearly budget, and to approve the designated officers,
administration and faculty. These women and men are a group of individuals dedicated to the Oral Roberts Ministry and to
Oral Roberts University.

Oral Roberts, President
Robert F. DeWeese, Chairman of the Board

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Donald P. Moyers
Robert Patterson
Oral Roberts
Richard Roberts
Gail Runnels

Fred Vanstone, Chairman
John McKnight
Robert Gorham, Jr.
Dale E. Mitchell

ASSOCIATE REGENTS
Mrs. C. V. Richardson, North Carolina
Dr. James E. Winslow, Oklahoma

Carlton D. Pearson, Oklahoma
Harold Calvin Ray, Texas

EMERITUS
Thomas D.
Dr. Fannie Lou
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Irvin, Tennessee
Hayward, Oklahoma
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HONORARY
Robert Bohler,

Georgia

MEMBERS
James Blanchett
Dr. Harold Calhoon
Gerald Canning
Michael Cardone, Jr.
Nicholas Cardone

Marajen Chinigo
Kenneth Copeland
Charles Creighton
Billy Joe Daugherty
Robert F. De Weese
Neal Dorsch
Luther Duda
Terry Fisher
Mrs. Eleanor Foster
Robert Gorham, Jr.
Mrs. Samuel J. Graham
Roosevelt Grier
Frank Holder
Mrs. Jim Lambeth
Terrance Law
William T. McKinney, Jr.
John McKnight
Harry A. McNevin

Regent

Frank Holder

Regent Robert

uses a

Florida
Oklahoma
Nebraska

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Illinois
Texas

Florida
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Colorado
Florida

Kentucky
Oklahoma
North Carolina
Connecticut
California
Colorado
North Carolina
Oklahoma

Louisiana
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Florida
Oklahoma
South Carolina

Kentucky
Ohio
Canada

Wyoming
Washington
Missouri

Mississippi
Florida
Colorado

home-town illustration to stress his

F. DeWeese prays for

Dr. Jere D. Melil1i
Dale E. Mitchell
Donald P. Moyers
Robert Patterson
Bill J. Ramsey
Dr. E.V. Roberts
Mrs. Evelyn Roberts
Oral Roberts
Richard Roberts
Sam L. Rudd
Gail Runnels
W.E. Shaw
Ernest Simpson
Charles E. Trebilcock
Fred Vanstone
Al Welton
Martin S. Wirkkala
Earl Wise

a

point.

young member of the audience.
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CONNIE HOLLOWELL
MICHELE JAHN
BETTY KHOO
TIMOTHY KHOO
TRACY KLICKA
JOHN KUNICK
FRED KUNKEL
CAMILLE LOHSE
JULIE MAUPIN
WENDY MYERS
SHERRY NARDINOCCHI
BRENT OLSSON
JOHN PAFF
BILL SHULER
SANDRA SLOPIN
PETER SMITH
KATHLEEN SORIA
KIMERI STEYER
RUTH WEBER
CHRISTINE WILLIAMS

STUOENTS
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It's 5:30. Classes are over for the
day. Loosening his tie, and tossing his books
on one of the shelves John Doe is ready fora
relaxing dinner at SAGA. Flashing his ID,
John makes his way toward the stack of
trays. Knife, fork, spoon, and a stack of
napkins, he scrabbles from one counter to
another before selecting his dinner entree.
While racing back and forth from one ice
machine to the next, John casually eyes the
cafeteria
"Where's the wing table today?" he wonders.
One of the most comforting aspects of the
brother/sister wing social arrangement at
ORU has been a "designated" wing table
where one wing member can always be
assured of finding some company.
However, with this year's increased en
rollment, the traditional arrangement be
came somewhat of a challenge as students
strategically manuevered from point A to
point B without dumping a tray in someone's
lap along the way. Help John find his way
through the SAGA maze:
Ah

...

...
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Clayton, Jennifer
VeAice, CA; :Bie)ogy
Olements, 'Daniel
Alma, GA; Wit!;). & Phys. Ed.
Connolly, Laura
Mertimack, NH; Biology
Connor, Loralee
LibettY\li!tle, fA; Special Bdue,
Cosenza, 'Fodd
Olympia Fields, 1!L; Biology
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Your English paper is done. Your humani
ties test is over. And dress code has dis
appeared for the night. Now comes trivia
time. On any given night, the possibility of
seeing Trival Pursuits in the Depot is high.
For those unfamiliar with the game, the
three phrases of Trivial Pursuit(s) are as fol
lows:
Phase I: Group of students leaning for
ward in their chairs around a table. Out
bursts of laughter and friendly arguments
abound.
Phase II: The same group, leaning back
with wondering glances as two team mem
bers debate a remote question.
Phase III: Exhausted players pack up
game and rub sleepies from eyes
hoping
that they won't play again for weeks, but
knowing they'll change their minds.
-
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Dildy, Christine
Texarkana, TX; French

Ji)ommingquez,

Maria

{sUp> "retrace, NY; Nursing
Doonan, Donna
Lupton, MI; Aerobics Phipiolog
Dorilhofer, Peter
Fresne, CA; :f>re-Med.lBiology
Dorsett, Doug
Miami, 'L; ACCQUDting

Fickett, Susan
Los Alamos, NM; Musie
Finkle, Sandra
Nassau, NY; Chnssian Educ.

tpinstad,

'Eeresa

Hel'elila, M'1f; Orgamiz. Cerarnua.

Flletcher., Michael
Middlleton, 0'11; Biology
Forester, Debra
Basking Ridge, NJ; Social

Work

f

\

!

\
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Foy, Mary
Holt, Ml; Special nalle.
Fraysill', J. Scott
Escondido, CA; Pre-Medicine
Fil'ye, Greg
lFiu.eslil(:\), CA; [ffi10i«)gY,
Garabedian, Frances
Tulsa, OK; Nl!Irsing
Garay, �oama
South America; Marketing
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It's unanimous. The most talked about
show on campus this year, and throughout
America, is The Cosby Show. Winner of The
People's Choice Award, Cosby is popular
with both the young and the old.
What is responsible for the show's over
whelming success? Simple, it is so closely
related to real life. Deep down inside of
everyone's parents, lies a little bit of the
Huxables. Let's be honest. How many times
have your parents asked you before hand, or
in the presence of your date, "How ugly is
he/she?"
Or better yet, how many times have your
younger siblings gotten you in trouble?, got
on your nerves?, or criticized your artis
tic expression?
The reason for the popularity of this show
is because it has real parents playing par
ents, and real children, like us, playing us.
For many it is like looking through a mirror
into their very homes.

ten

Gol(JkeUe, Dawn
Livonia, MI; Teleeomrn.

Gonzalez,_ Anabella
Laredo, TX; Accounting
Gray,l>on
West lLil<L'l'l, OR; l'he0l0gy
Grazick, 6regory
Greenfield, MA; Business Adm.
Green, lillie
Las Cruces, NM; Computer Sci.

Grimes, Liz
Niceville, FL; Music Education
Grondzik, Michelle
San Diego, CA; Marketiag
Grous, Jfeffirey
Vefl1101i1, (':1['; ACc0lilntrng
Grove, Betsy
Altoona, FA; Biology
Gualtiere, Bill

Barringjen, lL; Psychology
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'Twas the week before finals
And all through the dorm,

Creatures were stirring
As is the norm.

-

But I and my roommate
Had just settled down
For some sleep.
When out on the lawn
There arose such a clatter,
I sprang from by bunk to see what was
the matter,
And what to my wondering eyes did
appear,
But a group of handsome men singing of
good cheer.
The girls how they giggled as the men
sang

off-key,

And I heard them exclaim to the

delightful glee
"Merry Christmas

to all

...

girls'

WE ARE

A.D.!!"
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J{eil, jim
Ttlisa, OK; Pastoral
Kendall, Tim
N. l?alm Beach, FL; Business
K:hgo, Betty

SiFlgaW0l1e; iIi'a:st0va:i

Mini·st.

K'hoo, jfimothy
Singapore; Fsycno!ogy
rung, Herman

WaukegaJ,il, �'I!.;
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"Don't leave home without it." That is
the advice given to incoming freshmen as
they stand in line to have their pictures taken
for their ORU student identification card.
When I was a freshman the card came with a
little clip so the ID could be fastened to a
pocket, a keyring, or a backpack. I'm
embarrassed to admit it now, but I actually
wore my ID pinned to my lapel the whole
first week of school. I felt like secret agent
007 with my badge.
Four years later the ID doesn't hold near
the prestige that it used to, and yet the ORU
ID has never carried quite as much clout as it
does today
LRC privileges, free admis
sion to sporting events, AC entrance, bank
ing privileges, movie and concert discounts,
and I hear that with a little practice it even
serves as a spare room key. And beginning
this year, the ORU ID has replaced the old
meal ticket. The ORU ID
don't leave
home without it.
...

...
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"Up and out!" "Up and out!"
A familiar cry to anyone who eats a long
leisurely breakfast on Tuesdays or Thurs
days before Chapel. Long, leisurely break
fasts are foreign to most of us on any day,
but on one particular Tuesday morning I
rushed into SAGA at 10:29 to grab a dough
nut and a glass of milk before making my
way toward the Mabee Center. I joined my
wing-mates who were casually chatting over
a second cup of coffee. Keeping an eye on
the clock, I slammed down my breakfast.
Picking up my tray, and pushing in my chair,
I looked quizzically at my friends. "Isn't it
time to go to Chapel?" I asked.
"Not yet," they replied, "Laura hasn't
come
,

yet."

'Laura?" I questioned wondering if there
was yet another girl on my wing whom I had
not met.

"You know, the sandwich lady." "The
that makes you say the bread before you
say what you want on it?"
"That's the one! She always comes and
ushers us out the door. It's a tradit
"Up and out!" Came the cry from the
familiar face behind the sandwich bar, "Up
and out!"
One of life's simplest pleasures.
one

"

-
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Pinchot, John
Fairfax, VA; Telecomm.
Podhajsky, Lori
Longmont, CO; Social Work
Pohlenz, Frida
Tulsa, OK; Nursing
Pokrzywa, Andrea
Schuamburg, mL; Psy. Education
Porco, 'fracy.
Cent€I'ea€R, NY; Social Work

:Ruth, A!ngejja
13rowflwooe, TX; General Studies
Ryan, rum
Moeile, At,; Eaem. Ed.
Ryder, Randee
Mt. Clemens, MI;·Pre-Medicine
Samuel, ,rJason

Sl1reveJ')0rt, LA; Theology
Sans,

Lisa Marie
.

.

Li�oh£ieid Pask, AZ; Pre-Medicine
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Santini, Michael
Reno, NV; Business Adm.
Saunders, Robin
C(!)i@raao City, (JO; Mgmt. Inform. Sys.
Sayre, Chrys

Seattle, WA; Music Ea.
Schabitller, Steve
Fairview Park, OH; Biblic. Lit.!Eng.
Schanke, Karen
vul-as, OK; BioI0gy/Mgmt.

Sehemenau, John
Scott APB, IL; Biochemistry
Schmitt, Andy
M€lIltice1l0, U.; [Bus. Mang.
Schobel', Janice
Sunrise, FL; Teleeomm.
Schultz., Annette
Vergas_, MN; Music Education
Scott, john
Memomcnee falls, WI; Marketing

Seou, Sheila
Sapulpa, OK; EJem. Education
Selberg, Steven
Rapid City, SD; Management
Sesites,

famela

Cuyahoga Falls, OR; Telecornrnunicat.
Shade, Kathy
Fontana, CA; Elem. Education
Shelton, Joanna

�bilene, TX; l'eJee(!)mm.

Unity is one of the main goals of the ORU
student body. Trying to make the members
of the various Titan athletic teams feel like a
part of the rest of the students has always
presented a particular obstacle.
The Athletic Dorm is situated closer to the
Mabee Center and the Aerobic Center for
obvious reasons which separates it from the
rest of the campus. There have been several
attempts over the years to remedy this situa
tion
giving the AD a sister wing, holding
pep rallies and open houses to encourage
students to frequent the AD. One of the most
successful attempts has been the Thursday
night Bible study at the AD which is attended
by students campus-wide.
...

Perhaps the most productive, and long
overdue, step toward unification has been
the planning of a bridge. Construction began
in April for a bridge over Fred Creek which
will make the trek from the AD to the LRC
much more pleasant for the students living in
the athletic dorm.
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Welcome to the war! Yes folks, it is that
time of year again when the whole ORU
student body tries to fit into the bookstore at

Scratching, clawing, pushing, and
shoving, lots of heat, and lots of fun.
Many go for the new books, hoping they
don't run out before they can get a hold of
one. Others head for the used books and flip
through them anxiously looking for a copy
that has been well high-lighted. Oops!
Watch out for fellow students who, like
yourself, are so busy searching their course
once.

schedules and the aisles of the book store
that you're both trailing on the course of a
head on collision.
But the real excitement comes when you
have gathered all of those books that you can
possibly carry in your arms, and make your
way to the cashiers. Looking for the front of
the store you suddenly realize the front is the
back
of the line. And oh, what a line! The
people in front of you stretch on for miles
and they all crane their necks to see where
exactly that line ends. Well, that's okay.
After all the store is open for another three
hours, and you have certainly got plenty of
reading materials. Three hours later, and
only two people remain between you and the
cashier. The anticipation mounts. The
cashier smiles politely as she reminds you to
have your ID ready
"Oh no! My ID!"
-

...
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Tilli, Robe�t

tJi>�quannick, NJ;

Inter. Comm.

1Fimmernan, Nathan
Phoenix, AZ; Telecomm.
Tipton, Nancy
Plainview, TX; Telecornrnunicat.
Titus, Erie
San Antonio, TX; New Testament
Toli:ver, Shawn
l?olIocb Pines, CA; Business
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Trost,

Victoria

Great Bend, KS; Music

Tucker, l'heresa
Oak Park, IL; Nursing
Tulay, Jeremiah
Monrovia, Liberia; Theology
Turner, Kristen
Tempe, AZ; Business Mgrnt.
Turner, Susanne
Mt. VeFN0R, MO; MaFketil1g

Turyasingura, Fred
Mfarara, Uganda; Theology
'Futtle, Pam
'!1N,lsa, OK; Comm. At1is
Tyner, Laurel
Carl Jct., MO; Business Mgmt.
Underwood, Mary
Dallas, 'IX; Iglem. Educ.
Underwood, MiCbael
Jeaks, OK; Mal'ketmg

Vincent, Carl
:P-el1sa00Ia, FiL; l13usiness Admin,
Vostello, DeboFah
!MlNdson, FIt..; $Ji>e0ial i1Eal!lc.
Wal�er, il!;oFi
Safl Antonio, TX; Hltl'l. & Phys. lEd.
Walker, Melanie
Dallas, 'fX; Social W IDFk
Walker � Viclci
WlFa!{, 00; Musie

War:ren.

Ward,

W00dstown, N!J; Business

Watt,

Rebecca

@r.ee[ey, (JO; Nu�sing
We'beF, Ruth
,[,ulsa, OK; Accounting
Welch, Thomas
[Las Vegas, NV; Business
Wesel, Kevin
Tulsa, OK; Englisn :Bible

Weymour, Mark
Sarasota, FL; Biology
White, Leonard
�ast !i?-ro'7iclenee, �r; Biology
White, Sooy.a
'Ji'aftJafu.assee, 'Fib.; 'Telecommuflieat.
Whitmire, Susan
MeAlIen, 1i'X; Swecial Educ.
Wie,Ona
Norway; Telecornmunicae.

Wiens,

Connie

Aspen, CO;

French

Wilcox, Celia
Wavelaflld, MS; Aft Education
Williams, ()hl'1istine
TOFance, CA; Accounting
Williams, Kent
Broken Arrow, OK; Business Mgmt.

Willier, Cyndi

Si0UX City, IA; Nursing

Winfrey,

Annette
.

Mechanicsville, VA; Nursing

Wingbermuehle, Joseph

Chesterfield, MO; Psychology
WinkleF, lUinda
]'uFi@ol{, CA; N�l!lFSi.(ilg
Wise, Krls
.

Telecornmunicat.
Melissa

Cloquet, MN;
Wisley,

.

Booneville, AR; Accounting
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The ORU Model United Nations program

sponsored by the Student Association and
occurs twice a year. Open to all students,
participants choose a country and represent
that country's interests on various commit
is

tees.

This mock United Nations gives the stu
dent an opportunity to see major world
issues through the eyes of other countries.
The student also has to respond to "crises"
in the manner in which his country would.
The two-day event which was held on the
fifth floor of the Graduate Center gave the
students valuable educational experience in
world affairs. In the above picture, nations
respond to the latest press release.
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One place here on the campus of
ORU can help refresh you like no
other place. This welcome respite
from the hustle and bustle of every
thing is Lake Evelyn.
Most students walk right past
Lake Evelyn on their way to the
Aerobics Center or the tennis courts
without giving it a thought. But
Lake Evelyn is like a sanctuary to
those whose hearts need building up
in peace. Just sitting beside the lake
listening to the breeze gently flow
through the trees can be soothing to
a lonely or downhearted spirit. It's
almost as if God is reaching down to
breathe His life back into all those
who need a touch from Him just to
be able to go on.
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Brinkley,

Leah

Hico, TX
Brittain, Heather
Bemidj, MN
Broady, Everett
Charleston, WV
Brown, Dean
Cincinnati, OH
Brown, Denisa
Fort Worth, TX
Brown, Rick

Ourtis, NE
Brucculeri, Jel1\:ey
Jamestown, N¥
Bruns, Stephanie
Lakewood, CO
Bucks, Brian
Gelden, IL
Burcbett, 'Fodd
Del City, OK
Burer, Karen
El Cajon, C/\
Burgus, .Jeff
Tulsa, (ilK
Burkman, Robtr.t
Tulsa, OK
Butac, Glory
Mililanit@wl), ¥.ID
Campbell, Ro�
€lal( Dale, p�
Caott, Sberrie
Missouri City, TX
ScoJt
St. Louis, MO

Carlnger,

Carlson, Kristina
Richmond, VA

Cban, Miriam
Philippines
Chaney, BiU
Marion, Old
Ohildress, Todd
Parkersburg, WV
Christiansen, DOFeen
N. Avalon, NY
Christianson, Sandra
Loveland, CO
Ohupp, Ann
llulsa, OA,
Ola.k, Ror.y
@fallon, MS

Clestino.. Rick
M0n1FOSe, Chl
Coates, Miclielle
Erie, Mil
Coates, Randy
Houston, TX
Cole, KimbeFly
Hampton, VA
Collins, Jeff
Broken Arrow, OK

Collins, Kevin
Johannesburg, S. AFr.

Cop�iYnicar, Amy
Omaha, NE
Coskey, l\:ii1y
Colts Neck, N¥
Creel, Ricky
Lakeland, PI!..
Crites, Janet
Reno, NV
Cromwell, Laurie
Stuart,FL

Culbreath, John
Paso Rebles, CA
Oummins, Colleen
Newport, WA
Ourtis, Laura Lynn
Ojai, CA
Daggett, Lauren
San Ant0ni@, 'FX
Dandnidge, Rachel
Great Neck, NY
Dantonio, Micalann

Washington, NJ
David, Daphne
Ruivi, Muscat
Dawkins, Lana

Moberly,

MO

Cherie
Deberny, David

Dawson,

Oxford, NJ
Dehass, Nancy
Grangeville, IA
Denney, Greg
Irving, TX
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The SUB, or the Depot, or whatever
else one might choose to call it this year,
has always been a favorite place to relax,
spending a little time away from the
books, aerobic points, and DAIRS. With
the addition of the video game machines,
always new and changing, and the pool
and ping pong tables, the Student Asso
ciation gameroom has become an in

creasingly popular place on campus.
The Depot also serves as a ticket office
and money changer. Tickets to such
events as campus concerts, area movies,
and even graduation can be obtained at
the SA ticket window. The change
machines right around the corner are
quite popular when laundry time rolls
Xerox machine ac
whenever the
next humanities exam draws near.
And of course one must not forget the
variety of foods available in the Depot
from banana splits to pizza, and from
nachos to yogurt.

around. And the

quires quite

a

new

gathering
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Oklahoma may not be known for its ski
or its beautiful White Christmases,
but at least once or twice a year, the heavens
do open up and let a little of the white stuff
glaze the state. On campus the sight of a
snowflake sends people scurrying around
exhilerated with the excitement that only a
good snowfall can bring.
Why such excitement? Students know
what lies ahead. The beautiful, peaceful
hush of the first few hours after a snowfall
will soon give away to an air of expectancy.
Snow fights, men, bunnies, and angels all
come out shattering the hush and replacing
the peace and quiet with peals of laughter
and the whiz of flying snowballs.
Winter traditions among ORU students
include numerous bouts in the snow with
both good friends and total strangers, but the
highlights include SAGA-boganning, and
the annual EMR-Towers snowball fight.

slopes,
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Sweat
pouring down your face.
issued from the pit of your
Grunts
stomach involuntarity as you curl that
barbelljust one more time. You ask your
self if all the pain could possibly be worth
while, The cliche, "no pain, no gain"
runs through your mind. The truth is, that
you know eventually the struggle and dis
clipline will payoff.
Everyday, dozens of ORU men on
their way to being whole men make use of
the weight room in the AC. Some are
concerned with building their muscles in
order to perfect their physique, while
many others wish to improve their health
and the way they feel. At some time in
their college careers, most ORU men be
gin a weight lifting program. U nfortunate
ly, the demands and rigors of college life
often crowd out the discipline necessary
consistent program.
However,
persist, aided by the
camaraderie of other "ironpumpers" ea
ger to give that little extra push necessary
to maintain

a

some

to motivate in those last few
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Lafavre, Jeff
Faribault, NM
Lamb, Brad

Sebring,

sr,

Lamb, E.in
Grass "aJJe y, CA

Lancaster, Mark
Tulsa, OK

Lappert, Susan
Farmington, CT
Lee, Launa
Zachary, LA
Letko, Thomas
Waukesha, WI
Levesque, John
Orrington, ME
Linden, Jane
Clara City, NM
Lippencott, Jeff
Port Jefferson. NY
Liston, Chet
Columbia, ON

Lobmeyer, MI!J"Y Ann
Garden Oity, KS
Longo, Rose
Troy, NY
Lowe, Randy
Warne.

Ro@ins,

GA

Lynch, .racy.
Huntsvjlle, 1:)11
Mabe, Paul
Shawnee, KS
MacMiUer, Susan
Mission TX

Maddock, Doug
Elyria:,Ot.IJ
Mair, Ruth

Anne

New York, NY

Malone, .KeitH
Medford, NY
Mann, Kellie
San Antonio, TX
Mapson, Lisa
Blk River, MN
Mar.quar.olt, Ca:y1a

Hugoton,

KS

Marshall, Melinda

Mesquite,

TX

Martin_, Jeff
Springs.

Sand

OK

Martin, JWie
1i..0'o<eland, ee
Martin, Mike
Glendale, AZ

Matalamaki�

Drew

Deluth, MN
Matteson, Rebecca

Sunnyside,

WA

Matzek, Cindy
Wiehita, KS
Maury, Lydia
Bronx, NY
Maxwell, Melissa
Silver Git.)!, NM
McCaiq, Tammy
Smith Center, KS
McCannon, Deborah
Oak"ilie, fA
McCorry, Michael
Livonia, MI
McCoy, Teil
Wytie, TX

McElroy, Susan
Indianapolis, IN
McFad�en, Julie
Zephyr Hili, FL
MeGa van, Staci
Klamath Falls, OR

McGee,

Kevin

Granite City, IL
McKie, David
Pennsville, NJ

McKinley, Kimbra
Mineo. OK

McKissack, Jeff
Ft. Wonh, TX
McNabb, Lisa
Pernberion, NJ

McSkimming,
Schenectady,

Nalene
NY

Medford, Bawana
Brooklyn, !NY
Meyer, Stacy
Holman, WI
Meyerholt, Sandra
Valrico, FL
Mihue, 'Fim
Tulsa, OK
Miller, Annette

fndianapolis.,

IN

Miller, Dawn
Louis, MO
Miller, Rockford
Tulsa, OK
Mills, Lora
SI. Peters, MO
Mohess, Dickie
'trinidad, W. Indies
St.
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Practical jokes, bleeps and blunders. The spice that sea
college dorm life. Whenever a moment of peace or,
perish the thought, boredom appears on the horizon, the
sons

friendly practical jokers who somehow find their way onto
every wing can be counted on to break any lull. From photo
ning an unsuspecting wing-mate or papering a room to substi
tuting toothpaste for filling in an Oreo cookie, practical jokes
are the spice that makes dorm life bearable and even
enjoy

able.
Events such as engagements, birthdays and graduations
often seem to attract practicaljokes. The standing rule is that
personal belongings are exempt from joking, but in the ex
citement of the moment, this rule is sometimes forgotten;
which leads to revenge
and counter-revenge. And
...

counter-counter-revenge.
Practical jokes can get out of hand. However, they can be
valuable tension-reliever and a source of laughter and
closeness for friends.
a
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The Lord has

opened

some new

doors

to ORU students. The Summer Missions
Program now enables students to earn up

to three credits for their

participation

preparation

and

in missions.

A second accredited program in mis
sions is the Mission Internship Program.
This program, which began in 1984, is a
unique program to ORU and an excellent
opportunity for long-term ministry. This
program is a facilitator for students in
terested in working with ministries out
side of the United States for periods of
four, eight, or twelve months. Students
accepted into this program earn credit
hours per four month period. This prog
ram is designed for students entering their

junior

year who have had

some

prior

cross-cultural experience.
Both the Summer Missions Program
and the Mission Internship Program are
opportunities to earn credit hours that are
a part of the mission minor now offered

by the Undergraduate Theology Depart
ment.

Reynolds, Diane
Onawa.IA
Rieber, Mary
1'..0uisviIle, KY
Riedel, �Ie.

Alliiuque"�ue.

NM

Rise, Richard
11ulsa, OK
Roberts, John
Chalmette. LA
Roberts, Tltomas
Santa Cruz, CA

Robertson, Lisa
Jenmyn, PA
Rose, !}renda
Bismarck, NID
Roseberry, Mark
New Cumberland,

WV

Rowe, Deborah
Rockford, IL

Runnels, Beth
lIiulsa, @K
Rushfor.d, Scott
Tulsa, OK

Tydstrom, Jennifer
Rapid CiIJl, SID
Sampson, Debna

Englewood,

CO

Sanders, Derek
Tulsa, OK
Saur, Jacqueljne
\Matent0wn, N'lI
Scher.tz, Carolyn
Merced. CA
Schluter, Wendy
Cannon Falls, MN

Seltnedler, Steven
Collinsville, OK
Schoope, Maria

Bergenfield.

NJ

Sobultz, Debbie

Grarrbury, if X
Schultz, Mauneen
Yuba

City,

CA

Schwartz, Brad
Pleasanton, CA
Schwartz, Chuck
Macon, GA

Scoggin, Joseph
Temple, AZ
Seeman, Jolene
New Hope, NM
Selvert, Patty
Fremont. NE

Shotton, Steve
Raas, CO
Shuler, Denise
Tulsa, OK
Simmons, Jim
Tulsa, OK
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Tucker, li;iz
Oak Park, u,
Tumer, Ken
Broken Arrow, O�
lJIilrich, TeJil
San Jose, CA

Vaniler-Weide, Brian
Issaquah, WI!t.
Vander-lug!, Sandra
'Hanahan, SC
VanHouten, Mindy
Farm Hills, MI
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Vanides, A.es
Melrose Park, It.
Var.gas, Patricia
Bayamon, PR
Walken, Mel'shell
Sparkman, t.\R
Walker, Michael
Alexander, VII<
Wallace, Diane
Orlando, FL
Wallace, Thomas R.
Onlando, iFlL
Walls, Pattr
Ashland, Ol!'!
Walters, Sharon
Tallahassee, ll'1.
Washington, Josephine
Jersey City, J:-IJ'
Wathen:, Gonaoli
iJi;t

Faii1field, ME

Watson:, Doug
Scotia, 'INi¥
Welib, :Jodi
Stlaron, W1
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In spite of the ominous predictions
that 1984 would be the realization of
George Orwell's novel, 1984, the year
was actually a welcomed turn around.
With President Reagan beginning his
second term as President of the United
States there seems to be a nation wide
resurgence of the American way of life.
Oh, the problems still remain, many
of them more threatening now than
ever before
the threat of nuclear
war, the huge budget deficit, the con...

troversy

over

legal abortions,

are

just a

few of the issues that make front page
news in daily newspapers across the

country.
But in spite of the often grim realities,
there appears to be an underlying belief
among United States citizens on the
whole that the best is yet to come. It is
not necessarily a certain leader, not a
particular party to which this general
consensus can be solely attributed to,
but President Reagan has certainly

© Oral Roberts University

done his share of strengthening this ini
tial impetus by establishing national
priorities and planning strategies to im
plement his goals.
Ironically, it is the oldest President,
at age 73, who has and is continuing to
revive the robust interest of the young.
And the entire world awaits with antic
ipation to see the progress of the next
four years.
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They lurk in the lobby of every dorm. Oh,
they look innocent enough, standing side by
side along the wall displaying their goods in
an array of lights and brightly colored pack
ages. Surely they do perform a worthwhile

service for someone. But then in the middle
of the night they begin
Rearranging the books and papers on the
desk for the third time, one tries to ignore
their faint beckoning. It's going to be a long
night; giving in now would certainly mean
defeat.
Gripping the pen in sweaty palms, one
begins again. But their cry grows louder and
suddenly one's stomach joins in the chant.
Visions of Doritos, Three Musketeers,
sodas and doughnuts. Don't forget Snickers.
It's more than one can stand and with a
sudden spurt of energy the search begins.
...

Frantically

one

rummages

through pockets

and drawers. Laundry will have to wait
another week as one fingers the cold, shiny
metal wedged in the bottom of one's back
pack. Dashing down the stairs, racing
through the halls, the pounding of one's
heart grows louder.
At last! And then, just as quickly as it
began, it is over. No chanting, no Doritos,
no doughnuts, no Snickers, and the Coke
machine prominently displays an 'OUT OF
ORDER" sign.
Eyeing the empty rows, one mechanically
deposits the coins into the slot. Slapping the
appropriate buttons for a bag of no doubt
stale rye crackers and cheese, one hears the
machine actually snicker. As one hand runs
along the empty slot, one realizes that it has
defeated by the dreaded
happened again
vending machine.
•

...
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Borer, Mary-bouise
Edmonton. Alberta
Bowen, KIm
La Mesa. CA
Bozza, Joseplt
Plantation. FL
Bracken, Kim
Ft. Mill. SC

Brandenburg, Kirk
Miller. SD
Brandt, JiirlI
Wauconda. IL
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Remember the days when college students could be found
into one room watching television in their occasional
moments of relaxation? Computer monitors with their attend
ance keyboards, printers, cords and discs have invaded the

piled

dorm

room.

Computers

are

often

purchased

as an

academic aid in typing

research, etc. Computer science majors, such as Tony
Efremenko, are primarily the owners of the small home models.
However, computer games and other programs are becoming
more and more of the past time around campus. In fact, some of

papers,

the capabilities of the little machines are rather frightening.
With the touch of a button, access to many computerized re
cords can be obtained (illegally). Student grades, phone
accounts and financial records can all be entered through a
computer if the owner is clever and diligent enough. Where do
you think the money to pay for these disc-driven toys came

from, anyway?
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Cousins Mark

Troy, lMa
Critchfield., Kasen
Unionville, V 1\

Crompton, Am:!!
Gales ¥enry, CT
Onook, .Jeff

CrilDpl'e Creek, CO
Cross, Georgianna
Webo, 11\

Cr().sswhite, Denise
Piedrnena, OK
{;uoteau, Bill
Brookton, MA
Cullison, Charles
Mentone, IN

Cummings,

A!lexandcr

Warervlelt, lNY
Curtls, Laura
Ojai, CA
Cushman, Knlstin
Sn. Charles. MO
Dane, MarK
Russellville, AR
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Davis, Qhris

Bethany.Tl;
Day, Keith
Centre, AI...
Deane, 3qnice
AleJliandria, VA
Debartolo, A va
Theson. AZ
Dehart, Loni
Wesaeke Village, CA
Delael, Keith
ellendale, 1I.:Z

The ORU Pep band hit the courts this year in a dazzling array of sound and excitement. The Blue Blitz, as they are called,
stirred brass with basketball, and came up with Brassketball (bras-ket-bol- n. enthusiasm). The band didn't need to work too
hard though, as the Titan basketball team played their way through an exciting season and into the MCC conference finals.
The music went on. From popular tunes, to the new school song. From William Tee to John Phillip Sousa. From trumpet
extravaganzas, to pulsating rhythm selections. It never seemed to stop long, but when it did, vocal chords took over. Shouts
and cheers filled the air as fans and band alike cheered on the Titans.
With the season's end, the air seems quiet. But behind some door, the Blue Blitz is getting ready to crank up again.
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complain about SAGA. We could discuss the
dress code while .sun bathing. But instead
of
importance
fnends, fast foods, flammg
let'sjust thank the Lord for
os and fathers; for footballs, fries, freckles, and frisbees.
Fdr comics, cuddles, kisses and cashews.
Our Creator we thank you for graham crackers, Cap'n
Crunch, grandparents, and graduation (some day). Not to
forget homecomings, heartthrobs, hamburgers and home,
the three mile run and spare time to have fun.
Dearest Father we thank you for Jell-O, June and July,
We could

...

and for blue jeans. Thank you for small mistakes and big
erasers, chairs that swivel and recline, and prices that drop.
Wonderful God, we are so grateful for bikinis, and
beaches, pizza and popcorn, drive-thrus and drive-ins,
weekends and winks, movies and dates.
But most of all we are grateful to you for You. For You
dearest Lord mean more than life itself. You are the Lord of
lords, the King of kings, Prince of Peace, and our Best
Friend.
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knows what the count is, what the
who's up to bat, but one thing is
is,
certain. On a sunny afternoon during the
Titan baseball season, Johnston Stadium is
the place to be.
The games begin around 2 p.m. and stu
dents meander to and from the stadium as
their schedules permit. Hidden behind their
Vuarnets, sipping a Coke, these devoted
fans eye the bleachers for the best seat
not necessarily the seat with the best view of
the game, but the seat in direct line of the
sun's rays.
The real baseball fans attend the evening
games, the double-headers, the one's that
begin when the sun is still out and end long
after sunset. Still dressed in their spring
attire, they show off the beginnings of a great
looking tan. But as the game continues from
one inning to the next, the shorts and shades
are replaced, first with sweatshirts, then
jackets, then blankets. Those who actually
stay to see their home team step to the plate
for the 1st time are huddled together with a
mug of hot cocoa grumbling about how such
a beautiful day could so quickly turn into a
cold, windy evening, and wondering why
So
they hadn't simply gone to a movie
much for baseball enthusiasts.
No

score

one

or

-

...
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Each year, partners of Oral Roberts
Ministries from around the country gather
together here in Tulsa to attend the Partners
Seminar. Partners are easily recognized by
their camera bags, friendly smiles and their
endless list of questions. "Where can I see
Oral?" "How do I get into the Prayer Tow
er?" "Are you going into the Ministry?"
With all the pressures and deadlines of
school, these lists of questions can seem
tiring. However, we as students should al
ways remember that the Partners are fund
ing a great deal of our education. Often, they
have sacrificed money that they could have
used for themselves. The Partners share the
vision that this University was founded
upon and have a natural interest in it, and the
students that attend it.
The time spent in smiling and being friend
ly to a visiting partner or any other tourist on
campus is negligible, but the effect such an
effort can have is making another feel wel
comed and at home is important to us as
individuals and to the school.
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Pushing

and

shoving,

and

straining

you try to catch a glimpse of
the Titan basketball team as they oome
running onto the court. To get into the

your

neck,

excitement of it al], you try in vain to
your roommate, or anyone else
for that matter, to run down onto the
court with you where the masses of peo
ple are forming lines for the team to run
through. Your roommate finds the whole
episode somewhat immature so you leave
her there to save the seats.
Suddenly the lights go out, and the
team races through the lines to the beat of
the new school fight song. Pushing your
way toward the front, you break through
just in time to slap the hands of one of the
team members as he rushes by. Clapping
and cheering ensues and you join in en
thusiastically You can tell by the elec
tricity in the air that tonight is going to be
a winning night for the ORU Titans.

persuade

.
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Their hair casually pulled back with a
brightly colored bandanas, and their ear
phones tucked securely in their ears, they
fervently begin to pedal. Some fix their gaze
on a specific point, virtually unaware of the
various activities surrounding them. Their
legs function without conscious thought,
and their minds race ahead even faster.
Others come in pairs. Their legs move in
synchronized motion as they chat with each
other about the day's activities. Waving to
their friends who are running circles around
them on the indoor track, and eyeing the
guys shooting hoop in the courts below
them, they seem oblivious to the accumulat
ing miles.
The stationary bicycles located on the
second floor of the Aerobic Center are only
one of the various ways for those whole men
and women to collect the required aerobic
points. Bicycling is one of the best aerobic
activities, and stationary biking protects one
from the many road hazards that bicyclists
confront on the streets. Stationary bicycling
is, however, an activity for those desiring to
go nowhere very fast.
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Pumping gas is a familiar experience to
college students who usually end up making
at least one road trip during the year. At least
it is familiar to most students. To some, like
sophomore Kathy Kibby, self-serve gas sta
tions are a new development. Some states,
like Kathy's home state of Oregon, don't
allow the convenience of self-pumping is
lands at gas stations. Citizens of these states
are used to service with a smile and to saying
"Fill 'er up."
Gas stops on long trips are always a wel
come occurrence. Hour upon hour of con
stant motion spent cooped up in a car taxes
the patience of even the most dedicated
traveler. Although the promise of the des
tination, whether it be California, Colorado,
Florida or home, makes the journey worth
while, the travel quickly grows tedious. Peo
ple tend to alleviate this tedium in one of two
ways. Some tend to race through the trip,
stopping only for the bare essentials
pumping in or pumping out. Others take a
more relaxed avenue. At those frequent gas
stops, these travelers take the time to stretch
their legs, talk to people in a place where
they have never been, or otherwise waste a
few moments before resuming the seemingly
endless trip.
Whether students traveled frenetically, or
relaxed and enjoyed their trip, they managed
to survive those all-night road trips and
eventually make it back to campus.
-
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Do grown-ups think that stress com
only to businessmen and women
who have three children and a career?
Did they forget what it is like to wander
from the classroom with your guts tied
in knots and your brains coherent as
cottage cheese?
Pressure is when you forget to type
your Holy Spirit position paper and it
is due in two hours.
Pressure is when your teacher calls
upon you to give your seven minute
speech and as you stand up in front of
the class your brain stops working.
You don't remember a single word.
Pressure is trying to cram 100 years
worth of history into your head before
writing your Humanities synthesis.
And if that wasn't enough, try writing
about it all in one hour making sure that
your handwriting is legible.
Pressure is when you schedule your
time out to perfection to study for an
exam and suddenly realizing that you
have an English composition paper
due the same day
having exactly 30
minutes to do it.
You try to pretend that these things
don't matter, but they do. You ache
inside at the thought of failing. We all
do. Your mind haunts you with
thoughts of self-condemnation. You
want to scream. You feel like your
skull has been crushed against a wall,
like your ears are touching each other.
You could bite your nails to the knuck
les. But you have no choice but to face
the pressure
alone.
Or at least that is the way you feel.
But we know that God is close at hand,
and he offers instant help, giving his
es

-

-

Holy Spirit

to

strengthen

your trou

bled heart. He is always right there
beside you. "Be still and know
"

...
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of whether or not anyone will
majority of college students
spend a great deal of time in pursuit of the
ideal mate, or at least thinking about being in
the pursuit of the ideal mate.
But for some unknown reason this pursuit
becomes more rampant in the Springtime.
Walking to Chapel on a particulary beautiful
Spring day, I heard two guys discussing this
unusual phenomenon:
"Where's Jim?"
"He's walkin' with Kate,"
"He's been seein' a lot of her lately."
"Yeah, he's got it bad and it couldn't have
come at a worse time."
"What do you mean?"
"I mean why does everyone get paired
up
in the Spring? It's the busiest time of the

Regardless

admit it, the

year! Papers

to type, chapters to read, job
applications, finals, apartment hunting,
Senior project, Graduation! This is the one

time of the year when a person has really got
to be diligent, disciplined, and
suddenly ev
erybody's off holding hands with somebody!
It's ridiculous!
I laughed to myself as I noted the
accuracy
of his observation. Everywhere I looked at
couples dressed in the brightest spring
fashions paraded arm in arm toward the
Mabee Center.
"Why don't they get together in the Win
ter," the young man continued, "when
there's nothing better to do?"
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Thanksgiving always conjures the aroma
of huge turkeys wafting from log-sized
drumsticks being carved at the head of a
table shared by caring family members.
However, some tables are not quite so
sumptuously laden. Since ORU students are
generally separated from the families with
whom they usually eat the Thanksgiving
meal, a popular campus ministry reaching
empty tables has formed.
Thanksgiving Outreach is a ministry that
fills both empty stomachs and an emptiness
area

within students who are far away from the
that has always been the meaning
behind Thanksgiving. Those participating in
Thanksgiving Outreach meet together to
cook and prepare a Thanksgiving feast.
They then take those meals to area families
and share the holiday with them. Many who
have been involved in Thanksgiving Out
reach consider that holiday one oftheir most
cherished.
What better way to give thanks than to
give yourself on the one day meant to be the
very symbol of gratitude and thankfulness?

family
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It is

imagine the wonders of
word, "friendship". When we find that
special someone who shares our ups and
downs, who loves us no matter what we look
like that day, who gives without expecting,
awesome

to

the

then

have found a friend.
Many poets have written about the mys
tery of friendship. A few have compared it
with happiness and sunshine; others to quiet
moments spent near a warm and soothing
fire. Jesus even said that a friend is he who
would give his life up for his friend.
Truly, a friend is a precious possession. I
can't imagine what my life would be like ifl
did not have that special someone to share
the good and the bad with. And you know, it
really doesn't matter where you are when
that person is with you
even sitting on a
park bench eating Kentucky Fried chicken.
we

-
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In keeping with the bigness of God's vi
sion for the campus, President Roberts
announced his plans to build a Healing Cen
ter across the street in the field beside the
City of Faith. Designed to better meet the
needs of visiting Partners and other tourists,
the Healing Center will be built beginning
this summer.
Plans include an expanded Journey into
Faith, a Television Center, A Walk Through
the Bible, a Miracle Drama Center, an En
tertainment Center, a restaurant and gift
shop, a Charismatic Center, a Healing
Prayer Center and a Seed-Faith Center.
President Roberts announced his plans to
students in a special Chapel held in the
Mabee Center. He promised that the Center
would signify a new direction for the Uni
versity, making available many new jobs for
students. The emphasis on the Holy
Spirit working through students in in
creasingly more participatory roles was
highlighted. Roberts told students that they
would be used more and more. The stu
dent's role is to be more active as the Heal
ing Center is completed. Roberts sees this as
part of his overall vision for ORU. His words
"and their works shall exceed yours" typify
President Roberts desire for the students
God has called to His university.
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Have you

noticed the number oflittle
not talk
ing about short people mind you. I'm talking
about babies, children, kids. It seems as
though we have had a sudden influx of them.
From dorm directors, to the deans, to stu
dents, SAGA babies have plenty of surro
gate parents to choose from.
When is the last time you imagined, Dean
of Students, Jack Wallace, bouncing a gig
gling infant on his knee. Quite a different
sight compared to the last time you sat
across the desk from him.
Whether darting about your kneecaps, or
happily gooing in the air, this new addition of
young faces in SAGA is a pleasant one for us
all.
ever

ORUers in SAGA these days? I'm
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Oh the poor mailbox,
he doth suffer so
wasting away with nothing to do.
This is his tale of woe.
Day after day he hungrily awaits
a letter, a postcard, a note;
if not for AT&T and "Dear Occupant,"
he would have died months ago.
Everyday anxious peering eyes look in.
Is there something for me?
But soon those eyes turn to disgust
-

Nothing again, nothing
What about my planted

-

seed?
But on those beautiful, glorious morns
those eyes shout of jubilee
a letter, a letter, finally a letter.
(The joy is seen for weeks).
But then the fast starts once again,
his cyclic tale of woe;
As he hungrily awaits his next letter
And peering eyes turn and go.
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Many of us are familiar with church buses.
Some of us rode the bus to Sunday school as
children, and as we got older many of us
have driven those buses ourselves.
But students at Oral Roberts University
are familiar with a unique bus ministry. They
gather in front of Security at 9 am every
Sunday morning dressed in their Sunday
best. As the old, silver and purple bus makes
its way over the speed bumps of parking lot
G, the students rush to the curb. Crowding,
but without pushing) they anxiously take
their seats on the "Higher D" bus.
Higher Dimensions Evangelical Center,
"where everyone is an evangelist," is one of
the most popular churches among ORU stu
dents. Pas to red by Carlton Pearson, an
ORU alumni, Higher D, as it is affectionate
ly called, provides ORU students with a
church home away from home.
In its three year existence HDEC has
moved from a store front in Jenks, to a used
car lot at 41st and Sheridan to its present
location at 101st and Memorial. Through it
all, the Higher Dimensions bus has provided
ORU students with transportation to and
from their many weekly services. For those
students desiring to have church rather than
just go to church, Higher Dimensions
Evangelical Center is the place to be.
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Waiting is

one

of those

aspects of living that

we

inescapable

must learn to

take with the good. Ever have one of
those mornings when you wake up before
the alarm goes off? You find yourself
simply laying in bed, staring into your
closet, wondering what you are doing
awake so early, and what you are going to
wear that day.
When at last the alarm does go off you
stumble out of bed and into the bathroom
only to be confronted with half of your
wing mates wearing towels and standing
in a line for the showers.
By the time you get to breakfast you
have exactly enough time to grab a bowl
of Cap'n Crunch, a piece of toast, and a
glass of orange juice. Or so you thought.
Eyeing the juice bar you note consider
able congestion, and there appears to be a
huddle forming around the toaster. You
sigh as you head for the door dumping the
dry cereal into your pocket to eat on the
way to class.
By lunch time you have waited for the
mail, a parking space, and a phone call.
Class time was spent waiting for the bell

ring.
By dinner you have waited to use the
washing machine, the change machine,
to

and the Coke machine. And you have
waited for the elevator more times than
you care to remember.
Mondays are spent waiting for the
weekend; winters are spent waiting for
spring; but some things are definitely
worth the wait
like waiting for a ride
which will take you far from campus for a
week of break.
...
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sign of snow, students
begin wearing their overcoats into
SAGA. And suddenly trays become
a coveted commodity. Cafeteria
At the first

workers barricade the doors and the
search begins. Why the sudden in
terest in the fiberglass dinner trays?
It's the hottest winter sport and
SAGAbog
it's uniquely ORU's
students
dinner
ganing. Following
abandon their studies and head for
the "slopes." The snow barely cov
ers the dead grass on the hills behind
towers, but the enthusiasm more
than compensates for the lack of
-

snowy

drifts.

The Northerners waste

.

no

time.

They take

a

running leap, slamming

their bodies onto the once tray now
reformed "Ultra glider" and go bar
reling down to the muddy mess be
low. Wrapping their legs around
each other's waists, they form a
chain. The delightful cries of the par
ticipants were more than I could
stand. "Come on," I pleaded with
my roommate, "Let's try it!"
It looked so easy. But tragedy
struck as my roommate and I clung
to each other while racing down the
course. Somehow my roommate's
tray was dislodged from beneath her
and she came to a sudden halt. Un
able to prevent the law of gravity

from

continuing its usual function, I
plowed over my roommate.
After finishing the run I anxiously
climbed back up to the spot where
I'd last seen my roommate. She was
still picking the grass out of her teeth
when I breathlessly appeared at her
side. "Wasn't that great!" I ex
claimed "Let's go again!"
Without saying a word, my room
mate turned toward the dorms, her
face beginning to swell.
"Southerners." I grumbled as I
trudged to the top with my makeshift
Flexible Flier tucked under my arm.
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AAA
Ables, Vickie 243
Ablin, Karyn 274
Abrahamsen, Susan 243
Abshier, Treva 274
Abshire, Jennifer 274
Accordino, Anna 256
Acres, Jeff 114,117
Mark 114,115,116,117,148
Adamdi, Gina 274
Adams, Greg 204
Joe 256
Joy 204
Pam 256
Stacy 274
Adelmann, Ross 224
Agee, Keith 204
Ahlfield, Dan 224
Ahmann, Keith 224
Airth-Kindree, Anne 44, 65, 224
Akers, Howard 224
Akin-Otiko, James 256
Akufo, Samuel 204
Alahverde, Lisa 274
Alavi, Victor 204
Alba, John 187
Albert, Dave 224
Alexander, Percy 243
Alff, Keren 256
Allen, Cathy 224
Debbie 243
Lisa 274
Lori 274
Marion 224
Terry 243
Tonia 274
Alpeter, Mark 69, 256
Matthew 256
Alsborg, Tom 256
Amacher, Lee Ann 274
Amburgey, Brenda 243
Richard 243
Amis, Jonathan 224
Amsberry, Jim 200
Amstutz, Monica 204
Anders, Pam 274
Anderson, Cheryl 256
Darcie 224
Greg 256
Howard 224
Kathy 224
Kristine 243
James 243
Mandy 274
Mark 274
Sheryl 274
Tracey 224, 315
Anderton, Kerri 274
Andino, Patricia 243
Andrews, Jennifer 274
Andrus, Holmes 243
Angel, Skip 243
Applegate, David 204
Kevin 224
Araya-Vasquez, Orlan 243
Archuleta, Tonya 243
Ardis, Emma 243
Argue, Karen 224
Lee 256
Arme, Chris 256
Arnesen, David 256
Arnold, Andrew 204
Janet 243
Arroyo, Rosy 256
Arthurs, Gail 256
Sharon 274
Ashburn, Don 195
Ashiegbu, Andrew 225
Atkinson, Timothy 225
Auten, Anne 76, 243
Avallone, Derek 161,243
Avans, Diana 256
Axon, Robert 256
Ayres, Diane 69, 243

BBB
Baier,

David 256

Kevin 256
Marcia 243
Balch, Daniel 200
Ball, James 225
Melissa 274
Ora James 225
Ballman, Jonathan 161, 243
Bangerter, Shane 256
Banister, Diana 256
Bank, David 200
Banks, Melissa 243
Baran, Terri 225
Barboza, Kerry 256
Barchelder, David 243
Barchini, Esau 225
Bard, Randy 256
Bargren, Hutha 225
Barksdale, Dave 225
Don 256
Barnes, Jamie 256

Kathryn 274
Barnett, Angela

256
Susan 243
Barnhill, Michael 274
Barre, Nick 256
Barrett, Jamie 256
Pascalle 225
Barth, Patricia 243
Bartholomew, Pam 256
Bartko, Chris 243
Bartlett, Steve 256
Tracey 256
Basile, Cindy 256
Bass, Jennifer 274
Batchelder, Lois 192
Bateman, Ed 274
Bates, Heather 274
Bauer, Brad 256
Bauman, Mary 256
Bean, Caryl 192
Tom 225
Bear, James 256
Beard, Bobby 274
Penny 274
Bearheels, Christie 274
Beatty, Karen 274
Kevin 225
Rick 256
Beauchamp, Julie 225
Beaudry, Juliette 274
Beck, Angie 256
Richard 225
Behan, Lisa 163
Behr, Tina 243
Beidl, Eugene 256
Belcher, Kim 225
Bell, Jennifer 225
Junior 256
Paul 195
Richard 243
Robert 225
Tammy 274
Beitzner, Wendy 274
Benarides, Leda 174, 274
Bennett, D.A. 204
Jonathan 243
Benson, Andy 72, 225
Christine 180, 225
Kelley 243
Benton, Diane 256
Michael 256
Berdy, Madaline 192
Berg, Brian 195
Gregory 225
Bergel, Arthur 256
Bergman, Khris 274

Berk, Cynthia 60, 181,225
Elaine 2, 256
Berkau, Mike 274

Berkholtz, Mike 256
Berndt, Chris 225
Berninger, Cleo 243
Beroske, Philip 274
Berry, Butch 118
Berry, Elizabeth 243
Bess, Lisa 274
Best, Tom 256
Bether, Susan 95, 195
Bettosini, Lisa 274
Bevis, Lori 243
Bickham, Shawmarie 274
Bie, Eva 243
Kjetil243
Biermeier, Joel 274
Sarah 243

Kevin 274
Mark 274
Bird, Penny 225
Birgen, Catherine 225
Birkemeier, Lisa 274
Birkner, Rick 274
Bisgaard, Karen 256
Bishop, Bryan 274

Bigham,

Baily, Kenneth 144, 198
Baird, Stephanie 243
Baker, Karen 225

Thomas 204

Bittrick, John 65,
Biwott, Kip 225
Bixler, Dave 225

243

Jeanette 225
John 225
Black, David 205
Elise 274

Blackhurst, Shelly 274
Blackshear, Hassain 274
Blackwell, Larry 243
Blair, Barry 243
Brett 243

Blake, Michael 205
Bland, Deloris 205
Bleckley, Mark 95, 225
Bleckley, Mark 95, 225
Blood, Christina 243
Blossom, Linda 256
Blum, Peter 243
Blume, Tara 243
Boak, Garth 225
Boatwright, Cindy 225
Bock, Bill 225
Bridget 243
Chavanne 134, 274
Boddie, Charlynne 274
Boehm, Mike 274
Bohlen, Joseph 274
Bolin, Susanna 274
Bonacquisti, Gary 256
Bone, Kimberly 225
Bonn, Lisa 274
Booher, Scott 274
Bookout, Stacey 225
Boone, Deann 225
Boozer, Kristi 275
Bor, Philip 226
Borchert, Leslianne 243
Borer, Mary-Louise 256
Borger, Kenton 226
Borst, Peggy 243
Bos, Rita 275
Bosser, Sonya 226
Bossler, Deb 275
Bowen, Kim 256
Lynette 243
Bowlby, Daren 275
Boxell, Jeff 141
Boyd, Brian 275
Boyer, Greg 198
Joanie 275

Boyle, Maureen 243
Bozza, Joseph 256
Bracken, Kim 256
Brackett, Carolyn 275
Braden, Mike 226
Bradway, Mark 87
Bragg, Kimberly 275
Brainard, Heidi 226
Brakebill, Cece 180, 226
Brandenburg, Kirk 256
Brandt, Jaril 256
Branell, Dawn 243
Branson, Alan 243
Brantly, Bill 159, 275
Branz, Jeff 275
Brash, Brian 275
Brault, Brad 205
Brebeau, Kim 275
Brewer, Bebe 124, 126, 129
Brewer, Dave 243
Evelyn 243
Pamela 226
Ron 205
Tim 275
Brewster, John 258
Briant, Marjorie 243
Bricker, Ed 275
Brickley, Rochelle 275
Bridges, Chad 275
Brink, Craig 258
Brinkley, Leah 244
Brinkman, Amy 205
Brittain, Heather 244
Broady, Everett 244
Broersman, Maria 146, 275
Brokaw, Keith 226
Broughton, Willa 226
Brower, Emeily 275
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'Brown, Barry

258

David 258
Dean 244
Denisa 244
Grace 258
Kellie 275
Lori 258
Michael 258
Rick 244
Terri 258

Browning, Penny 258
Brucculeri, Jeffrey 244
Bruce, William 275
Brundage, Pamela 226
Sara 275

Bruns, Stephanie
Bryan, Angel 275

244

Michael 226
Michelle 258
Bryant, Robert 226
Tammy 226
Brynteson, Richard 275
Tim 258
Buck, Stan 205
Todd 275
Bucks, Brian 244
Bucy, Nanci 183, 226
Bullard, Andrea 275
Bumpus, Randy 226
Bunn, Eldwin 275
Buonaiuto, Sharon 226
Buonomo, Peter 205
Burchett, Todd 244, 317
Burer, Karen 244
Burge, Gretvhen 275
Burgess, Katherine 275
Burgos, Peter 258
Burgus, Jeff 244
Burke, Curtis 275
Daniel 275
Burkman, Robert 244
Burns, Jeannie 163, 258
Burri, Kris 275
Burton, Curtis 200
Busdiecker, Kim 258
Busdieker, Koreen 275
Bushong, Ralph 258
Buskirk, Angela 275

Butac, Glory 244
Butt, Tajammal 275
Button, Kathy 258
Bylerley, Chris 129,275
Bynum, Bryant 174, 226
Byrd, Cheryl 258

ccc
Cabrera, Omar 275
Cadenhead, Amy 226
Caffey, Marrilyn 275
Calhoun, Wendy 163, 275
Calistro, Dean 258
Calvo, Sussie 275
Camp, Brian 258
Campbell, Allison 275
Bryan 226
Drew 275
Lee 205
Louise 275
Roy 244
Shelley 275
Cantt, Sherrie 244
Caraway, Cathy 86
Cardinale, Nick 258
Caringer, Scott 244
Carlson, Julie 258
Kelly 258
Kristina 244
Scott 244
Carlton, Robert 198
Carnahan, Robert 145, 226
Carpenter, Beth 258
Daryl 275
Philip 226
Carr, Sundee 244
Carriere, Lisa 275
Carrison, Mary 258
Carroll, Dean 258
Carson, Craig 275
Carstensen, Bruce 195
Carter, Nathan 226
Cary, Charles 275

Casey, Tracey 244
Caso, Loren 275
Cason, Susan 244
Cass, Mamie 275
Castillo, Daniel 275
Roland 258

Catesi, Jacki 258
Caughell, Dlynn 244

Cerniway, Leon 195
Chamberlain, Alex 244
Chambers, Colleen 275
Martha 275

Champlin, Bob 258
Chan, Miriam 244
Chaney, Bill 244
Chara, Dr. 55
Chase, James 226
Chavier, Renee 258
Chen, Karen 275
Chestnut, Scott 258
Chicchetti, Robert 258
Childress, Todd 244
Chimento, Charles 226
Chin, Annette 226
Chinnadurai, Rajan 205
Chisholm, Beth 226
Cho, Jackie 275
Choi, Catherine 180
Choi, Kuija 226
Chong, Lee 200
Choo, Huey-Ling 226
Christan, Anne 276
Christian, Keith 258
Christiansen, Doreen 244
Christianson, Sandra 244
Chumley, Willard 276
Chupp, Ann 244
Churchill, Blair 159, 258
Ciganek, Ronald 258
Clapper, Ann 258
Clark, Cathy 226
David 276
Jill 276

276
Korinne 276
Michael 226
Rory 244
Tracy 130
Clarke, Joann 193
Clawson, Brad 258
Clay, Trisha 131
Clayton, Jennifer 226
Cleary, Caryn 276
Cleek, Ronald 198
Clements, Daniel 226
Kirby 258
Clestino, Rick 244
Clopton, Kandy 276
Close, Audra 276
Coates, Michelle 94, 244
Randy 244
Cobb, Jacki 276
Coffield, Betsy 258
Coffman, Chris 258
Cohen, Scott 276
Cole, Kimberly 244
Julie 258
Kelly 258
Colflesh, Chris 276
Collado, Dan 195
Collins, Jeff 244
Kevin 244
Combe, Jeff 136
Condly, Bob 205
Connolly, Laura 226
Connor, Loralee 226
Conrad, Candace 276
Cooney, Kevin 276
Cooper, Melissa 276
Mike 276
Scott 276
Copple, Mark 276

Kimberly

Coprivnicar, Amy 244
Corcoran, Michelle 271
Cordero, Joe
Comeau, Cherie 258
Corpuz, Rowena 277
Cosenza, Todd 226
Coskey, Amy 244
Victor 277

Cotter, Kelly 227
Coulet, Jeff 277
Coursen, Donald 277
Cousins, Mark 258
Cowen, Cindy 277

Cowley, Sharon 277
Craig, Edward 227
Craighead, Kim

227

Creath, Curtis 195
Creel, Ricky 244
Creighton, Sheryl 205
Creswell, Kathy 227
Crim, Elisabeth 277
Critchfield, Karen 258
Crites, Janet 244
Crompton, Amy 258
Cromwell, Laurie 244
Cronheim, Albert 277
Crook, Jeff 258
Cross, Georgianna 258
Crosswhite, Denise 258
Croteau, Bill 258
Crouch, Greg 227
Crow, Mark 227
Cruz, Bobby 277
Marcos 277

Culbreath, John 244
Cullison, Charles 25, 258
Cummings, Alexander 258
Bill 277

Cummins, Colleen 244
Cunningham, Cecil 277
Cuppett, Cathy 277
Curran, Curtis 227
Currieo, Steven 200
Curtis, Celeste 227
Laura 258
Laura Lynn 244
Cushman, Kristin 258
Cuthbertson, Bill 227

DDD
Daggett, Lauren 244
Dahl, Derek 227
Dailey, J.R. 227
Dale, Dennette 277
Dalessandro, David 277
Daley, Jerome 277
Danage, Robert 205
Dandridge, Rachel 244
Dane, Mark 258
Dantonio, Annette 277
Micalann 244

Darling, Alvery 227
Daugherty, Billy Joe
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David, Daphne 244
Davis, Bette 278
Chris 259
Kai 278

Dawkins, Lana 244
Dawson, Cherie 244
Cheryl 193
Day, Keith 259
Dean, Joann 278

Dinter, Michael 159, 161, 245
Divisconti, Tamar 97, 245
Dixon, Annette 245
Elaine 245
Lorin 195
Doak, Don 205
Dodd, Brenda 259
Dodds, Mike 141, 145
Dolby, Mary Ann 245
Doll, A von 200
Dommingquez, Maria 228
Donahue, John 259
Donaldson, Jeff 245
Doncea, Lora 245
Donovan, Kathleen 259
Doolittle, Norma 245
Doonan, Donna 228
Dornhofer, Peter 228
Dorsett, Doug 228
Katie 259
Dorsey, Charles 114,314
Dorten, Angie 278
Doty, Cathleen 278
Doty, Ken 228
Douglass, Brad 228
Lorrie 278
Douthitt, Rusty 245
Dove, Sheri 228
Tina 278
Dowler, Dave 228
Downey, Brian 199
Downing, Diana 259
Karen 259
William 259
Doyne, Roger 228
Drake, Darlena 278
Rebekkah 245
Dryden, Darcy 278
Duarte, Steve 228
Dubois, Toni 278
Ducker, Tim 228
Dudley, Richard 245
Duell, Andrew 259
Linnea 228
Matt 245
Duffy, Kimberly 278
Tom 228
Dugger, Deniese 260
Duke, Amanda 245
Coach 133
Duncan, George 228
James 205
Dunckel, Deanna 260
Dunford, Cathy 245
Duninck, Maria 245
Dunlap, Francine 260
Dunn, Lori 245
Dunson, Leslie 245
Durnell, Jill 245
Meranie 278
Durst, Beth 228
Dusoe, George 278
Dycus, Gary 260

Michael 227

Deane, Janice 15, 259
Debartolo, Ava 259
Deberny, David 244
Decastro, D.C. 278
Dechiaro, Gail 227
Dee, Katie 278
Dehart, Lori 259
Dehass, Nancy 244
Delaet, Keith 259
Dellis, Jillaine 278
Demarest, Gerald 205
Demoss, Melanie 227
Dempsey, Jodi 278
Denney, Greg 244
Denton, Michael 259
Deshon, Mona 278
Dettling, Geany 227
Detwiler, Kathy 227
Deutsch, Paul 259
Stephen 245
Devillier, Brit 2, 227
Dewhurst, James 195
Dewey, Janet 245
Dewitt, Jennifer 245
Deyoung, Westley 199
Diaz, Jose 200
Dibden, Jane 205
Mickey, Matthew 227
Dickenson, Billy 259
Karen 278
Christine 228
Dingihan, John 259
Dinsmore, Robert 278

Dildy,

EEE
Eargle, Todd
Earls, Kristina 228
Early Warning 33, 294
Eberlein, Kristi 260
Ebert, Tammy 245
Eberwein, Debra 278
Eberwin, Linda 260
Eby, Elaine 278
Edington, Anita 278
Edmonds, Patti 245
Edridge, Neil 187,245
Edwards, Glenn 260
Jon Paul 228
Reginald 260

Efremenko, Tony 69,
Egstad, John 18, 260
Eilers, Libby 278
Eis, Todd 174

Elizondo, Norma 278
Elliff, Pamela 260
Elliott, Laura 228
Laurie 228
Stephen 245
Ellis, Tamara 278
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228

Ellyson, Wendy 203
Emami, Mehrdad 193
Emerson, Cray 278
Emiliani, Roy 278
Emmett, Bert 245
Endrei, Bethany 228
Engelbert, Keith 278
England, Kristina 278
Engram, Kelvin 260
Epp, Naomi 278
Roselyn 278
Epperson, Greg 192
Erickson, Randy 228
Ernest, Roy 278
Eubanks, Buddy 278
Evans, Debra 278
Everett, Denise 245
Ewert, Annette 245
Ewing, Mark 137, 245

FFF
Melissa 278
Paul 260
Farando, Gary 205
Farell, Jacquelyn 205
Farina, Marla 278
Farshtschi, Lisa 278
Fauquet, Richard 205
Faust, Mark 186
Feist, Lahna 228
Feliks, Michelle 245
Fennacy, John 260
Fenton, Abraham 278
Anne 260
Porcia 199
Fernandez, Sandra 246
Ferrier, Sue 228
Fickett, Julie 246
Susan 228
Fincher, Mary Kay 278
Finkle, Sandra 228
Finnesey, John 5
Finstad, Teresa 228
Fisher, Glenda 246
Fladd, Laurie 246
Flanery, Bill 246
Fletcher, Michael 228
Fleurant, Steven 246
Folkart, Catherine 278
Foltz, Adrian 260
Folwarski, Lea 278
Fong, Heidi 206
Forbes, Elroy 278
Forester, Bob 246
Debra 228
Forrest, Craig 278
Forrester, Kathy 260
Vicki 260
Forslund, Rod 278
Foster, Colleen 140, 246
Foubert, Patty 278
Foust, Mark 260
Fowler, William 192
Fox, Anne 199
Foy, Mary 228
Frahm, Kim 246
Rich 278
Francks, Randy 260
Franer, Suzann 260
Franklin, Regina 260
Frayser, Scott 228
Frazier, Marilyn 246
Freedman, Dave 246
Freeman, Douglas 246
Marty 73
Tim 278
Freiling, Tom 278
Frey, Jerry 246
Frierson, Desiree 192
Frischkorn, Craig 199
Margie 246
Fritsche, Ted 260
Frye, Greg 186, 228
Lisa 260
Mike 186
Fugger, Leigh 260
Fulghum, Traci 278
Fuller, Brian 246
Funck, Debbie 246

Farah,
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GGG
Gaiser,

John 246

Galinsky, Bill 246
Gallagher, Jennifer

260
246
Gallego, Jose 246
Gallegos, Carol 246
Gallops, Michael 260

Margaret

Gamble, Effter 278
Gantt, Sherrie 246
Garabedian, Frances 228
Garay, Yoama 228
Garber, Nathalie 278
Garner, Cheryl 278
Joy 229
Joyce 260
Garnett, Steve 174, 260
Garnsey, Jennifer 260
Garrett, Mechelle 279
Garton, Angela 246
Gaston, Zell 229
Gauerke, Jayne 260
Gazalski, Rick 279
Geldart, Valerie 279
Geno, Brian 199
Gerloff, Alene 193
Gerrior, Therese 246
Gerrish, Elizabeth 279
Gianarelli, Leesa 193
Gianopulos, Gina 260
Gibboni, Mike 279
Gibson, Steve 279
Willard 246
Gidley, Tia 268
Todd 246
Giedd, Jeff 260
Gieseke, Carlos 260
Gigl, John 260
Gilbert, Greer 279
Terri 260
Giles, Ken 162
Gill, Allison 229
Kathy 246
Gillaspy, Gregg 279
Gilles, Marietta 279
Gilliland, Cynthia 246
Gillingham, Wendy 279
Gilmore, Janet 246
Gilray, Becky 229
Gimes, Kevin 279
Gimotty, Mike 279
Gitata, Elizabeth 229
Givens, Betty 229
Gladura, Dean 229
Glover, Isla 260
Glover, Isla 260
Goble, Jack 206
Gochnour, Derek 133, 279
Godwin, Cindy 61, 229
Goetaman, Kari 229
Goetsch, Yvonne 246
Goggin, Ed 229
Goh, Michael 247
Goldkette, Dawn 229
Goldring, Amy 279
Gonzalez, Anabella 229
Goodmanson, Danette 19, 279
Goodwillie, Ken 260
Goranson, Brian 13
Gorden, Tom 247
Gordon, Lee 192
Goss, Melissa 260
Tammy 260
Gott, Michael 279
Gould, Amy 260
Haley 279
Goulet, Jeff 279
Grace, Eva 279
Grant, Bobby 247
Tim 260
Gray, Don 229
Graves, Sherraine 247
Grazick, Gregory 229
Green, Gloria 247
Julie 229
Pearl 247
Gregg, Dr. 57
Greyshock, Jennifer 247
Grider, Curtis 279
Griffin, Selena 279
Griffith, Lynn 260
Mary 279
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Hatchett, Barry 247
Hathaway, Jay 247
Hatten, Mark 279

Grim, Craig 260
Grimes, Amy 279
Liz 229

Grinnell, Jim 206
Griswold, Andrew 260
Groff, Denise 260
Grogan, Keith 260
Grondzik, Michelle 229
Grones, Steve 260
Gross, Terri 260
Grothe, David 100
Grous, Jeffrey 229
Grove, Betsy 229
Growall, Bonnie 247
Grubb, Marc 279
Guajardo, Daniel 143,247
Guarjarso, Don 181
Gualtiere, Bill 45, 229
June 260

Gunn, Elizabeth 279
Gunter, Joy 230
Guthmann, Shirlene 260
Gutherie, Kendall 247
Robin 279
Van 247

Guy,

,

Hauff, Starr 159, 230
Havens, Jennifer 180
Hawes, Betsy 261
Hawkins, LaVenia 279
Hawthorne, Tracey 279
Hayden, David 279
Hayes, Martin 230
Haynes, Joseph 261
Kim 247

Hazelton, Sheri 261
Heidt, Kristi 86, 279
Heimer, Brooks 230
Heintzberger, Diane 247
Heinze, Katherine 230
Helberg, Kraig 247
Hemming, Bob 279
Henderson, Neilann 279
Henkle, Kristen 129, 261
Henning, Jeff 279
Sally 261
Sheryl 247
Henry, Debbie 261
Pam 261

Henze, Larry 261
Herman, Edward

HHH

Tom 261
247

Kevin 230
Hardy, Clint 192
Hargrove, David 261

Harlan, Mike 279
Harman, Jay 200
Harper, Steve 230
Harrell, David 247
Harris, Andria 247
Daryl 261
Karen 230
Scott 279

261

JJJ

Tim 279

Lora 247

Hoffman, Kim 231
Holcombe, Brian 247
Holderness, Carol 231
Hole, Katy 231
Holland, Beth 231

Gregory 186,

247

Susan 199

Hollinger Jean 231
Hollingshead, Marilyn
Hollis, Terry 231

280

Kent 247
Connie 231
Holmes, Evelyn 261
Lynda 280
Holtrust, Louis 231
Holtz, Scott 186, 247
Holtzen, Elizabeth 261
Gregory 280
Homme, Karla 231

Hollowell,

Hommerson, Suzanne
Hood, Samuel 261
Hooey, Kim 231
Hooper, Mark 231
Hopkin, Carol 261
Hopkins, Allen 280
Linda 159, 163

Hart, Brett 247
Hartery, Don 199
Judy 261
Harwell, Rhett 247
Shane 261
Robert 279
Karen 261

231

Ruth-Ellen 280

247

Tiara 200

Haskell,
Hasner,

Faith 261

Ives, Diane 280

Hollon,

247

231

Irish, Steve 261
Isaac, David 200
Isaacs, Jill 261
Iskander, Emily 280

,

Michael 230

Ice, James 231
Ide, Linda 261
Iida, John 206
Ikiara, Kenneth 231

Illig, Kendal 230
Ingraham, Ronald

Hiserote, Dale 247
Hochstedler, Terry 280
Hockhousen, Deborah 280
Hodges, Tim 247
Hodson, Lisa 247

Hanak, Paul 247
Hancock, Michelle 279
Handley, Garry 199

Harangozo, Hilda
Harden, Kelly

206

Hilliard, Anna 261
Hilsman, Chris 247
Hilton, Mona 230
Hinds, Chris 206
Hines, Steve 261

Beth 230
Gina 279
Marcia 247
Rita 279
Stephanie 279
Hamm, Richard 279
Hampton, Van 199

Hanna, David
Hanser, Laura 247
Hanson, Ken 247

III

Darlene 230

Christine 71
Deborah 230
Hillberg, Ronda 247
Hillegass, Donna 279

Halvorson, Peter 279
Ham, Hazen 279
Janet 180, 230
Hamilton, Adam 230

Sharry 131,

Hernandez,

Hillery, Tracy

Deborah 261
Phoebe 279
Hankin, Lisa 261

279

Luis 230

Hette, Dan 261
Heyn, Chris 261
Hidden, Jeff 279
Hiffner, Melanie 261
Hilborn, Ben 247
Hill, Amy 247

Bill 260
David 279
Greg 279
Julie 261
Steve 247
Vonda 247

Hardin, Julie

Hermandez, Cindiann

Hesterberg, Amy 247
Hestorff, Tim 279
Hetherington, Cheryl
Hetson, Eric 279

Hahnke, Robert 247
Haig, Elizabeth 260
Hail, Georgia 159
Hale, Shawn 247
Haley, Tracey 247
Hall, Bass 230

Shelda 261

206

Susan 206

Oscar 200
Hertzberg, Ron 230
Hess, Linda 159, 261

Hackney, Mike 140
Hadley, Barbara 200
Haffner, Brian 260
Hager, Linda 230
Haggard, Lori 247
Hagglund, Rob 247

Hang,

Houlihan, Cathy 261
Howard Jamie 231
Julie 231
Robert 199
Howells, Bill 231
Hrovat, Lynn 261
Hubbard, Teri 261
Hubble, Brenda 95,231
Huber, Amber 261
Hudson, Donnie 206
Huebsch, Michael 247
Wendy 280
Huettl, Michelle 280
Hughes, Sharon 199
Shawn 136
Tim 195
Hughlett, Carol 52, 163,231
Huisinga, Rebecca 280
Hunt, Christine 247
Jeff 280
Nathan 261
Huntzinger, Paul 183
Hutabarat, Mulana 280
Hutchins, Stephen 200
Vincent 261
Hutto, Lisa 247
Huygen, Patrick 231

Horst, Jill 280
Horstick, Kathleen
Horton, Kay 261
Horvath, Jeff 231

247

Jennifer 280

Hoskey, Dawn 231
Hoskison, Vicki 231
Houger, Beverly 247
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Jackson, David 261
Margie 124, 126
Robert 248
Stacy 280
Stephen 280
Tracy 248
Tracey 280
Jacobsen, Ron 261
Cynthia 193
Jaeckle, Kris 280
Jaffe, Jay 231
Jahn, David 261
Michele 231
James, Debora 261
Jameson, Desira 248
Janssen, Charnelle 261
Jarke, Susan 280
Jarrett, Kennedy 231
Jaynes, Ricky 231
Jeffries, Mary 248
Mike 159
Jenke, Leroy 183, 248
Jenkins, Greta 261
Jennings, Leanne 280
Jepertinger, John 199
Johnsen, Joy 248
Johnson, Brian 199
Brice 280
Carol 206
Cheryl 261
Chris 281
Christine 281
Dennis 163
Howard 181
Jacqueline 261
Jeff 261
Julie 142, 248
Kathy 261
Kevin 261
Leann 281
Lorna 200

Loys 261
Marjorie 261
Phil 261
Phil 231
Robert 231
Tammy 281
Wade 231
Wes 263
Johnston, Lori 248
Robin 263
Robin 140, 248
Tracey 231
Johnstone, Lindy 263
Joiner, Scott 248
Jolly, Ken 248
Jones, Alison 248
Bobby 97, 248
Deborah 281
Freda 281
Jackie 281
Jenise 14, 263
Jennifer 14, 248
Kecia 263
Kendall 248
Kerry 281
Kim 263
Mark 174, 263
Melody 263

Ray

231

Tim 263
Tim 281
Val 281
Jordan, Claudia 248
Connie 281
Eric 281
Karyn 263
Jorgenson, Eric 281
Joseph, Franziska 199
Joy, Karen 76
Judkins, Timothy 206
Jung, Charles 195

KKK

King, Herman

232
Teresa 248
Kintner, Laura 282
Kipchillat, Prisca 201
Kirby, Jack 232
Melissa 232
Kirk, Thomas 206

Lau, Lisa 282
Laud, Cherise 174, 263

Laughlin, Sherri 206
Laurson, Scott 152
Lazar, Denise 282
League, Delisa 282
Leboeuf, Joanna 282
Lebsack, Doug 263
Leckie, Vicky 232
Lee, Debbie 282

Kikham, Kammy 232
Karry 263
Kirsch, Darrel 232
Klassen, Lorelie 232,
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Michael 263

Klicka, Chris 198
Tracy 232
Klie, Mindi 282
Kling, Gina 248
Klinger, Noreen 263
Klotz, Christopher 282
Knapp, Ed 282
Knight, Chris 199
Kim 248
Mark 282
Knox, Brad 282
Knutson, Colleen 263
Kathleen 282
Kobzowicz, Bob 263
Kohl, Patti 282
Tim 263

Kolb, Ruth 263
Komo, Patty 282
Konkle, Sharon 248
Konner, Chris 199
Kotlowski, Jim 248

Kovaleski, Peter
Kramer, Allyson

206
263

Kimala 232
Mimi 263

Krause, Kathy 70
Kremers, Lisa 14,

282

Krempasky, Lisa 263
Kremple, Greg 18
Kribs, Dan 263
Krieger, Michelle 282
Kriegerk, Ken 248
Kroll, Susan 282
Krueger, Karen 232
Kruse, Dale 232
Deborah 263

Kahele, Charlene 162
Kaldestrand, Anne 281
Kamba, Nancy 281
Kane, Lisa 281
Kang, Helen 263
Kariunki, Jane 231
Karr, Jerry 231
Kaste, Michael 281

Katschka, Elisa 263
Katsis, Steve 281
Keagy, Barry 263
Kean, Larry 263
Keating, Frank 167
Keil, Amy 263

Kuehn, Randy 263
Kuester, David 282
Kum, Joe 232
Kunick, Jeaneen 3,

206
Jim 282
John 232
Judi 91, 161
Kunkel, Fred 232
Kunselman, David 282
Kushnir, Bill 248
Kwasny, John 282
Kwok, Fiona 248

LLL

Jim 232

Keith, George 206
Keller, Chris 281
Kelley, Craig 263
Kellis, Jonathan 248
Jeannie 263
Kim 248
Kendall, Shannon 281
Tim 232
Kennedy, Lynn 263
Sharon 281
Suzie 263
Von 206
Kent, Trey 248
Kenyan, Kelley 281
Kerr, Shanta 263
Kessler, Chris 281
Ketting, Ray 183
Susanne 263
Khoo, Betty 232

Kelly,

Timothy 232
Khong, Anne 248
Kibbie, Kelly 281
Kibby, Kathy 263
Kidder, Cheryl 282
Kienitz, Kent 206
Kiger, Chris 282
Kigore, Natalie 263
Kilgren, Faith 248
Kilpatrick, Kay 282,317
Scott 282

Kim, Don

263

Eunna 263
Ian 263

Lacagnina, Christopher 232
Lach, Steve 232
Lade, Arvid 206
LaFavre, Jeff 249
Lais, Elisa 263
Lake Evelyn Country Club 19, 292,
293

Lamb,

Arlene 282

Brad 249
Erin 59, 249

Lambdin, Dominique
Lambert, Faith 263
Lammert, Mark 263
Lamphear, Lesa 232
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Richard 263

Lancaster, Mark 249
Landess, Stephanie 263
Landis, Joseph 263
Sondi 263

Langley, Lisa 232
Langlois, Jim 232
Lanman, Shawn 263
Lanston, Vanessa 232
Lanzoni, Mark 263
Lappert, Susan 249
Lapuyade, Keith 199
Larson, Dana 206
Larson, Stephen 206
Lasco, Mike 263

Erwin 195
Hi Seon 232
Laura 249
Tonia 198
Walter 263
Leek, Jeff 232
Leftwich, Shawn 282
Lehman, Brian 232
Leibert, Kathlenn 263
Liechsenring, Amy 163
Leiss, Deanna 263
Lendh, Lisa 264
Lendon, Lori 282
Lerch, Tina 232
Leroy, Reese 164, 264
Lesher, Susan 201
Letko, Thomas 249
Lever, Anita 282
Levesque, John 249
Yvonne 282
Lewandowski, Mark 21
Lewis, Andrea 282
Cynthia 206
Elizabeth 232
Heather 264
Kenneth 232
Lori 264
Lorianne 174, 282
Todd 18
Libby, Mike 318
Lichtenberg, Julia 232
Lim, Adrian 264
Lind, Jennee 232
Linden, Jane 249
Linn, Ted 282
Lipnick, Jeff 206
Lippencott, Jeff 249
Lippincott, Kathy 282
Liston, Chet 249
Little, Laura 264
Lively, Abbie 264
Livesay, Laurie 206
Llewellyn, Mike 264
Lloyd, Lawrence 232
Lobmeyer, Mary Ann 249
Lofland, Kathi E. 232
Von 199
Loftin, Gail 232
Janet 282
Logan, William C. 282
Lohse, Camille 233
Lombardi, Paul 282
Long, Sherri 282
Longo, Rose 249
Lopiciolo, Patty 282
Loria, Antoinette 264
Louis, Todd 282
Lovelace, Parnell Jr. 233
Lowe, Randy 249
Lowenthal, Elizabeth 233
Lowi- Teng, Michelle 264
Loy, Robyn 264
Lucas, Julie 30
Lucyk, Ed 264
Ludwiczak, Robert 264
Lueders, Christine 282
Lueders, Jon 264
Luevano, Roy 264
Lupardus, Rocky 195
Lurch, Tina 180
Luther, Dan 282
Lutz, Curry 264
Laurie 282
Lyle, Brad 161
Lyman, Stephen 264
Lynch, Tracy 249

McAllister, Darin 265
McCain, Tammy L. 249
McCannon, Deborah 249

McCarty, Debbie

265

McClaister, Dondi 265
McClellan, Dawn 85
McClellan, Judy 283
McClendon, Mark 233
McCory, Bob 233
Michael 249
Michael 283
Ted 249
McCray, Ken 233
McCutchan, Ruthie 233
McDaniel, Lori 265
McDonald, Fran 233
Randy 199
McEachren, Heather 3, 165
McElroy, Susan 249
McFadyen, Julie 249
McGavan, Staci 249
McGee, Kevin Francis 21,153,249
McGinnis, Dawn 265
McGinniett, Rob 283
McKee, Jennifer 265
McKie, David 249
McKim, Michael 283
McKinley, Kimbra 249
McKinney, Donald 199
Michelle 283
McKissack, Jeff 249
McKnight, Frank 265
McLaughlin, Shawn 265
McManus, Leanne 233
McMath, Charlie 283
McMillan, Cynthia 265
McNabb, Lisa 249
McNaney, Lowell 206
McSkimming, Nalene 249
Robin 283
Mcintosh, Andrew 264
Mackey, Cynthia 193
Macmiller, Susan 249
Macquenn, Robin 264
Maddock, Doug 249
Maddox, Elizabeth 233
Magis, Pamela 264
Magnuson, Scott 282
Mahe, Debbie 233
Mair, Ruth Anne 249
Makohoniuk, Rick 264
Malra, Richard 282
Maldonado, Leslie 192
Malone, Keith 249
Mangiapane, Jane 11, 233
Manley, Scott 282
Mann, Kellie 249
Manning, Michale 199
Monica 264
Thad 282
Mansberger, David 282
Mappes, Mark 195
Mapson, Lisa 249
Msris, Richard 233
Mark, Lisa 233
Marquarott, Cayla 249
Marshall, Melinda 249
Martell, Glenn 206
Martin, Dante 282
Elizabeth 264
Ernie 264
Janet 265
Jeff 249
Julie 249
Mary 265
Michelle 282
Mike 249
Patricia 233
Peter 265
Martinez, Sandy 233
Marx, David 201
Masri, Moona 282
Massey, Arecia 282
Mastroianni, Joseph 206
Mastromatteo, Tia 283
Matalamaki, Drew 249
Matey, Jeff 265
Mathews James B. 283
Matney, Michelle 283
Matteson, Rebecca 249
Matzek, Cindy 249
Matzkvech, Art 283
Maupin, Julie 233
Maurer, Bob 265
Maursalian, Jack 195
Maury, Ludia 249
Maxwell, Carlin 283

McCoy,

,

MMM
Maass, Michael
Mabe, Paul 249

233
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Melissa 249

Mayfield, Phaedra 283
Mays, Tamra 283
Mbabazi-Mutodro, Aki
Mead, Brian 206

206

Jon Brian 265

Meader, Kathy 233
Medder, Ronald R. Jr. 233
Medford, Bawana 249
Meece, David 108
Meeks, Gerald 265
Michelle 283

Meister, Sarah 265
Meleen, Steve 283
Melilli, Jonathon 234

Menayang, Rico
Mendoza, David

283
F. 195

Mostia, Aaron 250
Moulton, Vicky 266
Mourer, ELizabeth 250
Mrofeza, Brent 284
Mueller, Penny 250
Mullen, Joann 284
Mullins, Tim 266
Mumm, Joel 284
Munson, Ted 206
Murphy, Claudine 284
Mary Ellen 284
Murrey, Cherie 284
Mwangi, Anthony 250
Myers, Diane 250

Ollson, Brent 153, 166,
Olver, Holly M. 250
Olvera, Miguel 250
Onan, Phil 284
Ong, Serelle 250
Orchard, Shaun 266
O'Reilly, James 284
Orike, Edith 250
Oritz, Clarivette 266
Huberto 250

Orr, Gregory, Orr 235
Osiwala, Ken 5, 266
Otiks, Akin Akin 119
Ousley, Bennie 266
Overholtzer, Lisa 284
Owens, Eric J. 284

Sheryl 250
Wendy 235

Karen 235

Edward 283
Edward 265

Mercer, Cindy 234
Mertins, Jim 265
Messenbaugh, David

NNN

206

Metz, Julianne

283
Meyer, Stacy 249
MeyerhoIt, Carla 234

Sandra 249

Michels, Addra 283
Mickley, Paula 283

Middlebrook, David 234
Middleton, Robbie 234
Miekle, Darrell 265
Mihuc, Gioia 234
Tim 249

Miles, Brian 149, 265
Miller, Amanda 234
Annette, 163, 249
Bob 197
Brian 265
Dawn 249
Joe 283
Katie 283
Michael D. 234
Nancy 283
Paul 265
Rockford 249
Mills, Curtis 266
Lora 249
Lori 266
Minton, Brad 266
Miranti, Joe 283
Mires, Gene 283

Mirzabozorg, Kathy

234

Misener, Jim 283
Mitchell, Byron 283
Douglas 266
Peter 283
Shawn R. 52, 163, 266
Mizell, Tonya 266
Moder, Scott H. 283
Moerbe, Monica 284
Mohess, Billy 234
Dickie 249
Jimmy 250
Mole, Kara 243
Molen, Angela 284
ReneLl 262
MoLlick, Gina 250
Mondragon, Donald 201
Money, James 266
Mooberry, Holly 284
Moody, Janice 266
Moon, Larry 2, 234
Moore, Darbi 266
Moore, Darryl 169
Ellen 234
Jeff 195
Holly 193
Karon 284
Lisa Carol 284
Troy 250
Moussouras, Steven 195
Morale, Magda 284
Moreland, Doug 266
Moreno, Joseph 234
Morgan, David 266
Greg 250
J.P. 250
Morgenthaler, Robert 234
Morin, Chris 266
Morken, Dr. Hubert 65
Lisa 284
Morris, Bernadette 284
Bob 235
Davud Manos 266
David Burl 235
Moss, Debbie 284
Vicky 250
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235

Naga, Anne 163
Najita, Amy 266
Nardinocchi, Sherry 235
Nati, Carol 201
Naumann, Michael A. 192
Neal, Craig 284
Neal, Samantha 284
Needler, Ruthie 250
Nelle, Stephanie 235
Nelms, Diane 266
Nelson, Dale 235
Dr. Ed 183
Netterhind, Lori 235
Neubauer, Edward 195
Newman, Julie 284
Newmeyer, Robert 199
Ng, Li Koan 284
Nguyen, Due 284
Nicarry, Cheryl 266
Nickerson, Jeff 284
Nimick, Andrew 199
Nipp, Jonathon 284
Nissi 296
Noack, Mike 284
Noble, Mike J. 284
Noland, Kevin 235
Noonan, Stephanie 266
Nordmark, Emerson 284
Norell, Paul 235
Noriega, Diana 266
Norman, Jake 284
Todd 15, 161
Norton, Lynn 266
Norvell, John 284
Norwood, Curtis 235
Monte 235
Pamela 235
Nowacki, Jim 235
Nuesch, Carlos 201
Nussbaum, Shari 250
Nuit, Lisa 266
Nwabueze, Emmaniel 1. 206
Nwulu, Gloria 266

000
Oban, Nenita 235
Obaseki, Michael 284
Oberlander, William 284
O'Brian, Erin 284
O'Connor, Dan 250
Molly 284
Patrick 235
Vicki 266

Odegaard, Cindy 235
O'Dell, Kevin 266
O'Driscoll, Mary 284
Tod 250

Ogden, Kim

124
Nan 127
Ogle, Jeff 250
Julie 266

Ohler, Theresa 161, 235,
Olewiler, Debbie 250
Olinske, Scott 284
Olsen, Tannie E. 192
Luanne 284
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Oyster, Bryan 284
Oyugi, Rose 266
Ozerities, Michelle

Lori 142

Phipps, Petey 285
Pickens, Tim 266
Picton, Paul 235
Pierce, Susan 285
Toni 285

Pierre, Bridgette 235
Pierson, Greg 235
Pike, Amy 250
Lori 285

Pimental, JuLie 266
Pimpo, Debbie 266
Pinchot, John 236
Pitoni, Rich 285
Plaggemeyer, Tamara 5, 285
Pliler, Kim 266

Ploeger, Greg 199
Plummer, Sherrie 285
Denise 250
Lori 236
Poe, Pam 250
Pohlenz, Frida 236
Pohlman, Susan 250
Pokrzywa, Andrea 236
Porco, Tracy 236
Postelthwait, Mike 5
Potter, Sam 114, 116, 117
Potts, Kathy 285
Roberta 99, 210, 212
Ron 155, 210, 212
Powell, Clay 201
Debbie 266

Podhajsky,

284

ppp
Page, Michael 266
Painter, Jeff 235
Palmer, Joseph 266
Scott 284

Pammal, Shivraj 206
Pandian, Vijay 235
Paniamogan, Caleb 266
Pannuto, Dennis 266
Paolillo, Dawn 266
Park, Jim 284
Parker, Kelly 284
Lori 235
Wade 201
Wendy 266
Tracy 284
Parkey, Jennifer 235
Parrott, Dominica 250
Parsons, Sarah 284
Patterson, Bob 250
Flint 284
Sean 284
Patti, Sandi 110
Paulison, Jerry 250
Paulsen, Robert 201
Payne, Elizabeth 284
Janice 284
John 284
Payson, Perry 250
Pearson, Sherry 235
Pechacek, Amy 61
Robert 266
Pecorino, Lisa 235
Pell, Christine 199
Pelling, Dawn 250
Pelton, Dacia 284
Tracy 235
Pena, Lucie P. 250
Peneueta, Aiga 284
Talato 266
Peng, Angela 182, 250
Penner, Rod 250
Pennington, Gary 250
Perez, Martin L. 284
Perkins, Maureen 235
Perrella, ELizabeth 284
Perrin, Sandra 235
Persons, Keith 285
Rena 250
Pesek, Cathy 250
Pesta, Monica 266
Peters, Dan 20 I
Kurt 201
Peterson, Brian W. 285
Carolyn 250
Dwight 266
Erik 285
Kathy 250
Mark 206
Michelle 161, 266
Petitte, Paul 235
Pettygrove, Jay 250
Jill 285
Phelps, Becky 285
Mike 250
Phillip, Deborah 285
Doug 250
Phillips, Craig Joel 235
John 235
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Phippen,

Kelly 266
Lavette 285
Powers, Jenna 266
Praise Singers 103
Prentice, Dean 266
Prentice, Dean 266
Prevost, Gary 250
Prew, Paul 199
Price, Rebecca 266
Proctor, Tammy 285
Todd 285
Propst, Brent 206
Pruitt, Erin 285
Putnam, David Paul 206

QQQ
Quant, R. Scott 285
Quinones, Ruth 236
Quitno, Kirk David 236

RRR
Raccuia, Michael C. 250
Raiden-Titus, Nancy 62, 163,236
Rains, Meja 266
Rairigh, Robyn 266
Raithel, Sheryl 250
Ralls, Michael J. 199
Ramanayake, Jacqueline 266
Yas 285

Ramirez, Eddie
Ramolete, John

199
250

John 268

Ramos, Joe 250
Zabdy 236
Ramsey, Bonny 236
Cary 258
Tammy 258
Rasberry, Jo Ann 153,236
Rasch, Marthie Rebecca 258
Rash, Jeff 2, 250
Rasmussen, Jon 268
Rather, Jerri 236
Rausch, Dan 236
James 258
Katrina 236

Rayfield, Jenny 285
Reader, Rebecca 250
Reber, Shelly 250
Reddout, Elizabeth 268
Reed, A very 285
Proctor Jr. 206

Tracy

M. 236

Reeder, Alton 268
Kristina 250
Marianne 193

Reeves, Shelly 268
Reid, Owen 268

Reiner, Dawn 236
Reissmueller, Angela 268
Regan, Debbie 285
Reger, Jodi 285
Reilly, Barbara 285
Rekila, Lori 236
Rendo, Frank 250
Ressler, John 285
Reyes, Carmen 250
Reynolds, Diane 252
Renee 236
Rob 268
Rhoades, Connie 236
Rice, Atwood 199
Rich, David 268
Richards, Laura 285
Mark 268
Trent 137
Rieber, Mary Jo 252
Riechers, Susan 236
Riedel, Alec 252
Riedel, Anne Lise 236
Riley, Curt 285
Stephen 285
Rimes, Wanda 268
Rink, Jim 268
Rise, Richard 252
Rittenour, Brent 285
Ritz, Kyrnrn 268
Rizas, Cynthia 285
Robbins, Kristen 72
Roberts, Anjeanette 268

Evelyn 99,210,213,315
Gena 285
John L. 252
Kendall 195
Jordan Lindsay 211
211
Oral 210,213,315
Richard 90, 91, 93, 210, 211
Thomas 252
Robertson, Kimberly 268
Lisa 252
Robinson, Bret 268
Robison, James 99
Roby, Doug 268
Rodgers, Colette 268
Rodriguez, Ronnie 14,50,317
Roe, John 285
Kenneth 199
Roeder, Julie 268
Teresa 236
Rogers, David 268
Kelly 236
Susan 236
Vicky 268
Roller, Bill 195
Rondoni, Margi 268
Rosas, Veronica 183, 268
Rose, Brenda 252
Charmione 285
Jolene 268
Roseberry, Mark 252
Rosenau, Betsy 268
Rosenfield, Jacqueline 236
Ross, Kevin 206
Rhonda 268
Rossiter, Kris 268
Roth, Rebecca 236
Roumain, Calude 236
Rowe, Deborah 252
Jeffrey 286
Royal Party 295, 317
Royalty, Philip 236
Rozelle, Robin 268
Ruby, Dale 236
Ruddick, Trisha 285
Rudebill, Laurie 268
Ruggiero, Mike 268
Rule, Jeanne 285
Ruth 285
Rundall, Jani 268
Rundell, David 268
Runk, Diane 285
Runnels, Beth 252
Running, Don 268
Rupe, Jim 285
Rushford, Scott 252
Russell, Danielle 193
Richelle 193
Russo, Anne 268
Rith, Angelia 236

Lindsay 90,93,99,210,

.

Shiflett,

Ruth, William W. 285
Ryan, Kim 236
Ryder, Randee 236
Rydstrom, Jennifer 252

sss
Salinas, Stella 285
Sampson, Debra 252
Samuel, Jason 236
Sana, Lisa Marie 236
Sanchez, Suzanne 285
Sanders, Derek 252
Laura 268

Sangermano, Joseph

Robert 286
Rikke 286
Shinn, Stanley 286
Shoemaker, Wendy 286
Short, Howard 195
Shortridge, Kathryn 237
Shotton, Steve 252
Shriver, Kent W. 237
Shuler, Bill 237
Denise 252
Shunskis, Becky 286
Siebert, Dan 237
Siefert, Mark 199
Simmons, Dale 206
Jim 252
Laura 253
Simon, Greg 286
Simpson, David 286
Mitch 237
Susan 269
Sims, Debbie 238
Sinks, Brian 286
Sitarz, Hans 253
Siwek, Steve 253
Sizelove, Layne 269
Sjade, Kathy 237
Skeldon, Steve 238
Skolrood, Mark 199
Slagter, Sandra 253
Slaney, Bob 238
Slavik, Ron 269
Slick, Eric 206
Slightom, Eric 286
Sloan, Craig 18, 286
Sandi 238
Small, Bob 286
Smentowski, Mary 269
Monica 253
Smiling, Kimberli 269
Smith, Amy 186
Amy J. 286
Anthony 286
Carolyn H. 238
Carolyn R. 253
Dwayne 253
Eric L. 238
Faith 269
Janet 253
Jason 269
Jennifer 286
Jennifer 286
John 286
Judy 269
Mark 206
Mosezelia 269, 317
Nigel 238
Peter 62, 163, 238
Rodney 238
Rodney 287
Scott 269
Sherry 287
Tonia 287
Stephanie 269
Steve 141
Victor 199
William 238
Smolchuck, Kendal 287
Smucker, John 238
Tamara 238
Smyda, Darlene 238
Robert 269
Snavely, Mark 253
Snuggs, Stuart 253
Snyder, Annette 238
Edward 238
Terri 269
Soh, Lian 239
Somers, Tom 269
Sommerfeld, Leet 132, 133
Sorensen, Curtis 201
Soria, Kathleen 239
Souls A' Fire 103
Southard, Kristi 253
Sowell, Timothy J. 287
Spanks, Pam 253
Sparks, Debby 287

Shillingstad,

285
Rosanna 268
Santelises, Luis 268
Santillan, Edgardo 268
Patty 285
Santini, Michael 237
Sasaki, Lisa Marie 268
Saunders, Robin 237
Saur, Jacqueline 252
Saveraid, Jill 268
Sayler, Sandra 285
Sayre, Chrys 237
Scaglione, Greg 268
Scalf, Ken II 285
Schabitzer, Steve 237
Schaeffer, Stephanie 285
Schafer, Leslie 268
Schalla, Sharon 268
Schaller, Mark 268
Schanke, Karen 237
Schatzmann, David 285
Schelling, Kim 268
Schemenau, John 237
Schertz, Carolyn 252
Schinkus, Sandi 285
Schluter, Wendy 252
Schmidt, Kathy 268
Schmitt, Andy 237
Schmitzer, Mike 15
Schnedler, Steven 252
Schneider, Steve 14
Schnibbe, Carl P. 285
Schism, Alan 163
Schober, Janice G. 142, 159,237
Schoepe, Maria 252
Schoonover, Rita 2, 268
Schott, Carla 286
Schramm, Jeanne 268
Schrepple, Gregg 286
Schuckman, Dalon 268
Schulenburg, Julia 286
Schuller, Mark 268
Schultz, Annette 237
Debbie 252
Maureen 252
Michael 286
Schwartz, Brad 252
Chuck 31, 64, 252
Scoggin, Joseph 252
Scott, Connie 109
Doug 286
John W. 237
Sheila 237
Screws, Dawn 286
Seaman, Suzanne 286
Seeman, Jolene 252
Seib, Arthur 268
Seidel, Rob 268
Seigal, Ken 268
Seigler, Timothy 206
Seivert, Patty 252
Selberg, Steven 237
Sell, Tom 268
Selwyn, Dawn 269
Senechal, James 286
Sens, Mark 286
Seow, Norman 286
Serwanga, Naomi 206
Seskes, Pamela 237
Shammah 296
Sharp, Jarett 137
Sharpe, Jamie M. 286
Shaw, David 286
Shedden, Darla 269
Shelton, Joanna 59,237,318
Sheppard, Janet 286

Peggy 128, 129,269
Rex 199

Spencer, Howard 186, 187,253
Mary 85
Ruth 269

Spiehs, Julie 269
Spitzer, Jolene 269
Spivey, Teresa 269
Spradlin, Tammy 253
Spurlock, Rhonda 187
Squire, Annette 60,95,181,239
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Pam 287
St. Peter, Debbie S. 269
Stack, Tom 287
Stacy, Barbara 253
Mr. 167
Stadheim, Gem 253
June 287
Stafford, Danene 239
Kent 64, 239, 310, 318
Stanton, Carol 239
Stayskal, John 253
Steets, Barb 269
Chuck 18
Sherry 100, 243
Steffel, Julie 253
Stienbarger, Rebecca 287

Squires,

Stencel, Lynette 183,269
Stenzel, Karen 287
Neal 269
Katrina 253
Kyle 163, 239
Stems, Lisa 269
Sterrett, John 287
Stevens, Marcia 253
Scott 201
Stewart, John F. 287
Steyer, Kimberli 239
Stinnette, Mary 269
Stoddard, Curtis 287
Stolfi, Linda 269
Stone, Margaret 193
Robin 253
Sonja 253
Stonebrook, Darren 287
Stonehill, Randy III
Stoops, Catherine 161
Stoskopf, Nan 269
Stout, Kent 287
Mitchell 15, 19, 287
Stevie 287
Stover, Kendra 269
Stowe, Lyle 239
Strand, Mandy 269
Stratz, Angela 269
Strege, William R. 287
Stricker, Jadean 269
Marji 239
Stricklin, Kendra 287
Stringer, Carolyn 199
Strohm, Chuck 253
Strong, David 269
Stronghold 295, 313
Struense, Brent 287
Stubblefield, Fee 269
Studer, Ray 239
Stuppiello, Michael 253
Suchy, Julia 180, 239
Suhonen, Kris 287
Summers, Allison 253
Sun, Lai Yung 37, 269
Sutera, Sharon 253
Svensson, Ellen 269
Swain, Kim 239
Swalin, Cheryl 288
Swanson, Cheryl 253
Jeff 269
Kristin J. 199
Swartzendruber, Tiff 288
Sweet, Daniel E. 269
the Switch 103
Swoape, Crystal 288
Swoboda, Chris 288
Snyder, Paul 269
Szenasi, Darrell 253

Stephens,

TTT
Tada, Brian 239
Taillon, Jeffry D. 239

Tamminga,

Roland 199

Tan, Chee-Hwa 288
Tan, Joshua 253
Sharon 253
Soh Ping 269

Tannehill, Rodney
Tanner, Ken 269

239

Mia 288
Sam 239

Tanui, Joseph 253
Tate, Frank 288
Gary 239
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Tatistcheff, Helen 288
Taylor, Barbara 201

uuu

Carl 206

Cheryl Joy

239
Connie K. 253
Jennifer 288
Linda 239
Lisa C. 253
Rhonda 253
Robert G. 269
Teal, Jeff 288
Tefft, Sharon 269
Templeman, Blaine 288
Templer, Lacinda 183
Terry, Anthony 253
Tham, Jacqueline 288
Tharp, Tara 12, 13, 253
Todd 288
Thatcher, Becky 253
Theis, Marty 239
Theisman, Britt 239
Thiesen, Joy 239
Karen 269
Thiessen, Lisa 164, 253
Thomas, Ann D. 32, 201
David 288
Thomas R. 288
Dawn 269
Leisa Lynne 239
Paulene 269
Suzanne 34, 239
Timothy P. 239
Tyrone 269
Vic 286
Thomasson, David 239
Thome, Dennis 269
Thompson, Lynn 174
Rhonda 269
Sharon 269
Tanya 253
Timmy 288
Thorp, Barry W. 269
Hall 239
Thrasher, Elizabeth 239
Paul 269
Thull, Nikki 288
Thurman, Dr. Dwayne 182
Ti, Tim 186
Tibbetts, Angela 288
Tiede, Julianne 253
Tilli, Robert N. Jr. 239
Timmermeyer, Chaz 187
Timmerman, Nathan 45, 161, 239
Timms, Joanne 253
Tindall, Darrell 288
Tipton, Nancy 239
Tittle, Karen 253
Titus, Eric 239

Toal, Doug 253
Tobin, Pete 253
Tofte, Brenda 270
Toliver, Shawn 239
Tolomeo, Susan 270
Torres, Wanda 288
Traenkenschuh, Roy 288
Trail, Jesse 159
Traina, Lynda G. 270
Tranter, Joyce 192

Treadwell,

Sarah 288
Theresa 77, 180,240
Tulay, Jeremiah Jr. 240
TunalI, Brad 288
Tuneberg, Ann 288
Turman, Dean 199
Turner, Celeste 288
Ken 253
Kristen 240
Susanne 240
Terisa 193
Turyasingura, Fred R. 240
Tuttle, Pam 240
Tyner, Laurel 240
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288

Ruth 240

Webster, Crystal 288
Weed, Ken 254

Michael 186, 240

Unruh, Kari J. 288
Upham, Steve 206
Ussery, Pete 288
Utter, Tammie 270

Weeks,

vvv
Vandergriff, Lisa 288
VanderLugt, Bob 270

163

Wolpert, Robert 290
Wong, Christine 254
Jonathan 271
Soon-Kin 241
Wood, Bruce 254
Doug 241
Evangeline 290
Gary 241
Woodard, Linda 241
Woodman, Sheryl 290
Woodruff, James 271
Woods, Jeana 73, 241
Woolf, C.J. 241
Wooten, Dean 241
Keith 290
Work, Leanne 290
Workman, Jay 254
Worrell, Brad 290
Wotring, Sandra 271
Wright, Jill 241
Lisa 241

Mary

Sandra 253
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Vellinga,

Dan 206
Vest, Shauna 288
Vincent, Carl 240
Vogel, Kevin 271
Vollmann, Steve 271
Von Allmen, Kyle 288
Voss, Jennifer 288
Vostello, Debbie 240
Voth, Allen 206

www
Waide, Kent 271
Waldee, Cherise 271
Walden, Mark 271
Wall, Mary 271
Wallace, Alexis 271
Waller, Thomas 288
Walker, Lori 240

Robin 199
Walters, Sharon 254
Ward, Sharon 271
Warren 240
Ware, Connie 193
Joy 271
Lisa 288

Warren, Cheryl 288
George 186,288
Janet 288
Kevin 271
Kristin 271
Nancy 288

254

Scott 288
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Whichard, Tiffany
White, Cheryl 254
Delayne 254

254

vvv

289

Jeff 201
Leonard 183, 240
Lisa 271
Michelle 78
Sheri 254
Sonya 240
Stephen 289
Steve 289
Whitlock, Melinda 189
Whitmire, Susan 240
Wiater, Jeaneen 271
Wiberg, Lisa 254
Wie, Ona 59, 165, 240
Wiens, Connie 240
Wiet, Kathryn 254
Wiinamaki, Al 254
Wiggim, Darrell 271
Wilcox, Celia 240
Lori-Ann 201
Wilgers, Amy 254
Wilkerson, Stephen 289
Wilkes, Donna 289
Wilkerson, David 101
Wilkinson, Sharon 289
Willett, Paula 271
Williams, Alisa 271
Cherie 289
Christine 240
Donna 289
Kent 240
Mark 163, 254
Percy III 271
Scott 271
Williamson, Michelle 271
Rachel 290
Willier, Cyndi 240
Willingham, T.J. 271
Willis, Danny 271
Wills, Charles 254
Willison, Deborah 290
Wilson, David 195
David 271
Jacqueline 271
Laurie 271
Mark 114, 118
Scott 290
Winburn, Kimberly 290
Winfrey, Annetee 240
Wingard, Jana 254
Wingbermuehle, Joseph 240
Winkler, Linda 240
Winslow, Dr. 91
Winston, Linda 254
Victor 271
Winters, Pam 271
Wise, Kris 240
Wisley, Melissa 240
Witham, Robin 163
Witt, Dedi 64, 254
Wobodia, Doris M. 241
Wolber, Phil 271
Wolford, Julia 271

241

Wrisley, Lori 290
Wyncoop, Ronald

Renee 289
Wanda 254

Vander-Weide, Brian 253
Vangilder, Tom 270
Vanhouten, Mindy 253
Vanides, Ares 254
Vanputten, Renato 100, 270
Vargas, Patricia 254

Warwick, Becky 288
Washington, Josephine
Wathen, Gordon 254
Watkins, Daniel 288
Watrous, Fred 199
Watson, Ann 271
Doug 254

John Edward 192
Mattie 193
Melinda 254
Weems, Jamie 288
Weimer, Robert 288
Weinert, Heide 271
Welch, Thomas 240
Wellerop, Hedvig 254
Wesel, Kevin 240
Wesley, John 99, 101
West, Bryan 254
Lisa 288
Mark 254

Myra 254,317
Tonya 289
Wetzel, Lynette, 271
Weymour, Mark 240
Wheeler, Eileen 289

Valls, Jose 141
Vallone, Sandy 270
Vandemark, Lisa 270
Vandenberg, Trudy 288

Kelly 61, 152,288

270

Paul 288
Suzanne 288

Webber, Cindy 288
Weber, Agnes 288

Melanie 240
Mershell 254
Michael 245
Vicki 240
Wallace, Diane 161, 245
Thomas R. 254
Walls, Patty 254
Walsh, Margie 271
Walter, Diane 288

Ronnie 199

Trevino, Denise 253
Trevorrow, Julie 288
Trimble, Rogette 270
Troili, Fred C. 253
Trost, Victoria 240
Troutman, David 193
Troy, Debbie Renee 288
Troyer, Brenda 253
Truax, Scott 199
Trueblood, Shelly 71,146;
Truitt, Ken 270
Tucker, Liz 253

Uhlrich, Terisa 253
Underwood, Christi
May 240

Watt, Rebecca 240
Weatherby, Mary Margaret
Webb, Jodi 254

Yager, Cecilia 271
Yancy, Rochelle 271
Yates, Chanel 241
Susan 241
Toni 271
Yaw, Bernard 241
Yenni, Chris 271
Yi, Timothy 290
Yokota, Shelley 271
Yoo, Kim 271
Yoon, David 254
Yost, Julie 241
Youmans, Roger 271
Young, Gloria 290
Maryanna 129, 254
Mary Kay 241
Stephen 271
T.J.254
Youngquist, Susan 271
Yue, Randolph A. 290

zzz
Zachman, Alyson 271
Zefers, Tami 241
Zellers, Kevin 241
Zetterlund, Ross 254
Zilliner, Desiree 271

Zimpfer,

Yvonne 254
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The
RICIIAHI)
ROBERTS
Show
On September 17,1984, me RICHARD ROBERTS
show was born
an infant
ministry outreach to a
TV-centered America. Today the RICHARD
ROBERTS show is a thriving mffiistry mat' has
changed the �ives of hinndlJfeds of rhousands. Easketba1lJl
great: Meadowlark Lemon, former Miss America Cheryl
Prewitt, Dallas Cowboy head coach. Tom Landry, Shirley
Boone, and many other very special guests have been
a
part of rhitis lJUinilstlry as they jom Ilticha!li'd and! Limdsary
Roberts in reachililg into me beans of people everywhere
with the miracle message of Jesus Christ.
...

Oral Roberts Evangelistic Association congratulates the Class of 1985
© Oral Roberts University

on

their

grad\:

and the
CLE
IIBAI;ING
CENTER
•••

world
© Oral Roberts
University with the
(ion and "launching day" into every man's
good news of Jesus Christ.

Thanks to Theresa Ohler, Todd Nor

Judy Kunick, Libby Lewis,
Joseph Traut, Michelle Peterson, Di
ane Wallace, Cathy Stoops, A.C. Grif
fith, Kelly Walters, Mandy Anderson
and Debbie Sparks and the rest of the
staff. Hunter Publishing Company is
proud to have been a part of helping
Oral Roberts University continue Ex
ceeding.
man,

H

HUNTER

PUBLISHING
COMPANY

WINSTON-SALEM,

N.C. 27103

Claudia Bennett
Tulsa, OK
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of belonging by
children through esc
missions.

Students found

reaching

a sense

out to

ministries

or

"

�
ciS Belonging to an organization which pro'"

_...:10

........

vided pep and enthusiasm gives many
students an outlet of outreach.

a

part of

the whole
what

they will be doing 10 years down the road.
Every year, the ORU Homecoming basketball
game gives present students the opportunity to
points, Spring Banquets, computer-card tests, see yesterday's students return home full of
senior projects, burger runs, brother-sister memories and recollections. From the enthu
All have been siastic fans to the chattering alumni who circle
wing activities, club meetings
bricks with which we have built our college endlessly around the Mabee Center looking for
old friends to gossip with, from the exultant
careers.
Often, college students are fond of forecast homecoming queen to the spirited pep band,
ing where they and their friends will be and everyone is beaming from ear to ear. Slam
of messages from the past.
Those memories are different for each of us, but
certain of them are common to us all. Aerobic

ries,

a

hodge-podge

...
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Flesh Hill proves to be a popular place
to become friends with new people, as
well as a place to become a new skin
color.

c

�
o

<Xl
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c

o
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from
to

ear

ear

Full of energy and

enthusiasm, the ORU cheerleading

squad exhorts Charles Dorsey as
against Xavier's tough defense.
314

BEAMING

he shoots for two

© Oral Roberts University

year's Homecoming
Queen Tracey Anderson smiles
radiantly while being escorted
by Richard Roberts.

This

dunks, school

songs, acrobatic cheerleader

stunts and the

pageantry of the Homecoming

court all work

together

to create the atmo

sphere of which dreams and memories are made.
Homecoming, a time to relive memories and
form new experiences, is the type of memory
we'll choose to recall. The images of our friends
! and cohorts beaming with excitement will be
j

indelible in

our

otherwise fallible minds.

OIl
C
:::l

><

j
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Members of Stronghold and Royal Par
ty, a brother/sister wing on campus,
spent a day of wet fun getting to know
each other ar'the beginning of the year
at Big Splash Water Park.

together
as one

316

BELONGING

Other memories we'll choose to reflect upon
include those of concerned faculty members,
caring R.A. 's or Chaplains and friends with
whom we lived and grew. And grow we did. We
grew as individuals, making choices and deci
sions that will govern the way we live. We
learned skills that will enable us to make an
impact upon the world around us. We grew as
friends, sharing good and bad times, learning to
appreciate our brother-sister wings or whomev
er we spent the majority of our time around,
striving to seek out the best in each other. We
grew as a corporate body, learning to apply the

© Oral Roberts University

Kay Kilpatrick fights getting hay
stuffed down her shirt at a hayride, a
popular fall brother/sister wing activity.
Lorilei Klassen Aguiar, Mosezelia
Smith, Ronnie Rodriquez, Todd Bur
chett, and Myra West dress up for a
costume

party.

message of OR U to the way we conduct
ourselves. This message will follow us wher
ever we go. Not only will certain attitudes and

qualities be expected of us as ORU students,
we will be expected to be top-notch in whatever
field we enter. The flame is burning atop the
Prayer Tower and outside the LRC symbolize

ORU and all it stands for. That flame will burn
on inside each of us as we go throughout the
world.
Those of us who are leaving ORU this year
are growing in a different way. The time in
college has been well-spent, but no one can

© Oral Roberts University
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Mike Libby shares some of his gradua
tion glee with a fellow graduate.

years, J oan
a lot
but none will com

Rooming together for three
na

Shelton and Theresa Ohler have

of happy memories,
pare to the exuberance of

graduation

day.

high five for Kent Stafford and his
buddy expresses their joy as they both
call an end to their college days.
A

c:

S
'0
.c

til
'"

c
c:
'"

�
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with

exceeding
great joy

deny the

urge to

fly

out of the nest and stretch

his own wings. There is rejoicing and much
excitement as the school year comes to a close;
there always has been. The joy isn't exactly
that we are leaving ORU, but that we are leav
ing enhanced, better people equipped to face
the days ahead.
The preparation we have received physical
ly, intellectually and spiritually will help us in

whatever world to which God calls us. From
the world of business to the world of entertain
ment, from nursing to education, from medi
cine and dentistry to engineering and mathe
we have been called
matics, from law to art
to hear the voice of God, translate that voice
into a practical vision for our lives, and carry
that vision to the rest of the world.

© Oral Roberts University
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COLOPHON
V o�ume 19 of t�e Oral Roberts II niversity P€r�llieHom was
printed by Hunter Pyb�ishing ComtPamy of Winston-Salem,
North Carolina with a press fldn of 3,000 copies, a Srnyht
sewn trim size o:f9xt2 inches and a total 0(320 pages, 32 of
which were four-color.
AU printing was done using the offset lithographic
method on 80 p,ouDdg�05S enamel stock. Body type was 16
,po�nt Ti!li!les JR@m�lIJ wbi�e ca,��ons were 8 point and ,boto
credits were () point. The index was set i� 8 point Times
ROIQan. Portrait identifications were set in, g- point for
graduates and seniors while underclassmen were � point.
Headlines were set in various styles of Times Roman, Ven.tura Sc-ript and Helvetica.
Studio portraits were furnished by Yearbook Associates
of Miller Fans � Massaebuseus. All other photos were taken
by student pho'og�apheFs w.tess otherwise JillOtem. The col
or reproductions weFe/ printed by Color 'Pbotograp&y,
Inc ..
of Tulsa. All other reproductions.were printed b� the publication's staff.
The cover is Hunter Green Lexotone with -gold mylar
embossing designed by Carla Turner.
The ]985 Per:iil.f.te�iolill employed columoar,-desigli'1J; Funding
came from the Student Activity fee paid by a;U fun-time
students.
Perihel�on
(per-e-he-Ie-eal.a., t�e'_lPo�mt closest to the
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The 1985 Perihelion Staff

,

TheresaL. Ohler
Todd Norman
J oseplit Traut
Libby Lewis

/
-'

Michelle Peterson
AC Griffith

Diane WaElac'e
Judi Kunick

Business Manager
Student Lite Editor
Academics Ed�tOf
Spiritual Life Editor
Sports' Editor.
Organizations Editor
Grads & Administration
Portraits Bd�tor'
Photo Edt�or,
'

Cathy, Stoops
Mandy Anderson
'

.

KeHy WaJ]ter

-

,

Editor-in-Caief
Associate Editor

'

"

,

,

.

'

Photographers
I

,

(

Derek Avallone
Jonathon BaUman
'Mike Dinter
Colleen Foster
Dr. Alston Morgan
'

Brad

Lyle

.

'

Joanna Shelton
Nathan Timmerman

-

-

Lai Yung
Advisor

"

"
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